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INTRODUCTION 
 
Corpus Linguistics has been developing since the early 1990s  as a consequence of 
the onset of information technologies that allow  processing of huge amounts of 
linguistic data and it is presently one of the leading paradigms for the theoretical and 
practical study of language. Spoken and written corpora are now an essential source 
of information for many scientific domains such as, besides Linguistics and 
Grammar, Speech Recognition, Language Teaching, Lexicography, Artificial 
Intelligence, Language Pathology etc..  
Corpus Linguistics methodologies have been applied to many languages, and in 
this frame Romance languages are now well represented by reference corpora, 
domain specific corpora, speech corpora, annotated corpora, language acquisition 
corpora, etc. The study of these resources has already produced an important 
literature that strongly modified the traditional background knowledge for the 
description and explanation of linguistic phenomena.  
In this frame the Linguistics Laboratory of the Italian Department of the 
University of Florence (LABLITA) is specifically concerned with the constitution of 
Spoken Romance Corpora that are explored for the study of many fields in the 
domain of speech communication, such as prosody, information structure, 
pragmatics, semantics, lexicon  and so on. However, besides our work at LABLITA, 
we think that the achievements of Romance languages corpus-driven studies deserve 
more attention from the scientific community at world level for both their amount 
and quality. To this end, within the Internalization program of the University of 
Florence,  LABLITA invites yearly one of the leading scholars in the field of corpus 
linguistics for a workshop  in which current corpus linguistics trends face data and 
theories derived from Romance corpora analysis. After Claire Blanche Benveniste 
(École Pratique des Hautes Études), John Sinclair (TWC) in 2006 and Shlomo 
Izre'el (Tel Aviv University) in 2007, Douglas Biber (Northern Arizona University) 
visited the lab in 2008.  
This book hosts papers given at the 3rd  International LABLITA Workshop in 
Corpus Linguistics, (Italian Department, University of Florence, June 4th - 5th 
2008) and it aims at integrating new ideas and results derived from Romance 
languages corpora in the framework of the overall achievements of corpus 
linguistics.  
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The perspective of the contributions is mainly theoretical. Corpus linguistics 
faces the tradition of formal grammar highlighting the importance of observation 
adequacy and focuses on the exploration of language performance positive data. 
Corpora representing the actual contexts in which natural languages are used allows 
for the bootstrapping of properties that cannot be deduced from competence based 
judgments.  
The Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English1, is still the main 
reference book for what regards corpus based grammars. Biber’s paper, which open 
this volume, sketches the main achievements of the “variational approach” which  
has been the main method for bootstrapping  the differential syntactic properties of  
written and spoken varieties from English corpora that have been recorded in the 
Longman Grammar  and in subsequent works.  
The following contributions, presented to Biber  by notable European and extra-
European  linguists, range over Italian, Spanish, French, Brazilian Portuguese and 
report the results of long-term corpus driven research. They focus on the various 
linguistic levels concerned with information extraction and the methodologies 
applied to this end, and report new large corpus collection initiatives in the Romance 
language area. 
Most papers deal with spoken corpora. They regard the interfaces between 
syntax, prosody and information structure (Cresti & Moneglia, University of 
Florence;  Ferrari & De Cesare, University of Basel),  the bootstrapping of semantic 
information at the lexical level (Panunzi, University of Florence; Fugimura, Nagoya 
University), and the comparison of speech performance in child and adult spoken 
corpora (Garrote & Moreno, Autonomous University of Madrid).  
Raso and Mello (Federal University of Minas Gerais) present a new 
spontaneous speech corpus of Brazilian Portuguese. This new corpus, collected 
along the lines of the C-ORAL-ROM multilingual corpus2, will properly allow the 
comparison of  Brazilian and European Portuguese, which diverge mainly in the oral 
variety. The corpus will be therefore an essential source of data for linguistic studies.   
In order to compute information in language corpora one crucial requirement 
deals with formats and annotation of row language data. The contributions by 
Barbera & Colombo (University of Turin) and Turco & Voghera (Max Planck 
Institute, University of Salerno)  fall in this domain.  
Many projects in the last decade have been devoted to the collection of learner 
corpora. Syntactic development of learners is among the main information that can 
be derived from the huge amount of available data. To this end Turco & Voghera 
present an annotation system of L2 texts that has the same basic structure of the one 
                                                 
1 Biber, D., S. Johansson, G. Leech, S. Conrad and E. Finnegan. 1999. Longman grammar of 
spoken and written English. London: Longman. 
2 Cresti, E. and M. Moneglia (eds). 2005. C-ORAL-ROM. Integrated reference corpora for 
spoken romance languages, DVD + vol. Amsterdam: Benjamins. 
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we use to annotate native languages; this allowed a straightforward comparison 
between non-native and native production. 
Barbera & Colombo present the procedures adopted to set up and to compute a 
large Multilingual Corpus of news-groups crawled from the internet. This corpus 
freely accessible on the net constitutes one of the most relevant textual resources 
now available for cross-linguistic comparison in specific semantic domains. 
From a more theoretical point of view this book presents new ways to explore 
spoken corpora for the study of language structure. Corpus driven studies of spoken 
language afford a more realistic representation of lexical information and allow for 
the discovery of semantic properties that cannot be observed otherwise. This is the 
case for the semantic variation of the verb essere [to be] in Italian (Panunzi) and for 
the variation of color adjectives in Japanese (Fujimura).  
The corpus based study of information structure bore important achievements 
that are now verified in Romance languages corpora. The information structure of 
spoken language is systematically conveyed by prosodic cues and it determines 
severe constraints on syntactic boundaries and semantic compositionality (Cresti & 
Moneglia). In the absence of prosody, information structure is also reflected in 
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LINGUISTIC STYLES ENABLED BY  
THE TECHNOLOGY OF LITERACY 
Douglas Biber 
Northern Arizona University 
1. Introduction 
Over the past several decades, researchers in linguistics, anthropology, and 
communication studies have been interested in comparisons of the spoken and 
written modes. However, there has been considerable disagreement on the extent to 
which the two modes differ linguistically. Research studies in the 1970’s and early 
1980’s usually argued that there are fundamental linguistic differences between 
speech and writing. For example, researchers such as O'Donnell (1974), Olson 
(1977), and Chafe (1982) argued that written language generally differs from speech 
in being more structurally complex, elaborated, and/or explicit. This view was 
moderated later, when researchers such as Tannen (1982), Beaman (1984), and 
Chafe and Danielewicz (1986) argued that communicative task is also an important 
predictor of linguistic variation; therefore equivalent communicative tasks (e.g., 
narration) should be compared in speech versus writing to isolate the possibility of 
mode differences.  
Multi-Dimensional (MD) studies of register variation in English (e.g., Biber 
1986, 1988) went a step further by analyzing linguistic variation among the range of 
registers within each mode, and then comparing across speech and writing. These 
studies found 'dimensions' of variation that distinguish between stereotypical 'oral' 
versus 'literate' registers, although there are few (if any) absolute linguistic 
differences between speech and writing with respect to any dimension. Rather, 
particular spoken and written registers are more or less similar/different with respect 
to each underlying dimension of variation. 
More recently, some scholars in the 1990's began to claim that there are 
essentially no linguistic correlates of literacy as a technology. Many of these 
researchers have taken an ethnographic perspective, studying literacy practices in 
communities where writing is used for specific, local functions. Having noticed that 
those functions do not necessarily include the stereotypical purposes of 
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informational exposition, these researchers have made general claims minimizing 
the importance of literacy as a technology; for example: 
 
Literacy can be used (or not used) in so many different ways that the technology it 
offers, taken on its own, probably has no implications at all. [Bloch 1993, p. 87; see 
also Halverson 1991; Hornberger 1994] 
 
Against this background, the present paper surveys a number of empirical corpus-
based studies to argue that the technology of literacy does have measurable 
linguistic consequences. Specifically, it will be argued that the written mode enables 
styles of linguistic expression that are not found in spontaneous (unscripted) speech. 
That is, the evidence presented below shows that the spoken and written modes 
differ in their potential for linguistic variation: speech is highly constrained in its 
typical linguistic characteristics, while writing permits a wide range of linguistic 
expression, including linguistic styles not attested in speech. Thus, written texts can 
be highly similar to spoken texts, or they can be dramatically different. This 
difference is attributed to the differing production circumstances of the two modes: 
real-time production in speech versus the opportunity for careful revision and editing 
in writing. 
I present evidence for these linguistic differences between the modes from a 
survey of corpus-based research studies carried out over the past 20 years. These 
studies consistently document the same general patterns of linguistic variation: 1) 
few, if any, absolute differences between speech and writing; 2) large differences in 
the typical linguistic characteristics of the two modes; and 3) a much larger range of 
linguistic variation in the written mode than the spoken mode. 
2. Grammatical variation within and across the two modes 
One analytical approach that has proven to be especially useful for the study of 
linguistic variation is corpus-based analysis (see e.g., Biber, Conrad and Reppen 
1998; McEnery, Xiao and Tono 2006). Several corpus-based studies have 
undertaken detailed lexico-grammatical descriptions of spoken and written registers. 
For example, Biber et al. (1999) is a reference grammar of English that is based on 
empirical analysis of corpora from four registers: conversation, fiction, newspaper 
language, and academic prose (c. 20 million words of text overall, with c. 4-5 
million words from each of these four registers). A second study that is useful for 
the purposes here is Biber (2006), which describes the typical linguistic 
characteristics of university spoken and written registers (both academic and non-
academic). 
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I focus here on six of the registers described in these earlier studies: 
conversation, classroom teaching, and office hours within speech; and university 
textbooks, institutional texts (e.g., university catalogs or handbooks), and fiction 
within writing. These registers were chosen to illustrate the range of grammatical 
variation within the spoken and written modes. 
Table 1 in Appendix summarizes many of the most important grammatical 
characteristics of these six registers, based on a survey of the patterns of use 
documented in the LGSWE (Biber et al 1999) and Biber (2006). Part A of the table lists 
linguistic features that are especially common in the spoken registers. These are mostly 
features relating to pronouns (rather than nouns), the verb phrase (verbs and adverbs), 
and finite clauses. Surprisingly, there are several kinds of dependent clause included 
here: finite adverbial clauses (e.g., if I'm lucky, cause he can’t smoke), that complement 
clauses controlled by verbs (e.g., I don't think [that] he does), and WH-clauses (e.g., I 
don't know what's happening).  
Two patterns are especially noteworthy in Part A of Table 1: First, there is 
extensive variation within writing. Thus, fiction is relatively similar to conversation in 
that most of these features are common in both, while none of these features are 
common in textbooks. In fact, other written registers are even more similar to 
conversation. For example, consider the dense use of verbs and pronouns in the 
following e-mail message: 
 
Text Sample 1: e-mail message 
Pronouns are bold underlined; verbs are underlined italics  
 
Hey there, 
How's it going? It won't be long now before you're down here (or at least close to where 
I am now). I need your arrival time, flight number, etc. We are getting to CC earlier than 
I planned, so I will pick up the car on the 8th and may do something with these folks 
before you arrive. Let me know if you have any other questions too before you head off. 
Cheers, LC 
 
The second noteworthy pattern in Part A of the table is that there is little variation 
within speech. Thus, although conversation and university classroom teaching are 
dramatically different in their communicative purposes (as well as the relation 
between speaker and audience), these two spoken registers are surprisingly similar 
in their linguistic styles. Text samples 2 and 3 illustrate how similar these registers 
are in their characteristic grammatical features: 
 
Text Sample 2: Conversation  
Pronouns are bold underlined; verbs are underlined italics; finite adverbial clauses and 
finite complement clauses are marked by […]. 
 
<waiting in a car> <very long pause> 
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Peter: Oh brother. 
Gayle: They might not even have left there yet ... the hotel. 
Peter: Yeah they were just getting organized. 
Gayle: Yeah. 
Peter: Were Bob and Dorothy up already? 
Gayle: Oh yeah they were up. I think [we better wait.] You know [we go out to breakfast 
every Sunday after church]. <laugh> And they'll never, they'll never stay there. I mean 
[they always, Bob's always gotta go home for some reason]. He's got to have his bacon 
and egg muffin. We took him to breakfast on Sunday, all he did was complain. <laugh> 
Of course he gets mad [cause he can't smoke [cause we always take non-smoking. ] ] 
Peter: Oh well. 
 
 
Text Sample 3: Classroom teaching; English  
Pronouns are bold underlined; verbs are underlined italics; finite adverbial clauses and 
finite complement clauses are marked by […]. 
 
Instructor: [What I want you to do in your free writes] is kind of reflect on [what do you 
think [he means here] ]. Maybe - and [what you could answer] is would you want to live 
in that kind of place. Would you want to live there? And [if you do], Why? and do not, 
Why? And how does Rymmer give you clues? I think [Rymmer, especially in a poem 
like this, he talks about this hollowness at his core, sort of the absence of the bona fide, 
legitimate purpose to the whole thing]. I think [clues like this are embedded throughout 
that suggest [that Rymmer's pretty negative, or skeptical about this whole project] ], 
right? And [what I wanna know] is, [if you do want to live there], why is that, and [if you 
don't], what is it about Rymmer's writing, or Rymmer's ideas that lead you to believe 
[that you wouldn't want to live there].  
 
Part B of Table 1 lists features that are especially common in written registers. Many 
of these features are nouns or features that can be used for noun phrase modification, 
such as adjectives, prepositional phrases, or relative clauses. Similar to Part A of the 
table, Part B shows that there is extensive linguistic variation among written 
registers. Thus, these features are very common in informational written registers, 
but many of them are not common in fiction. Text sample 4 illustrates the dense use 
of nouns, attributive adjectives, and post-nominal modifiers typical of informational 
writing: 
 
Text Sample 4: Medical textbook 
There was no significant difference between the two groups regarding blood pressure, 
family history of ischaemic heart disease, obesity or alcohol consumption. There was, 
however, a high incidence of heavy alcohol consumption amongst patients who 
subsequently required coronary artery surgery. 
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Classroom teaching is especially noteworthy in Part B of the table, in that it does not 
make dense use of nouns and complex noun phrase structures, even though it has 
similar informational communicative purposes to textbooks. Text Sample 3 is 
dramatically different from Text Sample 4 in this regard. Text Sample 3 is typical of 
most classroom teaching in that the instructor uses comparatively few nouns overall, 
and few complex noun phrases (e.g., with embedded prepositional phrases or 
relative clauses). Rather, the linguistic complexity of this passage is expressed 
primarily through the dense use of finite dependent clauses – adverbial clauses with 
if or because, and complement clauses (WH or that).  
Thus, communicative purpose has a surprisingly small effect on the typical 
linguistic characteristics of spoken discourse. That is, whether a speech event is 
interactive and interpersonal (as in normal conversation), or primarily monologic 
and informational (as in classroom teaching), it is characterized by the same set of 
typical linguistic features: verbs, pronouns, finite adverbial and complement clauses, 
etc. And all of these speech events are characterized by the relative absence of nouns 
and complex noun phrase structures.  
Considering the overall patterns of linguistic variation, Table 1 shows three 
general distributional patterns: 1) linguistic features that are common in 
informational writing tend to be rare in the spoken registers, and vice versa; 2) 
spoken registers are surprisingly similar to one another in their typical linguistic 
characteristics, regardless of differences in communicative purpose, interactiveness, 
and pre-planning; and 3) in contrast, written registers have a much wider range of 
linguistic diversity.  
The linguistic uniformity among spoken registers can be attributed to their 
shared production circumstances. Spoken texts are normally produced in real time. 
As a result, spoken registers share a heavy reliance on finite clausal syntax. And 
conversely, it seems that the dense use of complex noun phrase structures – typical 
of some kinds of written prose – is simply not normally feasible given the 
production constraints of the spoken mode. At the same time, we find large 
linguistic differences among written registers, corresponding to differences in 
purpose, interactiveness, author involvement, etc. This variation is attributed to the 
production circumstances of writing, which give the author maximum flexibility to 
choose styles of linguistic expression very similar to those typical of speech, or to 
produce of expression that are apparently not feasible in speech. 
Multi-dimensional studies of spoken and written registers in English (e.g., Biber 
1988, 1995; Conrad and Biber 2001) show similar patterns. Several general patterns 
and conclusions about spoken and written language have emerged from multi-
dimensional studies: 
 
- Some dimensions are strongly associated with spoken and written 
differences; other dimensions have little or no relation to speech and 
writing; 
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- There are few, if any, absolute linguistic differences between spoken and 
written registers; 
- However, there are strong and systematic linguistic differences between 
stereotypical speech and stereotypical writing, that is, between conversation 
and written informational prose; 
- The spoken and written modes differ in their linguistic potential: they are 
not equally adept at accommodating a wide range of linguistic variation. In 
particular, there is an extremely wide range of linguistic variation among 
written registers, because writers can choose to employ linguistic features 
associated with stereotypical speech. In contrast, there is a more restricted 
range of linguistic variation among spoken registers. As in the discussion 
above, I attribute this last pattern to the real-time production circumstances 
of the spoken mode, making it difficult to employ many of the linguistic 
features associated with stereotypical informational writing. 
3. Historical Evidence  
Historical corpus-based studies help us to better understand the nature of these 
differences between the spoken and written modes. For example, Biber and Clark 
(2002) investigate historical change in the noun phrase structures commonly used in 
drama, fiction, and medical prose (from the ARCHER Corpus). The study shows 
how non-clausal 'compressed' types of noun modification – attributive adjectives, 
nouns as pre-modifiers, and prepositional phrases as post-modifiers -- have 
increased dramatically in use over the past 3 centuries. (Clausal noun modifiers, like 
relative clauses, have remained relatively constant in frequency across these 
periods.) For example: 
 
Attributive adjectives:   
 gradually expanding cumulative effect 
 
Nouns as pre-modifiers:  
 baggage inspection procedures 
 
Prepositional phrases as post-modifiers:  
 a high incidence of heavy alcohol consumption amongst patients … 
 
However, as Figures 1-3 show, the increase in non-clausal modifiers has occurred 
only in informational written prose (medical prose in this study; see also Biber 
2003). In contrast, drama and fiction have shown only slight increases, if at all.  
These historical developments can be attributed to two influences: 1) an 
increasing need for written prose with dense informational content, associated with 
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the 'informational explosion' of recent centuries, and 2) an increasing awareness 
among writers of the production possibilities of the written mode, permitting 
extreme manipulation of the text. Specifically, it seems that the extremely dense use 
of complex noun phrase constructions (described in Section 2 above) is not normally 
feasible in speech, regardless of the communicative purpose. As a result, we did not 
have models for this style of linguistic expression in earlier centuries. As research 
specialists developed a communicative need for such styles, authors became 
increasingly aware that the written mode provided extended production possibilities, 
allowing dense phrasal embedding in ways that are not attested in the spoken mode. 
Here again, it is important to note that the written mode does not necessitate these 
distinctive linguistic styles; thus written fiction has not changed historically to 
employ these complex noun phrase structures. Rather, it seems that the written mode 
provides possibilities for styles of linguistic expression not normally possible in 
speech, and that authors have only gradually come to exploit those possibilities over 
the past four centuries. 
 
Figure 1. Attributive adjectives across periods 
 
Figure 2. Noun-noun sequences across periods 
 




Figure 3. Prepositional phrases as postnominal modifiers, across periods 
4. Conclusion 
Some individual speakers are especially gifted and can produce notably elaborate 
and fluent styles of discourse. Oral poets in traditional societies are examples of 
such gifted speakers. For example, Andrzejewski and Lewis (1964) describe the 
elaborated linguistic styles typical of oral poetry in Somali. A Somali poet can spend 
days working on a single poem, to produce a text governed by strict rules of 
alliteration, with a strong preference to avoid repetitions of words.  
The existence of such speakers shows that the production difference between the 
spoken and written modes is not an absolute one. That is, a few speakers are able to 
mentally compose dense, lexically elaborated texts, relying on memory without the 
aid of writing. Such texts go through multiple rounds of planning, revision, and 
editing, similar to the process of careful production described above for written 
registers. In this case, the process of careful production and revision relies heavily 
on an exceptional memory – the entire text is planned, revised, and edited over a 
period of weeks, relying on the powers of memory. The case of Somali oral poets 
show that such feats are humanly possible.   
However, these are truly exceptional spoken registers. The vast majority of 
speech, in any language, is not memorized and has not been mentally revised and 
edited. Rather, speech is normally produced spontaneously in real-time (even if it 
has been pre-planned, as in the case of university lectures). And corpus-based 
studies of spontaneous spoken registers have shown consistently that they differ 
from written registers in that they do not provide the possibility of extreme lexical 
diversity, or the dense use of complex noun phrase constructions. Rather, such 
linguistic styles require extensive planning, revision, and editing – processes that are 
normally possible only in writing. 
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This does not represent an absolute or necessary difference between speech and 
writing. Rather, authors can exploit the written mode to produce texts that are very 
similar to the typical linguistic styles of speech. However, the converse is not true: 
that is, speakers are not normally able to revise and edit their texts because they are 
constrained by real-time production circumstances. As a result, some written 
registers have evolved to employ linguistic styles – with extreme lexical diversity 
and a dense use of complex noun phrase structures – that are not normally feasible in 
the spoken mode. 
In sum, there are genuine linguistic consequences of literacy; but these 
consequences have to do with the linguistic potential of the two modes rather than 
the necessary linguistic characteristics of the two modes. In particular, the present 
paper has shown that language production in the written mode enables styles of 
linguistic expression not normally attested in speech, even though writers often 
choose not to exploit that linguistic potential. 
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Appendix 
Distinctive linguistic characteristics of spoken registers compared to written 
registers [based on Biber et al. 1999 and Biber 2006] 
 
Table 1. Part A: Features generally more common in spoken registers (and fiction) 
 
** = extremely common; much more frequent than in other registers 
* = very common; more frequent than in other registers 
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Table 1. Part B: Features generally more common in written registers  
 
** = extremely common; much more frequent than in other registers 
* = very common; more frequent than in other registers 
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INFORMATIONAL PATTERNING THEORY AND THE 
CORPUS-BASED DESCRIPTION OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE  
THE COMPOSITIONALITY ISSUE IN THE  
TOPIC-COMMENT PATTERN 
Emanuela Cresti, Massimo Moneglia1 
LABLITA – University of Florence 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Speech Act Theory and Teoria della lingua in atto 
The Language into Act Theory (Teoria della lingua in atto, see Cresti 1987-2000) 
and the Informational Patterning Theory (Teoria dell’Articolazione 
dell’informazione, see Cresti 1994; Moneglia 1994; Scarano 2003; Scarano 2009; 
Moneglia and Cresti 2006; Cresti and Moneglia, in press), derive from Speech act 
Theory (Austin 1962), which assumes that speech acts are the reference unit for 
linguistic behavior. Austin claims that one speech act is composed by the 
simultaneous performance of three different acts: locutionary, illocutionary and 
perlocutionary acts. The utterance is the linguistic entity accomplished by the 
speech act. In accordance with Austin, we assume that the utterance is the reference 
unit for the analysis of the spoken language. In this framework, in line with Austin’s 
approach, it receives an operative definition, that is: “every linguistic expression that 
can be pragmatically interpreted” that is crucial for spontaneous speech analysis.  
At least two assumptions of Language into Act Theory depart from Austin’s 
frame. First of all, the perlocutionary act is not conceived as the intentional 
accomplishment of non conventional goals, that is, as a proper act (like the 
illocutionary and the locutionary acts). Perlocution is rather identified as the 
affective base which is necessary to activate each speech act. We are not going to 
deal with this topic here. Secondly, prosody plays a crucial role in this frame.  
Prosody is mentioned by Austin only among the possible devices that, together with 
lexicon and syntax, can be used to perform the illocutionary act. On the contrary, 
prosody is assumed here to be the necessary interface between the illocutionary and 
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the locutionary act, and it is identified as the main objective mark for the 
identification of the utterance itself. 
This perspective finds a direct application in the study of spontaneous speech. 
The long debate concerning the nature of spoken language crosses over two 
centuries (Weill 1844; Mathesius 1929; Bally 1932; Hockett 1958; Halliday 1967, 
2004; Chomsky 1972; Blanche-Benveniste 1991; Lambrecht 1994). One of the most 
relevant questions regards the informational organization of speech. As it is well 
known, a large part of the utterances appear composed by two or more parts (theme-
rheme, known-new, topic-comment, topic-focus, head-body-tail, prefix, noyau, 
suffix), often supported by discourse markers. However the foundation of 
information structure has been proposed according to very different assumptions, 
which consider it respectively within the domain of semantics, syntax, or directly as 
functional relations. The most important innovations by the Language into act 
Theory and Informational Patterning Hypothesis is that the information is ruled 
within actual spoken language use according to pragmatic principles, and that its 
linguistic organization is signaled by prosody (Cresti 1987).  
This paper will focus on the Topic-Comment relation which is the core 
information pattern of spoken utterances, and will demonstrate, on the basis of 
evidence bootstrapped from Italian corpora, the independence of informational 
relations with respect to syntax. As a whole we will see that the performance of two 
strings in a Topic-Comment pattern determines the onset of two local syntactic and 
semantic domains which are not compositionality bound. We will propose that if the 
informational relation holds, then compositionality does not hold and vice versa. 
Before entering into the topic of this paper we will sketch briefly our theory, which 
is strongly based on both distributional and experimental research carried out at 
LABLITA on spoken Italian Corpora2.  
1.2 Information patterns and Prosody 
Prosody is the unconscious mark of our attitudes in speech (emotions, feelings, 
affects) and because of its nature, it is an adequate medium to interface the 
illocutionary act and the locutionary act with their affective base (perlocution). 
Every language has melodic shapes conventionally codified in order to perform the 
various types of illocutionary values, that are much more numerous in speech than 
the sentence modalities of written language (assertion, order, question, optative)3. 
From our perspective the core of the utterance corresponds to a part, called 
Comment, which necessarily deals with one prosodic unit (PU), and constitutes the 
information unit (IU) whose function is to accomplish the illocutionary force of the 
utterance. For this reason the Comment IU is necessary and sufficient to give rise to 
an utterance. More in general, this theory foresees that prosody is also the formal 
device devoted to the performance of the informational patterning of the utterance.  
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Within the utterance, various IU types, optional from an informational point of view, 
can surround the Comment4. They also correspond to prosodic units and are divided 
into two classes which are respectively dedicated to different types of information 
functions: a) the textual construction of the utterance (Topic, Appendix, Parenthesis, 
Locutive Introducer); b) its communicative support (Incipit, Phatic, Allocutive, 
Conative, Connector).  
The systematic correspondence between the information pattern (IP) and the 
prosodic pattern (PP) is the assumption of Informational Patterning Hypothesis. The 
prosodic pattern is composed by a set of prosodic units (PU), roughly isomorphic 
with the set of IUs of an information pattern5. The following table shows a 
comparison schema between the most common IU types taking part to an 
information pattern and the corresponding PU types which necessarily perform 
them6. 
 
Figure 1. The correspondence between PU types and IU types of the utterance 
 
Each prosodic unit type has specific prosodic features (F0 movements, intensity, 
length, timing), and conditions on its distribution. Each PU is separated by a non 
terminal prosodic break within a prosodic pattern. A prosodic pattern is concluded 
by a terminal prosodic break. The specific prosodic form of any PU type implies 
conditions on distribution: for instance, a prefix PU must precede a root PU, a suffix 
PU must follow a root PU, a parenthetical PU can precede or follow a root PU and 
also be inserted in a root or prefix PU, but it cannot occur in the opening of an 
utterance. All of these conditions have melodic reasons. Root and prefix PUs, for 
instance, host a prosodic Nucleus with a primary stress, while all the other PUs do 
not7. 
As a whole, in this framework, utterances correspond to patterns of information 
units that can consist in one only Comment IU (simple utterance) or in many IUs 
besides the Comment (compound utterance).  
Let us see for instance one dialogical turn which contains two simple utterances, 
each one composed by the Comment IU only8: 




(1) della Iolanda // di quella forse ’un te l’avevo detto il nome //  
[ifamdl02, 147-151] 
[Iolanda // I may not have told you her name // ] 
 
 
In 1, the proper name Iolanda fills a Comment IU which accomplishes an illocution 
of answer. This expression constitutes one utterance which receives a pragmatic 
interpretation, even in isolation. In the second part of 1, the sentence I may not have 
told you her name also constitutes a Comment IU, accomplishing a new speech act 
with the illocution of hypothesis. Both utterances are accomplished through a PU of 
the root type, ending with a terminal prosodic break. The “aboutness” of both 
illocutionary acts is found in the dialogic context. 
Compound utterances are information patterns built up around the pragmatic 
center constituted by a Comment IU and are more frequent in speech than simple 
utterances. Nearly the 58% of the utterances in the Italian section of the C-ORAL-
ROM corpus are compound. For instance, 2 and 3 are compound utterances and, in 
accordance with this theory, their information pattern corresponds to their prosodic 
parsing.  
 
(2) *ANT: mio fratello /TOP aveva una situazione bellissima /COM in casa //APC 
[ifamdl05, 95] 
[my brother / used to have a wonderful deal / at home //]  





(3) *ANT: io /TOP proprio /PAR provinciale al massimo //COM [ifamdl05, 30] 
[I / really / small-town girl at all // ] 
 
In 2, a Topic IU, a Comment IU and an Appendix IU, occur in sequence. The 
Comment develops a narration illocution. In 3, a Topic IU, a Parenthesi IU and a 
Comment IU occur in sequence, and the Comment develops an expressive illocution 
of irony.  
Corpus data make it easy to verify that the pragmatic interpretation of the 
Comment unit is always ensured independently from its relation with the other IUs 
and from its syntactic type, since prosody conveys the illocutionary force of the 
utterance. In all the above utterances the interpretability of the Comment is ensured, 
even if the other IUs are erased.  
Let us see more examples. 4 is composed by a Comment IU and an Appendix 
IU, while 5 by a Topic IU, a Comment IU and a Parenthesis IU.  
 
(4) *DIN: piazzale Attilio Luzzatto /COM l'era proprio //APC [ifamn0, 192] 
[Attilio Luzzatto square / that is what it was //] 
 
(5) *MIR: soldi e cellulare /TOP se li può pure tene’ /COM se è stata lei //PAR 
[itelpv13, 329]  
[money and mobile / she can even keep them / if she did it //] 
 
Each IU is performed through a PU, specific for its formal character in accordance 
to its information function type and is concluded by a non terminal break. The 
identification of the Comment as the interpretable IU within the utterance strictly 
depends on the illocutionary force conveyed by the root PU type and is not 
connected to its syntactic form. For instance, in 2, the Comment is a VP, an ADJ in 
3, one single NP in 4, and a Sentence in 5.  
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The most common information pattern in spontaneous spoken language is Topic-
Comment that records nearly 40% of compound utterances. The pattern is built on 
the relation between the expression of the Comment IU, accomplishing the 
illocutionary force of the utterance, and the expression in Topic IU. Both the Topic 
and the Comment units necessarily bear a semantic focus; i.e. a semantic 
prominence identified by perceptively relevant prosodic features on a semantic 
word. The Topic Comment pattern is performed through a prefix-root pattern, whose 
prosodic properties can be summarized as follows.  
The essential feature of the root unit is its pragmatic interpretability which is 
clear to perceive also in isolation. It is characterized by a well determined 
spectrogram, and by a strong intensity. The root unit records a prosodic Nucleus, 
which can be preceded by a Preparation, and followed by a Tail, in accordance with 
its illocutionary value. The Nucleus corresponds to a Semantic Focus. Roughly 30 
root unit types have been found (Firenzuoli 2003; Cresti and Firenzuoli 1999), each 
characterized by a Nucleus with a specific prosodic form (depending by the 
illocutionary value it conveys). The seat of the Nucleus within the root unit can 
occur on the left or right side, in accordance with its illocutionary value.  
Also, the prefix PU, must record a prosodic Nucleus, which can be preceded by 
a Preparation, but cannot be followed by a Tail. The prefix Nucleus is frequently 
more prominent from a prosodic and phonetic point of view than the Comment’s 
one; however, it is always perceived when suspended, non-concluded, and it cannot 
be interpreted in isolation. The seat of the Nucleus is necessarily on the right end of 
the prefix unit and also corresponds to a Semantic Focus. It is characterized by the 
frequent lengthening of the last syllable (stressed or unstressed), by a well 
determined spectrogram, by a strong intensity and it cannot be speedy. The above 
prosodic properties, however, do not define a prosodic form. Possible variants 
depending on the speaker and language context may occur9. 
The information function of the Topic is to identify the domain of relevance for 
the Comment illocutionary force selecting, through linguistic means, its pragmatic 
domain of application. In other words the Topic specifies the pragmatic aboutness of 
the Comment10. Providing the domain of relevance for the illocutionary act, the 
Topic allows to distantiate the Comment from the direct context of the utterance 
and, in so doing, it makes the interpretation of the utterance autonomous from the 
context itself. This information structure seems to be very “primitive” and occurring 
in every language, and as we will demonstrate in this paper, because of its pragmatic 
nature it is independent from semantic and syntactic relations. 
1.3 The relation between Information patterns and syntax  
The relation between syntax and prosody is one of the most relevant questions on 
the nature of spoken language. The discovery of the informational organization of 
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the utterance demonstrates that in speech there is not a direct relation between 
syntax and prosody, but that they are mediated by informational patterning. The 
prosodic parsing of the utterance and the form of prosodic unit types cannot be 
considered at the level of the performance of the syntactic structure, or as style 
variations of the locutors, since they are conventional marks of the information 
pattern.  
Generally speaking, Informational patterning theory claims the dominance of 
information patterns on syntax. The different IUs display their informational value 
with respect to the Comment, which accomplishes the illocutionary act, and prosody 
works as an interface between the illocutionary act¸ which is patterned in different 
IUs, and the locutionary act. Syntax is a level inside the locutionary act, such 
morphology, lexicon or modality. Therefore, in this frame the domain of syntax is 
local, holding within any IU identified by prosody, while the overall structure of the 
utterance and its main prosodic properties are governed by informational relations. 
Looking at specific language contexts derived from Italian corpora we will 
argue that the main compositional relations are not compatible with Topic-Comment 
interpretation. In paragraph 2 we will see that a NP cannot be compositionally 
settled if its lexical filling is performed through a Topic-Comment informational 
structure. In paragraph 3 the hypothesis that the Topic-Comment structure impedes 
the onset of a sentence structure will be supported by looking into the main syntactic 
distribution of Topic-Comment structures in spoken corpora; i.e. a) anacolutes, b) 
circumstantial arguments, c) subject- predicate relation. In parallel we will also 
argue that the informational function specified by the Topic IU belongs to the 
domain of pragmatics. To this end the classical definitions of Topic in terms of 
semantic “aboutness” will be challenged to face the one proposed by Informational 
patterning theory. We will show that the pragmatic interpretation has higher 
descriptive adequacy. In paragraph 4 we will support the hypothesis that Topics are 
syntactic islands on the base of various independent arguments derived from corpus 
data: a) semantic restrictions on Topic; b) distribution of clitics in Topic; c) modal 
compositionality. 
2. The Topic-Comment pattern and the NP structure 
A string corresponding to a compositional NP structure cannot be interpreted as a 
syntactic constituent if it has the positive prosodic properties of a prefix-root pattern 
and corresponds to a Topic-Comment information structure.  
Spontaneous speech corpora provide wide evidence for this. In spontaneous 
speech, verb-less utterances, lacking a verbal form with a finite mood, such as 6 and 
7 are frequent (nearly 38%) and well-formed:  
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(6) *VER: le mele /TOP fatte a cigno //COM [ifamdl14, 41] 




(7) *LID: il mi’ bisnonno /TOP Pietro //COM [ifamdl02, 75] 
[(for what regards) my great-grand father, (his name was) Peter] 
 
 
A bare transcription of 6 and 7, without prosodic marks and tags for information 
functions, will suggest a compositional NP interpretation, based on the syntactic 
relation (attribution or modification) between a Noun and AdjP or between a 
Common Noun and a Proper Name. 
 
Figure 2. NP structure 
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This interpretation of actual speech data is obviously refused by competent speakers. 
However Informational Patterning Theory provides an explicit reason for this 
judgment. No NP can arise from 6 and 7 because of the prosodic patterning of the 
utterance. The NP interpretation should had been appropriate only if the two 
constituents were linearized by prosody within one PU, corresponding to an only IU. 
For instance, 8 and 9 (laboratory utterances, performed by a male speaker, with 
the same lexical filling of 6 and 7) have been performed through one root PU 
hosting only one primary stress and without any internal prosodic patterning: 
 
(8) le mele fatte a cigno  
[the swann-like apples] 
 
 
(9) il mi’ bisnonno Pietro  
[My great-grandfather Peter] 
 
 
In this case 8 and 9 show an NP structure, i.e. they are semantically compositional, 
respectively denoting “some like swan apples” and “the great-grandfather Peter”. As 
a whole both 8 and 9 in the above laboratory utterance are verb-less speech acts with 
a force of answer. 
6 and 7 differ from 8 and 9 for their prosodic and informational properties. The two 
nominal parts are performed through a prefix-root prosodic pattern. In 6, the 
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expression in Comment is accomplishing an expressive force of obviousness (it is 
obvious that the best shape for a table decoration is swan like), and the one in Topic 
specifies the pragmatic domain to which this act is referred (the apples). In 7, the 
illocutionary force of the answer, that the name is Peter, must be applied to the 
dialogical premise the great-grandfather.  
Therefore, while in the linear performance (8 and 9) the syntactic relation 
among constituents of a NP are “alive”, in 6 and in 7 no syntactic structure is in act 
between the NP behaving as Topic and the AdjP or the NP behaving as Comment. 
The Topic-Comment interpretation obviously impedes the compositional 
interpretation of the two phrases as a complex NP. In other words, the informational 
relation between the NP in Topic and the AdjP or NP in Comment, causes the onset 
of two distinct syntactic domains, which cannot be compositionally linked in a 
syntactic constituent11. 
 
In summary, the positive presence of the informational relation between two IUs, 
conveyed by their prosodic pattern, impedes the onset of semantic and syntactic 
compositionality of nominal structures. We will see in the next sections that this 
property leads to much more compromising interpretations, if informational 
relations are taken seriously in spoken language analysis.  
3. Topic-Comment pattern and Sentence structure 
3.1 The linguistic filling of Topic-Comment pattern: circumstantial 
arguments 
Some corpus based investigations (Scarano, 2004) have shown that in spoken 
language Comment IUs can be “filled” in principle by any kind of constituents; i.e. a 
sentence, any kind of phrase, a lexical entry, a pronoun. Only a very general 
negative condition prevents the filling by bound and free morphemes (article, 
preposition, auxiliary verbal form, conjunction, clitic) which cannot play any 
information function (Cresti, 2000). This is true also for Topic, although some limits 
must be considered (see 4.1. below). However the distribution of syntactic types 
within Topic and Comment shows important quantitative preferences in the speech 
performance, that turn out roughly complementary (Signorini, 2004a and 2004b).  
 
Comment IUs are filled by:  
Nearly 62%: VP(5% main sentence) 
Nearly 38%: AdvP, AdjP, PP, NP 
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Topic IUs are filled by:  
Nearly 60% NP 
Nearly 40%: if and when clause, modal clause, AdvP, AdjP (qualificative), PP, 
main sentence  
 
Let see some examples highlighting the variation of syntactic filling within the 
Topic-Comment structure:  
 
Two VPs 
(10) *CLA: [13] mòre uno /TOP che te sta vicino /APT neanche te ne accorgi 
//COM [ifamm02] 
[someone dies / near to you / you don’t even realize it] 
 
Two AdvPs 
(11) *SAB: per ora/TOP no //COM [ipubdl03, 134] 
[by now / no]  
 
AdjP and VP 
(12) *APR: mensile /TOP costa un po’ di più //COM [LAB –Art]  
[monthly / it costs something more]  
 
If or when clause and a main clause  
(13) *UO1: e quando un uomo politico si commuove /TOP è un cretino //COM 
[LAB-Gara1]  
[and when a politician show himself emotional / he is an idiot] 
 
PP and VP 
(14) *VER: poi /INP di guarnizione finale /TOP ci potrebbero essere anche le mele 
//COM [ifamdl14, 40] 
[then / like final decoration / there should be some apples too]  
 
In the previous examples, which are all performed within a prosodic prefix-root 
pattern, the expressions behaving as Topic are external to the regency of the Verb in 
Comment. In the first three utterances (10-11-12), the Topic-Comment structure 
cannot be directly mapped onto a well-formed compositional structure, since they 
are anacolutes from a syntactic and semantic point of view.  
Anacolutes, in order to receive an interpretation, strictly require a prefix-root 
prosodic pattern and will be meaningless as constituents linearized within the same 
PU. This is coherent with the hypothesis that the prosodic pattern conveys an 
informational value that is not included in compositional semantics, since in the 
given prosodic conditions the informational relation holds where the compositional 
relation does not. 
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On the contrary 13-14 are “Circumstantial structures”, which might be in principle 
interpreted following compositionality rules. For instance, they can receive a 
propositional interpretation without knowing their prosodic counterpart (i.e. as in 
writing). However the prosodic form of these spoken utterances is a positive 
property, which crucially mirrors the prefix-root pattern of 10, 11, and 12. In 
parallel, from an informational point of view, they can also receive an interpretation 
in line with the Topic-Comment relation, as it has been previously defined (see. the 
paraphrases below in 13’ and 14’). 
Does it mean that the Topic-Comment interpretation and the propositional 
interpretation of 13-14 are equivalent? In other words, are propositional 
interpretations a subset of all possible Topic-Comment interpretations? 
 
The compositionality issue is linked to the definition of the Topic informational 
function. In our interpretation, the Topic specifies the “aboutness” for the 
illocutionary act accomplished by the Comment; i.e. it is a pragmatic relation. It 
may be interesting to notice that according to the corpus of influential literature 
(Sperber and Wilson 1986; Lambrecht 1994) Topic is rather defined as the 
“aboutness of a predication”; i.e. it is a semantic relation. More specifically, the 
definition of Topic in terms of semantic aboutness leads to compositional structures, 
since the results of an aboutness relation is always a proposition.  
If the traditional interpretation of Topic is assumed, however, various 
consequences can be observed in this domain of facts. Actually the role played by 
the illocutionary force in the construction of the utterance is not properly considered 
and this causes huge problems in the interpretation of the speech performance. 
For instance the following paraphrases show that the interpretation in terms of 
semantic aboutness of Topic filled by circumstantial arguments (13 and 14) is 
indeed equivalent to a proposition, but the pragmatic interpretation, that better fits 
with natural data, means different things. Moreover anacolutes cannot receive at all 
this reading. 
 
(13’) *UO1: e quando un uomo politico si commuove /TOP è un cretino //COM 
[LAB-Gara1]  
[and when a political man is moved / he is an idiot] 
 
Semantic: It is disapproved that the property of being an idiot is about the events in 
which a politician shows himself emotional. The paraphrase is a proposition. 
Pragmatic: The act of disapproval “he is an idiot” is about the domain of relevance 
identified by “when a politician shows himself emotional”. The paraphrase corresponds 
to the utterance, but it is not a proposition. 
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(14’) *VER: poi /INP di guarnizione finale /TOP ci potrebbero essere anche le mele 
//COM [ifamdl14, 40] 
[then / as for final decoration / there should be some apples too] 
 
Semantic: It is made the hypothesis that the possibility of using apples is about a final 
decoration. The paraphrase is a proposition.  
Pragmatic: The act of hypothesis “there should be some apples too” is about the domain 
of relevance identified by “for final decoration”. The paraphrase corresponds to the 
utterance, but it is not a proposition 
 
The interpretation in terms of pragmatic aboutness specifies what the speech act is 
about in the given context, while the semantic aboutness interpretation gives rise to a 
propositional speech act that may be appropriate in the context, but its domain of 
relevance is not specified, therefore the two paraphrases are not equivalent. 
If the notion of semantic aboutness is taken seriously this interpretation leads to 
even more embarrassing results when it is applied to anacolutes: 
 
(10) *CLA: mòre uno /TOP che te sta vicino /APT neanche te ne accorgi //COM 
[ifamm02, 13]  
[someone dies / near to you / you do not even realize it] 
 
Semantic: It is protested that the fact that you even do not realize it is about the death of 
somebody near you. The paraphrase is a proposition, but it has little meaning. 
Pragmatic: The act of protest “you do not even realize it” is about the domain of 
relevance identified by “someone dies near to you”. The paraphrase corresponds to the 
utterance, but it is not a proposition. 
 
(11’) *SAB: per ora /TOP no //COM [ipubdl03, 134] 
[by now / no]  
 
Semantic: * It is refused that the quality of negation is about the present moment. The 
paraphrase is a meaningless proposition. 
Pragmatic: The act of refusal “no” is about the domain of relevance identified by “by 
now”. The paraphrase corresponds to the utterance, but it is not a proposition. 
 
(12’) *APR: mensile /TOP costa un po’ di più //COM [LAB –Art]  
[monthly / it costs something more] 
 
Semantic: It is asserted that the fact that something has high cost is about monthly 
(payments).The paraphrase is a proposition, if some elliptical semantic material is 
restored, but it has little meaning. 
Pragmatic: The act of assertion “its cost is higher”, is about to the domain of relevance 
identified by “monthly”. The paraphrase corresponds to the utterance, but it is not a 
proposition. 
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In other words, if it is made explicit that the Topic establishes a pragmatic relation 
of aboutness with the act accomplished by the Comment, the same interpretation can 
be assigned to all the syntactic fillings of the prefix-root prosodic pattern under 
consideration12. This is not the case when the Topic is defined in terms of a semantic 
relation of aboutness, which generates wrong or unnatural results. For this reason 
the latter is at least less general with respect to the domain of facts into object. 
At the same time if the Topic-Comment relation is read according to the 
pragmatic interpretation, then it is not equivalent to a compositional structure for 
obvious reasons. Indeed, compositionality requires a semantic relation to hold 
among components, but this is not the case if a pragmatic relation is established in 
Topic-Comment patterns. Therefore the compositionality issue relies on the 
definition of the Topic-Comment relation, which is not compositional as far as it 
does not belong to semantics. 
 
The lack of generality in the definition of Topic in terms of semantic aboutness and 
the appropriateness of the pragmatic definition turns out crucial, if not only syntactic 
distribution, but also illocutionary distribution of spoken language variation is 
considered.  
According to a sampling of dialogues with a high interactive nature (Firenzuoli, 
2003), around 40% of utterances accomplish non-assertive illocutionary acts. These 
acts are specified by the prosodic form of the root unit of the utterance copying with 
Comment IUs13. For instance, in our previous examples only 12 and 14 are 
assertions. This is relevant to this paper since a good lot of directive utterances show 
a Topic-Comment pattern that deals with a prefix-root prosodic pattern. These 
utterances further demonstrate that Topic relation belongs to the realm of 
pragmatics, rather than to semantics, and that predication and illocutionary acts 
cannot be confused.  
The following examples respectively instantiate one act of advice and one act of 
instruction that are expressed through their prosody. In both examples the Topic 
specifies the domain of relevance to which the directive act accomplished by the 
Comment is about and allows the Displacement of the utterance from the extra-
linguistic context14. 
 
(15) DAN: stasera /TOP a spasso /TOP vai //COM [ifamcv15, 20]  
[this night / walking around for fun / go ] 
 
- The advice go is about the two domains identified by this night and walking 
around for fun  
 




(16) a questo punto /TOP una volta che hai inserito tutti i codici /TOP gli devi dare l' 
okay //COM [ifammn17, 64]  
[at this stage / after you have inserted all the codes / you must give your O.K.] 
 
- The instruction you must give your OK is about the two domains identified by at 




No paraphrase in terms of semantic aboutness can be proposed. For instance 15 
cannot receive the paraphrase “my advice is that the property of going is about this 
night”, as the semantic aboutness will require. Again, 16 cannot receive the 
paraphrase “my instruction is that giving the OK is about the moment when all codes 
are inserted”. The proper interpretations strictly regard the pragmatic aboutness of 
the two directive illocutionary acts conveyed by the Comment IU15. 
Formally, the pragmatic aboutness cannot be in the scope of the illocutionary 
act expressed by the Comment unit, since it is actually the illocutionary act that is 
said “about something”. 
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In summary, the study of the distribution of Topics in spoken corpora with respect to 
syntactic filling and illocutionary types makes clear that the Topic-Comment 
relation conveys an informational aboutness relation of pragmatic nature, rather than 
a semantic one. In parallel, the propositional interpretation determined by semantic 
compositionality and Topic-Comment interpretations mean two different things. 
Propositions are semantic entities which do not contain the notion of referring one 
act to one domain. Therefore, if one utterance is interpreted according to the Topic-
Comment pragmatic relation, it cannot be simultaneously interpreted as a 
proposition. Circumstantial arguments compositionally settled within a propositional 
structure are not equivalent to Topics in Topic-Comment structures, since they do 
not specify the pragmatic aboutness of the illocutionary act, but are rather external 
predications.  
One compound utterance with a Topic- Comment pattern can receive a 
compositional interpretation instead of the informational one if, by chance, the 
locutive content of the two IUs can be compositionally settled because of their 
syntactic form (as in 14 and 15). In this case the prosodic cues that positively convey 
the informational function may be ignored by the addressee and the utterance is 
interpreted as a sentence (see 3.3.1.). In the next paragraphs we will challenge this 
hypothesis with respect to the core of compositionality; i.e. the regency of the Verb 
in Comment.  
3.2 The linguistic filling of Topic-Comment pattern. NP-VP relation and 
the “apartness” of Topic  
Considering quantitative data, it is evident that the Topic-Comment pattern can also 
in principle correspond to a Sentence structure, given that: 
 
Topic = NP (nearly 60%)  
Comment = VP (nearly 62%)  
 
However, although the most part of constituents in Topic are NP, a large part of 
them develop Space, Time relations, or work as anacolutes, thus still behaving as 
“circumstantial” constituents. See for instance 17, 18, and 19: 
 
(17) *WOM: perché la Lampa /TOP non credo //COM [ifamcv28, 248] 
[because (at) the Lampa / I don’t believe so] 
 
(18) *LEO: la fine dell’anno /TOP sarà dura /COM magari //PAR [ifamdl02, 371] 
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(19) *MIK: cioè /PHA poi / il problema del blocco separato /TOP si può fare //COM  
[LAB-Art] 
[I mean / then, (regarding) the matter of the separated block / it can be done]  
 
 
In all the above cases the Topic positively specifies the informational relation 
“reference domain for the illocutionary force accomplished by the Comment” and 
again, in parallel, in accordance with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, in 
this interpretation, it does not correspond to a compositional syntactic constituent.  
 
However a certain number of NPs “resembling” Subjects have been found within a 
prefix unit (around 9%, according to Signorini, 2005). See the following examples 
where Subject-like NPs fill a Topic position: 
 
(20) *LIA: questa /TOP era a Firenze //COM [ifamcv01, 306] 
[(For what concerns) this / was at Florence] 
 
 
(21) *GAB: poi il barocco /TOP può non piacere //COM [ifamcv17, 27] 
[then (for what concerns) the baroque style / (somebody) cannot enjoy it]  
 





In 20 and 21 the NP is performed through a prefix PU and fits with a Topic 
interpretation, i.e. it specifies the domain according to which the assertions, 
accomplished by the VP in Comment should be interpreted. However each of the 
previous NPs in Topic can be also considered a “head” assigning the inflection to 
the verbal form in Comment, so giving rise to a syntactic sentence structure and, 
from a semantic point of view, to a Subject-Predicate relation. So, is a syntactic 
sentence relation between the NP in Topic and the VP in Comment active? Is the NP 
in Topic the Subject of the VP in Comment? 
While we might assume the positive informational value of Topic as evidence 
that no compositionality relation holds between their linguistic constituents, in the 
above cases it seems reasonable to assume that the NP is both a Topic and a Subject.  
In the next paragraphs we will argue against this interpretation. Even if phrases 
occurring in Topic could be in principle considered part of the regency of a verb in 
Comment, they should not be interpreted according to this assumption in the spoken 
language performance. We will argue on the contrary, that an expression in Topic 
stays as an independent syntactic domain (island) and its relation with the 
expression in Comment is strictly informational rather than syntactic. 
The assumption that a NP in Topic and in morphologic concordance with a Verb 
may not be in a direct syntactic relation with it, is not new. This assumption is 
widely shared in Generative Grammar (Rizzi, 1997; 2006). It is assumed that the NP 
in Topic is “kept apart” from the VP, while the Subject of the verb is an empty 
pronoun referring back to the NP in Topic. According to this conception, 21 will 
roughly receive the following structure: 
 
(21’) poi il baroccoi /TOP 0i può non piacere //COM 
 
However, from this perspective, the “apartness” of the NP in Topic does not imply it 
being part of one sentence configuration, since the Topic corresponds to a functional 
category that is part of the sentence structure. In this way the utterance should be 
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equivalent to a sentence with a large employ of specific functional categories, which 
are not identified as pragmatic concepts and entities but rather as syntactic entities 
specifying relations which concur to build up a proposition . 
Our hypothesis is more radical than the proposed “apartness” of Topic. 
Informational patterning Theory assumes that the expression within one IU 
corresponds to one local syntactic domain. In accordance to this hypothesis the IUs 
within the informational pattern do not constitute as a whole a phrase or sentence, 
but a set of local syntactic configurations linked the one to the other by 
informational functions.  
In this frame, the independence of the notion of Topic from the notion of 
Subject, and the consequent lack of compositionality, will be argued at two levels 
showing why a Subject cannot be a Topic and more intriguing, why a Topic cannot 
be a Subject.  
3.3 Subject and Topic 
3.3.1 The demonstration of the pragmatic nature of information patterns and their 
independence from syntax implies various steps. One of these goes through the 
semantic distinction between the pragmatic function of Topic and the semantic role 
of Subject16. 
In spoken language there are prosodic conditions to identify what a Subject is 
and what a Topic is. We have seen, that in order to be a Topic one expression must 
be performed through a prefix PU, while on the contrary, in order to be considered a 
Subject, it must be linearized in the same IU as its Predicate.  
A corpus based research (Signorini 2005) has shown that nearly 40% of 
compound utterances (roughly corresponding to 20% of the total utterance) record a 
Topic. On the contrary, assuming the above prosodic constraint, less than 10% of all 
utterances record a NP linearized within the same IU before or after a VP which 
constitutes its Predicate. Therefore, according to this research, the informational 
strategy (Topic-Comment) appears broadly preferred in the construction of spoken 
texts than the semantic one (Subject-Predicate). 
Considering the set of linearized Subjects, more than a half record lexical 
thematic NP or PP linearized in the same IU before a verb, as in 22 and 23: 
 
(22) *FRA: Mauro vuole andare laggiù ?COM [ifamcv06, 8] 
[(Is it confirmed that) Mauro wants to go there?]  
 





(23) *LUC: […] una signora la mi dette sulla voce //COM [LAB-Fam1] 
[a woman reproached me] 
 
 
The remaining NPs linearized in the same IU, appear after the Verb, as in 24 and 25: 
 
(24) *MIR: […] me l’ha raccontata la mi’ mamma //COM [LAB-Mir]  
[my mother told it to me] 
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(25) *PAO: è ritornata la tua mora ?COM [LAB-Lili] 
[has your ‘black hair’ come back ?] 
 
 
In all above examples, regardless of its position, the NP is linearized within a root 
PU. In other words the NP is co-articulated within the PU and does not give rise to 
any prosodic reset. The root PU performs a Comment IU, developing different 
illocutionary forces (request of confirmation, narration, question).  
Comparing 22-25 with 21 (poi il barocco / può non piacere //), it is easy to recall 
the differential features characterizing the prosody of the two types: the NP and the 
VP are distributed on two PUs (prefix/root) in 21 while in 22-25 the NP and the VP 
are performed within one root PU. Two primary stresses vs. one primary stress, two 
prosodic Nuclei vs. one Nucleus. 
 
3.3.2 The prosodic distinction has a straightforward result on the interpretation of 
these utterances at the semantic-pragmatic level. Consider for instance 22. As a 
matter of fact, the interpretation of the relation between Mauro and its VP is not 
consistent with a Topic Comment relation, as it was previously defined. In no 
circumstance 22 means that Mauro is the “domain of relevance” of an illocutionary 
act of request of confirmation. Obviously a Subject is not the domain of relevance of 
an illocutionary act performed by the Comment, since it is the Subject of a 
predication that, as a whole, constitutes the Comment itself. Mauro vuole andare 
laggiù is a sentence from a syntactic point of view and a proposition accomplishing 
an act of request of confirmation.  
In summary, the relation between Subject and Predicate in 22-25 is strictly 
compositional and it is not a pragmatic relation. If the NP is bound to the VP from a 
syntactic and semantic point of view (i.e. it is the Subject or the Theme in the 
argument structure of the verb) no Topic-Comment interpretation is allowed. 
Linearized NP are compositional, therefore if an expression is a Subject, according 
to the above prosodic conditions, then it is not a Topic. 
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Given that obviously a Subject cannot be a Topic, we must also consider that, 
conversely, if one expression positively conveying the information function of Topic 
cannot for this reason also play the role of Subject and that this relation cannot be 
interpreted in the frame of sentence compositionality.  
This is a much more complex question. However, assuming the formal 
distinction between Topic and Subject on the basis of stress and prosodic features, 
corpus based investigations provide results that confirm their differential nature. To 
this end, in paragraph 4, we will observe the properties of Subject and Topic in 
Italian spontaneous speech corpora, at both competence and observational levels. 
We will consider three main correlations of the Subject / Topic distinction showing 
that the relation between a Topic and a Comment lacks essential properties of 
compositionality that on the contrary are necessary correlations of Subjects. These 
evidences regard three independent phenomena. Distributional properties and 
Cliticization properties distinguish a possible Topic from a possible Subject for 
reasons of semantics (in 4.1 and 4.2). Modal properties of Topic-Comment pattern 
distinguish the higher level of organization of semantic information in the utterance 
with respect to the proposition (4.3). 
4. Topic Comment structure and compositionality:  
negative correlations 
4.1 Semantic constraints on Topic and Subject 
Corpus-based investigations show that the semantic and morpho-syntactic filling of 
Topic and Subject diverge and record only a limited intersection (Signorini, 2005). 
As examples 10-14 show, Topic units can be filled by Clauses, VPs, Quality 
Adjectives, Adverbs. These expressions can comply properly with a displacement 
function for the Comment, while obviously they cannot be the Subject of any 
Predicate. From a general point of view it can be said that the semantics of Topic is 
larger than that of Subject. However, focusing on those NPs in Topic that might be 
considered Subjects, like 20-21, corpus based investigation allowed the discovery of 
a peculiar distributional divergence with linearized Subjects. Anaphoric personal 
Pronouns, Indefinite pronouns, Negative NP and indeterminate not-specific NP have 
never been found in spoken corpora in Topic position, while on the contrary they 
can be found as linearized Subject, as in the following examples derived from Italian 
corpora: 
 
(26) *LUC: […] una signora la mi dette sulla voce //COM [LAB-Fam1] 
[a leady reproached me] 
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(27) *PRF: […] qualcosa bisogna fare //COM [inatpe02, 47]  
[something should be done] 
 
(28) *ALE: […] esso rimbalza su una superfice e si riflette //COM [inatco01, 144] 
[it jumps over a surface and reflects himself] 
 
Given the relative small dimension of our corpora, it could be objected that the 
above lexical filling in Topics could have occurred in larger corpora. However this 
datum is confirmed by laboratory experiments that have been done in order to elicit 
the performance of Topics filled by Anaphoric personal Pronouns, Indefinite 
pronouns, Negative NP and indererminative NP. Expert speakers were not able to 
perform them with “natural” prosody, as usually they do. If the laboratory utterance 
is finally performed17, it sounds odd to competence based judgment, while the 
corresponding linearized utterance is acceptable: 
 
(29) * nessuno /TOP è partito //COM  [Nobody / left] 
 
(30) nessuno è partito.   [Nobody left] 
 
In summary, negative, indefinite and anaphoric personal pronouns, cannot work as 
Topic, as seen in 29, while they are fully acceptable if they are Subjects, as seen in 
30. Indeterminative and not specific NP behave in the same manner. They hardly fill 
a Topic, but can be found in the role of Subject (as in 23 a woman reproached me).  
 
This datum asks for an explanation. Our hypothesis is that the previous set of lexical 
types, gathering different morpho-syntactic categories, is on the contrary 
homogeneous for one semantic feature; i.e. they do not specify linguistic 
information allowing the individuation of the referred entity at the cognitive levels. 
The reference to one entity, which is proposed by the speaker as unidentified in the 
world, does not seem appropriate to comply with the function of Topic.  
Under this interpretation we have a straightforward informational reason for the 
above phenomenon. Given that Topic must specify the field of application of the 
illocutionary force, being the necessary intermediary with the context, the lack of the 
individuation semantic character prevents these expressions to fill a Topic position. 
In further detail, the expression working as a Topic must achieve at least one 
cognitive representation in order to perform its informational function. If the same 
expression is part of a syntactic configuration, as a Subject is, this informational 
condition does not apply, since a proposition, with specific true conditions, is 
compositionally derived from the Subject- Predicate relation. Therefore, if the 
Topic- Comment structure is to be interpreted as a propositional structure, following 
the rules of compositionality, the above constraints will not emerge and nothing will 
impede 29 from having the same correctness and interpretation as 30.  
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As a whole, the semantic divergence between Topic and Subject goes hand in 
hand with their different syntactic status. An expression behaving as Topic is a 
syntactic and semantic island, it must stand by itself, having not only a full meaning 
(not being a morpheme), but also performing this meaning with a point of view 
(quantification, interpretation, modality) that allows a deictic, referential or at least 
precise cognitive representation that is required by its informational function.  
4.2 Cliticizations and phoric relations in Topic-Comment pattern 
The semantic difference between Topic and Subject is grounded also on the 
distribution of cliticization and the possible phoric relations of clitics, which have 
been studied in a recent corpus-based investigation (Cresti 2009, and forthcoming).  
It is well known that in Italian a NP in Topic, which should be evaluated as a 
Theme or Direct Object of a verb in Comment, cannot develop that relation and a 
clitic must fill the position in the Comment IU at its place. 
 
(31) il pane /TOP *ho già comprato //COM (l’ho già comprato) 
[(for what concerns) the bread / I have already bought it] 
 
Examples like 31 are neither found in corpora nor licensed by competence. 
However, we also never retrieve in spoken corpora examples like 32, in which the 
Topic guests one PPs or NPs working as Indirect Object of a verb, despite the fact 
that in principle, competence might license them. These structures always show the 
corresponding cliticization in Comment as 3318. 
 
(32) (a) Gianni /TOP *ho telefonato //COM (gli ho telefonato) 
[( for what concerns) Gianni / I have already called (him)] 
 
(33) (a) Gianni /TOP gli ho telefonato //COM (gli ho telefonato)  
[( for what concerns) Gianni / I have already called him] 
 
In other words the distribution of clitics makes evident that in spoken Italian, when a 
verb occurs in Comment, its argument structure must be saturated within the same 
IU by a lexical item or by a clitic and cannot be saturated by a lexical NP or PP in 
Topic. The reason for this syntactic requirement may be found at the level of 
compositional semantics. Topics do not take part in the same syntactic configuration 
as the VP in Comment and do not saturate the argument structure of the verb. 
Consequently the expressions in Topics and in Comments result as independent 
phrases, not compositionally settled. From a semantic point of view, expressions in 
Topics turn out again semantically isolated. 
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However the discrepancy of corpus data and competence based judgments may be 
even more intriguing. Spoken language corpora, in connection with their 
informational patterning properties, show peculiar property of clitic placement, if 
compared to competence based grammar (Reinhardt, 1983).  
NPs or clauses working as anaphoric heads in Topic with their clitic in Comment are 
frequent in spoken Italian corpora. See examples 34 and 34: 
 
(34) *UO1: e quando un uomo politicoi si commuove /TOP 0 i è un cretino //COM 
[LAB-Gara1]  
[and when a politician shows himself emotional / he is an idiot] 
 
(35) *MIR: soldi e cellularei /TOP se li i può pure tene’ /COM se è stata lei //PAR 
[itelpv13, 329]  
[money and mobile / she can even keep them / if she did it //] 
 
But, contrary to our expectations, no cataphora have been observed between a clitic 
in Topic and a corresponding head NP in Comment. Obviously these types of 
cataphora are ‘competence licensed’, as in 36 and 37: 
 
(36) Quando li’ho guardato /TOP Marioi ha voltato la testa //COM  
[When (I) looked at himi / Marioi turned his head] 
 
(37) Quando 0i è partito /TOP Marioi ha ringraziato tutti //COM  
[When 0i left / Marioi thanked everybody] 
 
On the contrary the occurrence of cataphoric relation has been recorded within 
literary corpora (although they are rare and occur by preference in when 
sentences19):  
 
(38) Che cosa insegnasse all’allievo non lo so, ma quando 0i è arrivato a Parigi 
Robertoi faceva la sua figura [...] (Eco, L’isola del giorno dopo) 
[What (hei) were teaching to his pupil I don’t know, but when (hei) arrived in 
Paris Robertoi cut a fine figure] 
 
The structure of information in writing and in speech seems to be quite different. In 
speech the information pattern of an utterance is characterized by a pragmatic value 
that is absent in writing. According to its overall definition, when a Topic is 
performed, it provides a link with the pragmatic context to the Comment. As we saw 
in the previous paragraph the informational role of Topic requires an identified 
referential expression. Given that the reference domain for the Comment relies on 
the identification of a Topic, holding a cataphora in Topic seems to be contradictory 
from an informational point of view, since the clitic should find its identification in 
the Comment itself. 
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This explains the differential distribution of clitics in written and spoken 
language given that only the latter is governed by the informational structure 
conveyed by prosody. 
More specifically, the correlation between the informational function of Topic and 
the lack of cataphora in Topic in speech performance is an independent argument in 
favor of the hypothesis that Topic is external to the syntactic configuration of the 
sentence. Topic behaves as a pragmatically isolated component of the utterance, in 
accordance with the pragmatic function conveyed by prosody. Due to pragmatic 
reasons, the barriers that split it from the Comment impede the onset of some 
semantic relations, like cataphora, with elements in the syntactic configuration that 
are in principle licensed by the grammar. 
4.3 Modality and Topic-Comment information pattern  
The syntactic and semantic independence of the expressions in Topic from those in 
Comment is confirmed by one other property, which has emerged from corpus-
based investigations concerning modality in speech. According to a traditional 
ballyan view (Bally 1932; 1942) Modality is defined as the subjective evaluation of 
the semantic content by the speaker; i.e. “Modus on Dictum”.  
Following this tradition, Modality is defined in our frame as the attitude of the 
speaker toward the locution. Therefore it must be clearly underlined that this kind of 
attitude regards the locutive act and has nothing to do with pragmatics20. Modality is 
the higher semantic level within the locutive act and in accordance with the logical 
tradition, it is a property of a proposition. When a proposition is in the scope of 
more than one modal index the modal indexes are compositional, and the 
proposition receives the modality of the higher modal index (Huges and Creswell 
1996). For instance:  
 
(39) “A professor of linguistics must1 be able2 to teach linguistics” 
 is a deontic proposition (deontic- index1 over alethic index2)  
 
(40) “A professor of linguistics may1 have been forced2 to teach philosophy” 
 is an alethic proposition (alethic-index1 over deontic-index2)  
 
This compositional principle is strictly followed in writing, but not in speech. A 
systematic research on lexical indexes of modality (Tucci 2007) has pointed out that 
in spoken language the use of explicit modal lexicon is more common than believed 
(nearly 14% of total utterances21). However the most important result of this 
research is the discovery that if a compound utterance is multimodalized (modal 
indexes placed in different IUs) each of these IUs keeps its own modality, which is 
not compositionally solved. In other words, the scope of modality is not the entire 
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utterance, as in the sentence, but rather it regards the locution of each textual 
information unit. This is a very common feature in spontaneous speech. Tucci found 
that 85% of utterances with more than one modal index (multi-modalized) host each 
index in a different IU (Tucci 2009).  
The interpretation of Modality is among strongest semantic evidence supporting the 
proposal that, in spoken language, Topic is not a compositional part of the overall 
syntactic structure of a sentence. The reader can focus on evidence bootstrapped 
from corpora in which modal values placed in different IUs, and specifically in 
Topic and Comment, are not compositionally settled. Let see 41 and 42:  
 
(41) *MAX: secondo me /TOP ne dimostrava di più //COM [ifamcv01, 191] 
[in my opinion / she looked older]  
 
(42) una soluzione probabile /TOP è che devi pagare tutto //COM  
[(regarding) the most probable solution / it is that you must pay everything] 
 
In 41 and 42, each IU of the Topic-Comment information pattern is characterized by 
a different modal value. 41 is a very common case in spoken language, where Topic 
holds an epistemic expression (in my opinion) and Comment has an aletic 
interpretation. Its illocutionary force is roughly equivalent to the performative to 
claim. In 42, the Topic still records an epistemic modality while the Comment bears 
a deontic one and its illocution seems rather an advice. Therefore both utterances are 
multi-modalized.  
If the two modal values in 41 had to be compositionally bound according to 
propositional rules, a resulting paraphrase could be I subjectively evaluate that I 
claim that she looked older, with an epistemic general dominance, but it makes no 
sense. For what concerns 42, the paraphrase should be It is probable that the advice 
that you must pay everything will be the solution with an epistemic general 
evaluation, but this periphrasis is not coherent with the actual interpretation of the 
utterance.  
Both the previous paraphrases force the Topic-Comment pattern in one 
proposition, but as a consequence of this, they show a meaningless or misleading 
modal value with respect to the actual one. The acceptable paraphrase for 41 could 
be I claim that she looked older, but it is my present evaluation. For 42 it can be I 
suggest that you must pay everything and this seems to be a probable solution. Both 
acceptable paraphrases are compound by two coordinative modalized clauses and 
therefore each syntactic entity maintains its own modality. The two modal indexes 
are not compositionally settled. 
If modality is the higher level of a syntactic/semantic structure (a property of a 
proposition), given that Topic and Comment show independent modality that cannot 
be compositionally solved, they cannot be parts of the same syntactic domain and 
they do not reflect together the form of a proposition. In other words, 
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compositionality requires the synthesis of modal values within a proposition. The 
fact that modal values stay within the IUs hosting their indexes is a direct evidence 
that Topic-Comment informational patterning is not consistent with 
compositionality.  
In patterned spoken utterances modality is a property of the semantic content of each 
IU that from this point of view behaves like one island. Again, the relation between 
IUs follows informational principles rather than a compositional semantic one. 
5. Some general conclusions regarding compositionality  
and Information patterns 
In this paper various independent evidence bootstrapped from Italian corpora has 
shown that the performance of two strings in a Topic-Comment pattern determine 
the onset of two local syntactic and semantic domains which are not 
compositionality bound; i.e. the information pattern is neither equivalent to a 
syntactic configuration nor to a proposition. On the contrary, expressions that are 
linearized within one IU strictly follow compositionality rules and, by converse, 
their relation cannot be bound within an information pattern.  
While the following syntactic and semantic relations hold within linearized 
constituents they cannot involve expressions in a Topic Comment pattern: 
 
- Modification (NP: Noun head- Modification) 
- Regency (VP: Verb – Direct and Indirect Object)   
- Predication (Sentence: Subject-Predicate) 
- Modalization (Proposition: Compositionality of modal indexes)  
 
The non-terminal prosodic break between a prefix PU and a root PU represents a 
barrier for syntax and semantics. This is due to the nature of the Topic Comment 
informational relation, which identifies the pragmatic domain of relevance for the 
illocutionary force, displaced from the context. To displace an act is not equivalent 
to a predication and does not determine the onset of a propositional structure. 
 
Notes 
1 E. Cresti managed the corpus based research and selected the relevant arguments, M. 
Moneglia designed the ratio of the empirical demonstration. 
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2 The framework of informational patterning is being applied also to other romance languages 
such as Brazilian Portuguese (Raso et al. 2007, Raso and Ulisses 2008) and Spanish (Nicolas 
2006). 
3 For detailed studies on the expression of the illocutionary force in spontaneous speech see 
Firenzuoli (2003), Cresti, Moneglia and Martin (2003), Cresti (2006). 
4 For a different point of view on the same domain of facts see Roulet (2002). 
5 In spontaneous speech, prosodic patterns do not correspond to information patterns in two 
major cases: a) retracting and fragmentation phenomena; b) scanning phenomena; i.e parsing 
of the locution in separate prosodic envelopes with no perceptively relevant prosodic 
movements (Cresti 2000; Cresti and Moneglia, in press). 
6 Prosodic types are defined in accordance to the IPO’s approach (’t Hart et al. 1990) which is 
based on the perceptive relevance of prosodic cues. 
7 For the prosodic cues of various IUs see respectively Cresti (2000), Cresti and Firenzuoli 
(2000), Cresti and Firenzuoli (2002), Firenzuoli and Signorini (2003), Firenzuoli and Tucci 
(2003), Frosali (2008). 
8 All examples in this paper come from the Italian section of the C-ORAL-ROM corpus 
(Cresti and Moneglia 2005) and from the LABLITA Corpus of Spontaneous Spoken Italian. 
Transcriptions are orthographic and follow a variant of the CHAT format (Mac Whinney, 
1991 ) in which prosodic breaks are marked (double slashes “//” marks terminal and single 
slash “/” marks non terminal). Examples are followed by the filename and by the ranking 
number of the utterance in the corpus. Tags for IU types are in capitals aside prosodic breaks, 
as indexes for each information unit. The English translation is in square brackets and 
tentatively try to save the original informational structure of the original example. For this 
reason some phrasing may sound odd to the English reader. Figures under the examples 
identify F0, Intensity and Timing of the wave. The acoustic signal is aligned to the 
transcription on bottom. The transcription is parsed into information units whose limits 
correspond to their start and end points on the wave. The perceptively relevant prosodic 
movement of each PU is highlighted in a rectangle. The corresponding phrase in the IU on 
bottom is also highlighted. 
9 In Italian nearly 80% of Topic correlates with tree allomorphic types of the prefix Nucleus 
that are represented in accordance with the IPO system and instantiated in the figures of this 
paper: Type “[1] [A]”: raising-falling, see example 7, 16, 19, 20, 21 below ; Type “[1]”: 
raising see example 2; Type “[A] [0] [1]” falling-flat-raising, see example 6 below. See 
Firenzuoli and Signorini (2003) for a more detailed description. 
10 See Cresti (2000) and Cresti and Moneglia (in press) 
11 The interpretation of the above facts in terms of ellipsis of predicative elements, is 
frequently considered in the linguistics literature (According to this point of view 7 should be 
mapped onto the same structure of the sentence “The name of my grandfather is Peter” and 6 
onto “Apples should have the shape of swans”. However ellipsis requires ad hoc solutions that 
are not empirically motivated. For instance the need for ellipsis is still determined by prosodic 
cues, that is strictly required in order to assign an interpretation to the above examples. 
Moreover and for this reason it opens more problems than it solves (Scarano 2004). We will 
not discuss this topic here. 
 




12 With no need of any ad hoc elliptical structure. 
13 The sampling is a sub-corpus of the LABLITA spoken corpus annotated with illocutionary 
tags (Firenzuoli 2003). 
14 In 15 and 16 the informational patterning presents two Topic IUs, as it is frequently the 
case in spontaneous spoken Italian. This does not change the argument. 
15 A possible compositional paraphrases is avaliable when a performative verb express 
through lexical means what the Comment express through prosody, as it is the case in 15 (15’ 
I advise you to go walking around for fun this night). However this paraphrase strongly 
changes the form of the utterance, which is no more a Topic-Comment pattern and, 
accordingly, it does not specify any aboutness relation for the illocutionary act. Moreover, in 
spontaneous speech the illocutionary act expressed by the Comment frequently does not find 
any equivalent performative verb in the dictionary. For instance 16 cannot receive a 
performative paraphrase (I give to you the instruction that you must give your OK once all 
codes are inserted does not perform an act of instruction). 
16 See Li (1976) and Rizzi (2006) for an overall discussion of the Subject-Topic dinstintion. 
17 For instance this have been achieved in 29 considering “Nobody” as a proper name (alias 
Ulysses).  
18 Grammars claim this is possible for Italian, however we cannot be very confident on the 
prosodic requirements, that are not clearly stated. We refer here specifically to a prefix-root 
pattern. 
19 51% of phoric relations regards a Clitic in Topic or Comment with an anaphoric relation 
with a NP or a clause in a Focus position of a previous utterance. No cataphora among 
utterances have been retrieved (Cresti 2009). 
20 Modality and illocution must be clearly distinguished. Illocution performs the conventional 
communicative activity of the speech act, and belongs to pragmatics . Modality specifies the 
attitude of the speaker toward the locution and belongs to semantics. The independence of the 
two notions in spoken language have been formally demonstrated (Cresti 2002; Tucci 2008; 
Tucci and Moneglia in press). 
21 On 37.289 utterances, 5.152 are lexically modalized (Tucci 2007). 
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LANGUAGE-TEXT INTERFACE:  
THE EXAMPLE OF THEMATIC PROGRESSION* 
Angela Ferrari, Anna Maria De Cesare 
University of Basel 
1. Introduction 
The concept of “thematic progression” has been developed by František Daneš (cf. 
in particular Daneš 1970, 1974) to define an important textual (macro-syntactic) 
effect of the sentence-related phenomenon known as “Functional Sentence 
Perspective”, identified and defined by the Prague School around 1930. In this 
paper, the concept of thematic progression has been chosen both to present a model 
of the semantic-pragmatic organization of the written text developed at the 
University of Basel and to illustrate its heuristic power1. This model pays particular 
attention to the role played by the linguistic component in text organization and is 
based on two main hypotheses: 1. the semantic component of lexical items, syntax 
and punctuation codes textual information; 2. the communicative actualization of 
such information is mediated by the informational articulation of the Utterance. The 
informational articulation of the Utterance therefore functions as the interface 
between two systems of organization of verbal communication that are governed by 
very different principles: the linguistic system and the textual system. 
In this paper we try to show that the model of text organization we have 
developed allows for a more rigorous definition of “thematic progression”. Thematic 
progression, as we know, has to do with textual organization, and in particular with 
the selection of the successive Topics in the text (whenever possible we will 
therefore use the more appropriate term of “Topic progression”). Since, however, 
the organization of texts is based on a modular system, the selection of the Topics in 
the message interacts with other dimensions of text organization. More specifically 
(as we will illustrate in more detail below), Topic progression interacts with what we 
call “the hierarchical-illocutionary organization of the Utterance”: choosing between 
the Topics available within each Semantic Proposition, the hierarchical-illocutionary 
level of text structuring selects the Topics that are most significant in the 
development of the message. 
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Our paper is organized as follows. After a brief section in which we recall the 
main aspects of the concept of “thematic progression” (paragraph 2), we will discuss 
some limitations of this notion and show that, within the informational structuring of 
the Utterance content, a distinction should be made between the level related to the 
concept of “thematicity” (in the sense of aboutness) on the one hand, and the level 
related to the concept of Communicative Dynamism on the other (paragraph 3). The 
informational organization of the Utterance is composed of (at least) two levels: a. 
the level related to the notion of aboutness, based on the informational functions of 
Topic and Comment; and b. the hierarchical-illocutionary level, organized according 
to the illocutionary and textual functions performed by the Utterance in the message. 
In order to address their complexity better, the two levels mentioned will be 
described separately (paragraph 4). The last part of this paper will address Topic 
organization in the (written) text according to the model we have developed 
(paragraph 5). In this section we will show how the interplay between the two 
informational levels described above – the Topic-Comment-related level on the one 
hand, and the hierarchical-illocutionary level on the other – defines Topic 
progression in the paragraph (or in a subpart of it). The hierarchical-illocutionary 
level is responsible for choosing which Topic is to function as the Utterance Topic; 
further, it defines whether the Utterance Topic also functions as a macro-Topic, i.e. 
whether it coincides with the Topic of a group of Utterances or of a whole 
paragraph. 
2. The concept of “thematic progression” 
2.1 As we know, the concept of “thematic progression” is based on the notions of 
Theme and Rheme (cf. infra). The Theme of the Utterance is, according to Firbas 
1974, the semantic element associated with the lowest degree of Communicative 
Dynamism, while the Rheme is the element with the highest degree of 
Communicative Dynamism. From an informational perspective, it is therefore the 
sequence of rhematic elements in the text that ensures its development, whereas 
thematic elements participate in creating text cohesion, and therefore semantic 
continuity. Thematic progression – i.e. the successive choices of the Theme within 
each Utterance and the concatenation of such Themes – defines the “semantic 
skeleton” of the text, i.e. the supporting framework for its stability. In Daneš’s 
words (1974, 114): 
 
By this term [thematic progression] we mean the choice and ordering of utterances 
themes, their mutual concatenation and hierarchy, as well as their relationship to the 
hyperthemes of the superior text units (such as the paragraph, chapter, etc.), to the 
whole text, and to the situation. Thematic progression might be viewed as the 
skeleton of the plot. 
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2.2 As soon as it was defined, the concept of thematic progression was immediately 
used in Text Linguistics, where it came to denote an important condition of text 
coherence (Combettes 1988). Utterances forming a coherent text are typically 
characterized by the presence of thematic contents with a low degree of 
Communicative Dynamism, and these thematic elements are responsible for linking 
more dynamic information to the immediate and less immediate contexts (the 
phenomenon involves the preceding as well as the succeeding context, cf. Givón 
1983). More specifically, in a coherent text, the Utterance Theme relates to the 
preceding context either directly – by reintroducing information previously given – 
or indirectly – through semantic or contextual inference. As Mortara Garavelli 1979 
suggests in the title “La continuità del discorso: la struttura tematica” (Discourse 
continuity: thematic structure) (p. 93), the thematic structure of the text becomes a 
symptom of its continuity, which is in turn an important ingredient of textuality. To 
understand this idea better, let us look at the following example (note that here and 
in the following examples the elements we are discussing are shown in boldface; for 
the purposes of our analysis, we will also occasionally number each Utterance of the 
text we are looking at): 
 
(1) 1. Come in un sogno stava d’innanzi a noi la casa. 2. Su la facciata rustica, 
per tutte le cornici, per tutte le sporgenze, lungo il gocciolatoio, sopra gli 
architravi, sotto i davanzali delle finestre, sotto le lastre dei balconi, tra le 
mensole, tra le bugne, dovunque le rondini avevano nidificato. 3. I nidi di 
creta innumerevoli, vecchi e nuovi, agglomerati come le cellette di un alveare 
lasciavano pochi intervalli liberi. 4. Su quegli intervalli e su le stecche delle 
persiane e su i ferri delle ringhiere gli escrementi biancheggiavano come 
spruzzi di calcina. 5. Benché chiusa e disabitata, la casa viveva. 6. [sogg. 
nullo = la casa] Viveva d’una vita irrequieta, allegra e tenera. 7. Le rondini 
fedeli l’avvolgevano dei loro voli, dei loro gridi, dei loro luccichii, di tutte le 
loro grazie e di tutte le loro tenerezze, senza posa. 8. Mentre gli stormi 
s’inseguivano per l’aria in caccia con la velocità delle saette, alternando i 
clamori, allontanandosi e riavvicinandosi in un attimo, radendo gli alberi, 
levandosi nel sole, gittando a tratti dalle macchie bianche un baleno, 
instancabili, ferveva dentro ai nidi e intorno ai nidi un’altra opera. 
(D’Annunzio, L’innocente, pp. 155-156, in Ferrari 1994, 58.). 
 
The information marked in bold in the example helps to link the non-thematic 
(central) elements of the Utterance (not in bold face in our example) to the preceding 
context. For instance, the omitted subject of Utterance 6 ensures semantic continuity 
with the preceding Utterance (as well as with the initial Utterance) through 
anaphoric resumption of the nominal phrase la casa. Semantic continuity is also 
insured by the extensive sequence of text appearing in bold face in Utterance 8: this 
sequence links the rhematic information of the Utterance, i.e. ferveva dentro ai nidi 
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e intorno ai nidi un’altra opera, to the preceding context, in particular to Utterance 
7. More specifically, what has been said in Utterance 7 is resumed, through 
linguistic variation, at the beginning of Utterance 8: le rondini fedeli → gli stormi; 
l’avvolgevano dei loro voli → s’inseguivano per l’aria in caccia con la velocità 
delle saette ... allontanandosi e riavvicinandosi in un attimo; dei loro gridi → 
alternando i clamori; dei loro luccichii → gittando a tratti dalle macchie bianche un 
baleno; senza posa → instancabili. 
 
2.3 There are different types of thematic progression, which in a text typically 
alternate, cross each other, and overlap. The typology proposed by Daneš 1974 – 
and adopted without any substantial variation for instance by Combettes 1988 – has 
been slightly changed under the influence of the first contributions of Mortara 
Garavelli (particularly in the light of her 1979 work). Basically, according to the 
nature of the preceding informational unit being thematized (i.e. whether it is a 
thematic and/or a rhematic element), three types of thematic progression can be 
distinguished (cf. Ferrari and Zampese 2000): 
 
1. “constant Theme progression”: a preceding Theme (or subpart of it) is thematized 
2. “linear Theme progression”: a preceding Rheme (or subpart of it) is thematized 
3. “thematization of a Theme+Rheme sequence”, or “thematization of more than one 
Theme+Rheme sequence”. 
 
In order to illustrate the three different thematic progressions, let us first look at the 
following example: 
 
(2) 1. Il microscopio permette di osservare oggetti molto piccoli, tanto piccoli da 
non essere visibili ad occhio nudo. 2. (sogg. nullo) È uno strumento che 
funziona così: 3. un primo gruppo di lenti, l’obbiettivo, ingrandisce 
l’oggetto da vedere; 4. un secondo gruppo di lenti, l’oculare, ingrandisce 
l’immagine creata dall’obbiettivo. 
5. Il segreto del microscopio è dunque l’ingrandimento dell’ingrandimento.  
6. Con il microscopio, (sogg. nullo) possiamo osservare le parti delle piante.         
7. (sogg. nullo) Iniziamo con una pelle di cipolla: 8. essa infatti è sottile e si 
osserva con facilità. 9. Vista attraverso il microscopio, la pelle di cipolla 
appare formata di piccoli ‘mattoni’ detti cellule. (in Ferrari and Zampese 2000, 
354). 
 
In the text reproduced in (2), Constant Theme progression can be observed between 
Utterances 1 and 2: through an omitted subject, the Theme of Utterance 2 resumes 
the nominal phrase il microscopio, which is the Theme of the preceding Utterance. 
Utterances 7 and 8 show an instance of Linear Theme Progression: the Theme of 
Utterance 8, essa, resumes the nominal phrase una pelle di cipolla, which is part of 
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the Rheme of Utterance 7. In turn, example (3) illustrates the thematic progression 
involving the thematization of a Theme+Rheme sequence: the pronoun ciò 
encapsulates the content of the entire preceding Utterance: 
 
(3) I raggi del sole che giungono sui monti sono più caldi dei raggi di sole che 
arrivano in pianura. Ciò è noto a tutti coloro che sono stati in montagna e che si 
sono scottati la pelle malgrado le temperature molto basse (in Ferrari/Zampese 
2000, 345). 
 
The Theme of a Proposition may also be cataphorically linked to the Theme of 
another Proposition belonging to a following Utterance (see, for example, Utterance 
8 of text (2), where the Theme essa is linked to the Theme la pelle di cipolla of 
Utterance 9).  
3. Some limitations of the Prague School conception of “thematic 
progression”  
3.1 An attempt to apply the concept of thematic progression to texts showing a 
certain degree of complexity (typically pertaining to non-descriptive text types) 
immediately proves its inability to define the “communicative felicity” of written 
discourse. This limitation was observed from the very beginning by František Daneš 
himself, who proposed the concept of “thematic leap” to address the problem. This 
concept refers to the sequences of text which cannot be considered incoherent (that 
is, non-texts), even if there is no connection between the Themes of these sequences 
and their co-text. As we now know, and as has been shown in recent studies of 
Discourse Analysis (cf. for example Roulet, Filliettaz and Grobet 2001; Ferrari (ed.) 
2004, Ferrari (ed.) 2005, Ferrari and De Cesare in press; Ferrari et al. 2008), the 
semantic-pragmatic structure of the text is defined by a modular system, i.e. by the 
interaction of a number of conceptually independent dimensions of text organization 
(in our research we account principally for two major dimensions of text 
organization: the logic-argumentative dimension and the thematic dimension). 
Nevertheless, there are sequences of texts in which one of these conceptually 
independent organizing dimensions – for instance, the logic-argumentative 
dimension – prevails over the others. In those cases, the thematic dimension of text 
organization becomes inactive or secondary, and can therefore present instances of 
“thematic voids”. This is, for instance, the case in the short text given in (4): 
 
(4) Piove. Non esco. 
  
Although the sequence in (4) lacks a thematic link between the two Utterances, the 
text is perfectly interpretable. The unexpressed logical relation between the two 
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parts of the texts – Utterance 2 is a consequence of what is said in Utterance 1: It 
rains. (Therefore) I will not go out – is sufficient to produce textual coherence. 
 This very interesting phenomenon is not to be underestimated. It has, however, 
no impact on the validity and applicability of the concept of thematic progression as 
it was originally defined. It simply shows that the thematic dimension is but a single 
aspect of text structuring. 
 
3.2  Let us now consider a more important limitation of the concept of thematic 
progression proposed by the Prague School. In her 1986 paper (which is part of the 
1988 collection of essays referred to in the bibliography of the present study), 
Maria-Elisabeth Conte points to the overlapping of notions that should be kept 
separate: 
 
Nell’ambito della Functional Sentence Perspective, tema e rema sono stati definiti 
sia sotto l’aspetto tematico (“thematischer Aspekt”: tema è ciò su cui si comunica 
qualcosa; rema è ciò che sul tema si comunica), sia sotto l’aspetto contestuale 
(“kontextueller Aspekt”: tema è ciò che è dato o noto, contestualmente o co-
testualmente; rema è ciò che è nuovo).  
Questi due aspetti spesso (ma non sempre) vengono a coincidere. Per i suoi tipi di 
progressione tematica Daneš non ritiene necessario di tenerli distinti (Conte 1988, 
49). 
[In the Functional Sentence Perspective framework, theme and rheme have been 
defined both from a thematic point of view (“thematischer Aspekt”: the theme is 
what one communicates something about; the rheme is what one communicates 
about the theme), and from a contextual point of view (“kontextueller Aspekt”: the 
theme is what is given or known, contextually or co-textually; the rheme is what is 
new).These two aspects often (though not always) coincide. For the purposes of his 
types of thematic progression, Daneš does not consider it necessary to draw a 
distinction between them.]  
 
Conte’s remarks are crucial insofar as, if we think carefully about them, they reveal 
one of the most significant weaknesses of the Prague School’s conception of 
thematic progression. The problem (which, as we will show below, is in fact even 
more acute than Maria-Elisabeth Conte suggests) lies in the fact that, in the original 
perspective, phenomena which ought to be kept separate are forced into one and the 
same level. One thing is to examine the cognitive status (Given or not Given) of the 
entities evoked in the text; another is to observe how each Utterance of a text 
chooses the entity about which it conveys information (i.e. the Theme); and yet 
another is to assess the degree of Communicative Dynamism associated with each 
entity. The overlap of these notions impacts on the very intelligibility of the 
phenomenon of thematic progression and its possible use as an analytical tool in 
Text Linguistics.  
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3.3  Although they all define aspects of the informational structure of Utterances, the 
phenomena related to the concepts of Givenness, “Thematicity” (in the sense of 
aboutness) and Communicative Dynamism must be carefully distinguished (but, as 
shown in Lambrecht 1994, it is true that there are preferential associations between 
these concepts). Indeed, it is easy to show that, in coherent texts, the phenomenon of 
semantic continuity – described by the property known as Givenness – (may) 
associate with different informational “spaces”: an entity that is Given in the text can 
coincide with the entity about which something is being said (i.e. the Theme), with 
what one says about it (the Rheme), with Transitions, or with collateral information 
etc. (according to the “spaces” defined by Firbas 1964; 1974). For instance, the 
Given referent indicated by lui in the examples given below shows a low degree of 
Communicative Dynamism in (5), where it coincides with the entity being talked 
about (the Theme), but a maximum degree of Communicative Dynamism in (6), 
where it comes to coincide with the Utterance peak (also referred to as “Rheme 
Proper” or Focus): 
 
(5) *BM2: c’ è [/] c’ è la mamma di Pierino / dice // va a comprammi mezzo chilo di 
maiale //” e / lui ci va // (Cresti 2000, Corpus di italiano parlato, “Barzellette”) 
 
(6) *LCN: perché ci sono alcuni / per esempio / che sono ladri // poi uno / si fa amico di 
questo tizio / che è ladro // e dopo / coll’ amicizia / diventa ladro anche lui // (Cresti 
2000, Corpus di italiano parlato, “Maestra”). 
 
This distinction between the concepts mentioned above is essential not only because 
it is a necessary condition for a better understanding of both the substance and the 
forms of the informational structuring of Utterances, but also because it is a 
requirement for an adequate understanding and description of text structuring.  
4. The levels of the informational organization of the Utterance2 
Besides an illocutionary component, the communicative meaning of an Utterance 
(the Utterance being defined in terms of a linguistic act) includes (at least) a 
denotational component, corresponding to the state of affairs evoked by the 
speaker/writer. The denotative meaning of every Utterance is in turn organized 
informationally, i.e. it is organized “as a message” according to both the context in 
which it is expressed and the addressee to which it is addressed. Although the 
informational organization of the denotative meaning of an Utterance is determined 
first and foremost by the context, it is partially predetermined by the linguistic 
structures used by the speaker/writer, i.e. by the lexical items used, by the prosody 
or punctuation, the morphology, and the syntax used in the Utterance to denote a 
state of affairs3.  
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As mentioned above, the informational organization of the Utterance is a complex 
system, which can be broken down into several different levels4. Two of the levels 
that should be identified are the following5: 
 
a. the level the notion of aboutness belongs to, which is expressed by the 
informational functions known as “Topic6” and “Comment”; 
b. the hierarchical-illocutionary level, organized according to the 
illocutionary and textual functions performed by the Utterance in the 
message. The central informational units expressing this level (in written 
texts) will be called “Nucleus”, “Frame” and “Appendix”. 
 
Each level plays an important role in defining the organization of texts. The Topic-
Comment level shapes text evolution by selecting its successive “topics”, in 
particular by determining constituent order and partly also by selecting the form – 
pronoun vs. full lexical item – those constituents should have. The hierarchical-
illocutionary level defines the architecture of the text in terms of “backgrounds” and 
“foregrounds”, mainly by determining the distribution of circumstantial elements 
(adverbial, clauses) and by imposing certain choices in punctuation. 
4.1 The Topic-Comment level 
A Semantic Proposition, defined as the mental image of a real, supposed or 
imagined state of affairs, typically evokes one or more “textual referents”, i.e. 
(following Andorno 2003, 27-68) “conceptual objects” characterized by a number of 
properties and/or involved in actions, processes, or states. From an ontological 
perspective, conceptual objects are typically first-order entities (namely physical 
objects: human beings, animals and things). In an appropriate context, however, i.e. 
when they are treated by the language as referents to which properties, etc. are 
assigned (typically through phrase nominalization), conceptual objects may also 
coincide with entities of a higher level, particularly with second-order entities 
(corresponding to events, processes, situations taking place in time, which are 
described as “occurring” or “taking place” rather than as “existing”; cf. Lyons 1980, 
78). In the following Utterance, for instance, the complex phrase la partenza di 
Gianni, expressing the event of leaving by the individual called Gianni, is treated by 
the language as an entity to which the property mi ha molto sorpresa is assigned: 
 
(7) La partenza di Giannireferente testuale mi ha molto sorpresa. 
 
4.1.1 The notions of “Topic” and “Comment”. Within the Proposition, one (or more) 
textual referent has the function of Topic if, in the terms of Lambrecht, 
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in a given situation the proposition is construed as being about this referent, i.e. as 
expressing information which is relevant to and which increases the addressee’s 
knowledge of this referent (Lambrecht 1994, 131). 
 
As this definition suggests, the relation of aboutness defining the Topic is not to be 
understood generically: otherwise every referent7 of a Proposition would be 
involved in such a relation. The aboutness relation applies to one (or more) 
“communicatively special” referent, i.e. to the referent for which semantic 
enrichment is required by the context for communicative reasons. For instance, in 
the following text, only the referents appearing in boldface function as a Topic of the 
Semantic Proposition in which they appear; the other referents – Elena Pistolesi, 
Antonella Benucci, le caratteristiche dei segnali discorsivi di e-mail e SMS – are not 
Topics: 
 
(8) L’italiano delle chatTopic è stato studiato da Elena Pistolesi (L’italiano nella 
rete), quello della pubblicità televisivaTopic da Antonella Benucci (La pubblicità 
televisiva e l’italiano non standard), mentre Carla BazzanellaTopic (Nuove forme 
di comunicazione a distanza, restrizioni contestuali e segnali discorsivi) ha 
analizzato le caratteristiche dei segnali discorsivi di e-mail e SMS. (Maraschio 
and Poggi Salani 2000, IV-V). 
 
A topical element may involve one or more textual referents, as shown in: 
 
(9) L’inaugurazione in Palazzo Vecchio nel Salone dei Cinquecento e il saluto 
del sindaco di Firenze Leonardo Domenici, la presenza in qualità di relatore 
del Ministro della Pubblica Istruzione Tullio De Mauro in apertura e quella 
del Presidente della Camera dei Deputati onorevole Luciano Violante in 
chiusura Topic hanno conferito al XXXIV Congresso della SLI un carattere di 
ufficialità in sintonia con la ricorrenza millenaria. (Maraschio and Poggi Salani 
2000, VII). 
 
In some cases, as in text (10), two referents belonging to the same Proposition share 
the property of being “communicatively special”, i.e. are topical: 
 
(10) Umberto cresce con la madre, che gestisce un negozio di oggetti usati, e con due 
zie, una delle quali, la zia Regina dalla “dolce anima di formica”, gli sarà prodiga 
di attenzioni e di aiuti. A leiTopic1, SabaTopic2 dedicherà affettuosamente le prose 
raccolte nel volume Ricordi-Racconti nel 1956. (Lavezzi et al. (eds) 1992, 630).  
 
As all the previous examples show, the Topic comes to function naturally as “point 
of departure of the message” (Halliday 1985, 38). In addition, it is usually 
particularly “evident” in the communicative context, because its content is typically 
associated with direct or indirect Givenness. In turn, the referential and functional 
profile of the Topic determines its preferred linguistic manifestations. The Topic is 
usually expressed by a bound personal pronoun or by a pre-verbal nominal or 
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prepositional phrase; in the sentence with normal word order, the Topic coincides 
with the syntactic subject (even when it is not phonetically realized). “Topicality”, 
however, is ultimately granted to a referent based on the context of usage. The 
context may select as Topic the referent of a semantically full element in post-verbal 
integrated position (although this is more typically the case in spoken than in written 
communication); or it may select one of several potential Topics made available by 
the linguistic component.   
 The semantic element functionally related to the Topic is the Comment. The 
Comment follows the linguistic expression of the Topic, and coincides with the 
predicate of a Proposition (it can also include circumstantial information): 
 
(11) Umberto cresce con la madre, che gestisce un negozio di oggetti usati, e con 
due zieComment, una delle quali, la zia Regina dalla “dolce anima di formica”, gli 
sarà prodiga di attenzioni e di aiuti. A lei, Saba dedicherà affettuosamente le 
prose raccolte nel volume Ricordi-Racconti nel 1956Comment. (Lavezzi et al. 
(eds) 1992, 630). 
 
4.1.2 The informational functions of Topic and Comment do not necessarily account 
for the whole content of a Semantic Proposition. In the following two examples, for 
instance, the elements in boldface opening the Utterance function neither as Topic 
nor as Comment; rather, they function as “circumstantial” information: 
 
(12) Nell’ultimo decennio, l’industriaTopic si è sviluppata accanto al portoComment. (in 
Ferrari and Zampese 2000, 335) 
(13) Dato che aspettano un bambino, Michela e LucaTopic hanno deciso di cambiare 
casaComment. (in Ferrari and Zampese 2000, 336). 
 
The elements provided in addition to the Topic and the Comment do not necessarily 
have the same informational status. The informational difference between the 
elements added to the Topic and the Comment can be seen in example (14), in 
which several pieces of information appear between the Topic (Roger Wright) and 
the Comment (insiste sulla [...] romanza). In this example it is clear that the content 
in parentheses has a different informational status from the sentence opened by the 
gerund ricordando that follows (the informational status of Utterance elements will 
be discussed in more details in paragraph 4.2.): 
 
(14) Roger WrightTopic (La periodizzazione del romanzo) ricordando il diverso 
situarsi nel tempo di tanti romanzi di natura diversa e i lunghi periodi di 
variabilità, e nonostante l’esistenza di alcuni noti riferimenti fondamentali, 
insiste sulla difficoltà del definire date spartiacque nell’evoluzione dal latino al 
romanzo e nella frammentazione romanzaComment. (Maraschio and Poggi Salani 
2000, I-II). 
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4.1.3 It should be noted that there are Semantic Propositions in which it is neither 
possible nor relevant to identify elements that function as Topic and as Comment 
and that are therefore lacking a Topic-Comment articulation. These Propositions are 
typically the ones that grammar calls “presentative” or “eventive”, namely the 
clauses constructed with a zero-valent verb, i.e. not denoting any referent (Piove), 
the clauses opened with the expression c’è/ci sono (al Polo Nord ci sono orsi 
bianchi), impersonal constructions (si dice che i treni svizzeri sono sempre in 
orario) and sentences with post-verbal subjects (è arrivata Stella). 
4.2 The hierarchical-illocutionary level 
In formulating an Utterance with communicative intentions, the speaker/writer 
accomplishes an illocutionary act (assertive act, interrogative act, etc.). 
Simultaneously, if the Utterance is part of a co-text, the speaker/writer also 
accomplishes an act of textual composition (an act that can function, for instance, as 
explanation, reformulation, illustration of a preceding text). As we will show, not all 
the information expressed in an Utterance is equally relevant, i.e. has the same 
communicative prominence (or dynamism) in determining the illocutionary and/or 
the textual act that the Utterance performs in the message. 
 Our conception of what we refer to as the “hierarchical-illocutionary 
informational level”, was largely inspired by the work of Cresti (in particular, Cresti 
2000) about the informational articulation of the spoken Utterance. It also diverges 
from it, however, in different ways. For instance, the two models use a partly 
different terminology (cf. Ferrari (ed.) 2004, (ed.) 2005). There are, however, more 
important differences. First, while Cresti’s hypothesis fails to account for the 
analytical tools provided by Text Linguistics, our model of text has integrated these 
tools. We find that it is inevitable that they must be dealt with when analyzing 
dialogic exchanges that are not restricted to an informationally-simple Utterance. 
The important role played in our model by the concepts borrowed from Text 
Linguistics can be measured, for instance, by our use of the concept of “act of 
textual composition” (see Ferrari et al. 2008 for an account of its nature and its 
organization in sequences). Secondly, unlike Cresti’s model, our account of the Text 
can be applied equally to the oral and the written language. Therefore, we strongly 
disagree with the idea that the sentence – even if conceived as having a semantic 
component (cf. Cresti in press) – should be considered the reference unit of written 
text (see Ferrari in press for a more detailed discussion of this question).  
 
4.2.1 The main Information Unit. Some information is more directly linked to the 
illocutionary and textual function which the Utterance performs in the message. This 
information defines a unit which – using the terminology of Blanche-Benveniste et 
al. 1990 – we will call “Nucleus” or “Nuclear Unit” (It. Nucleo or Unità Nucleare). 
For instance, the nucleuses of the two Utterances that form the text given in (15) 
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coincide with the sequences appearing in bold, because it is in these two sequences 
that the concession relation indicated by eppure is based8: 
 
(15) 1. // / Leggendo qualche anno fa il bel libro di Rosetta Loy, / La parola ebreo, / 
mi sono reso conto che questa parola mi era stata estranea assai a lungo 
nell’infanzia. /Nucleo // 2. / Eppure / Napoli aveva avuto e ancora aveva una 
comunità ebraica non piccola, /Nucleo non irrilevante socialmente, / a cominciare 
dagli avvocati Foà, presso cui era Giovane di Studio il neolaureato Giovanni 
Leone. // (De Mauro 2006, 103). 
 
An informational Nucleus is necessary and sufficient for an Utterance to be 
expressed. Normally, though – that is, if we do not deliberately choose what is 
known as style coupé – the Nucleus is accompanied by other Informational Units, 
which provide backgrounded information. These Units, which are optional and 
repeatable, will be given the names of “Frame” and “Appendix”. 
 
4.2.2 Secondary Information Units. The “Frame Unit” (It. Unità di “Quadro”) 
linearly precedes the Nucleus. From a functional perspective, it indicates the general 
denotational domain of relevance of the Nucleus. The Frame Unit may be used 
locally. In this case, it indicates the circumstances (most commonly spatial, 
temporal, and modal) in which the event described in the Nucleus takes place, as is, 
for instance, the case in: 
 
(16) // / Leggendo qualche anno fa il bel libro di Rosetta Loy, /Quadro La parola 
ebreo, / mi sono reso conto che questa parola mi era stata estranea assai a lungo 
nell’infanzia. // (De Mauro 2006, 103). 
 
The Frame Unit may limit or extend the “implicature” effects of the Nucleus, as in 
(17): here, the indication, in the Frame Unit, of a possible cause of the accident 
described in the Nucleus leads one to read the rest of the article with the guilt of the 
driver in mind: 
 
(17) // / Forse per un sorpasso azzardato, /Quadro l’Alfa Romeo 145 guidata da 
Alessandro Granata […] ha urtato la Renault Clio […] // (Corriere della Sera, in 
Zampese 2004, 175). 
 
In addition, the Frame Unit may make explicit illocutionary components of the 
Nucleus, as, for instance, the source of the Utterance: 
 
(18) // / Secondo i carabinieri, /Quadro si è trattato di una rapina su commissione. // 
(Corriere della Sera, in Zampese 2004, 175). 
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Besides its “local” motivation, the Frame Unit may also have a function that goes 
beyond the Utterance in which it is expressed. In this case the content of the Frame 
Unit is chosen to create, anaphorically, the semantic link that insures / makes 
explicit / underlines the relationship between the Nucleus and the preceding co-text. 
This function can be illustrated on the basis of example (19a) and a manipulated 
version of it (19b): the deletion in (19b) of the anaphoric expression per questo, 
which makes explicit the logical link between the main content (i prigionieri hanno 
sfondato la porta) and the preceding Utterance (non li hanno però legati) in (19a), 
leads to a somewhat “unnatural” link between the two Utterances: 
 
(19) a. Non li hanno però legati: // / per questo, /Quadro intorno alle tre, a forza di spallate 
/ i prigionieri hanno sfondato la porta. // (Corriere della Sera, in Zampese 2004, 
176) 
b. Non li hanno però legati: // intorno alle tre, a forza di spallate / i prigionieri hanno 
sfondato la porta. //. 
 
Likewise, the Frame Unit may be used cataphorically, to open semantic “spaces” 
that provide unity to the following co-text. In the example given in (20), the phrase 
expressed in the Frame (All’epoca in cui risalgono i miei primi ricordi di lei) 
provides the perspective from which to interpret the long description that follows: 
 
(20) // / All’epoca in cui risalgono i miei primi ricordi di lei [mia madre], /Quadro era, 
anche con parametri del tempo, una donna ancora giovane, trentottenne. // Aveva 
una carnagione bianco-latte e lunghi capelli rosso scuro. Mi pareva bellissima. 
Dopo essersi lavata, rivestita da un accappatoio candido pettinava la lunga 
chioma, che le ricadeva davanti al viso. […] (De Mauro 2006, 103). 
 
The “Appendix Unit” (It. Unità di “Appendice”), which is also repeatable, 
completes the Nucleus and/or the Frame Unit(s). The Appendix may be expressed 
within the Nucleus and the Frame, or be placed immediately after them. From a 
functional persepctive, the Appendix has a local impact in the text: its function is 
typically restricted to the Utterance in which it is expressed. The Appendix can be 
used to repeat Given (simple or complex) information, or to reactivate Semi-Given 
information9. When it provides New (or almost New) information in the text, the 
Appendix may be used by the speaker/writer to specify the meaning of his/her 
words, or simply to add information that is relevant but not textually “vital”, i.e. that 
is not capable of functioning as a semantic reference framework in the following co-
text, and thus is not truly connected to the preceding co-text10.  
The Frame and the Appendix Units both provide backgrounded information and 
may express the same semantic contents. The contribution they make to textuality, 
however, is very different. This can be shown by the impact the transformation of 
the content of a Frame in Appendix or vice versa has on text coherence (cf. Ferrari 
2003, (ed.) 2004, 2006). Texts (21) and (22), which deal with the comparison 
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between Italian and other languages, offer an example of the difficulty in 
transforming a content that is part of a Frame Unit into one that is part of an 
Appendix Unit: 
 
(21) Oggi sappiamo che la fissità dell’italiano è stata alquanto sopravvalutata. Non vi 
è dubbio, infatti, che anch’esso sia mutato nel corso del tempo; // / rispetto alle 
altre lingue, /Quadro però, questo mutamento è stato per secoli più contenuto (o 
meno avvertibile), // tanto che sembra avvenuto quasi di colpo dalla fine 
dell’Ottocento, dopo il raggiungimento dell’unità nazionale, fino al duemila, 
l’epoca dell’informatica e della multimedialità. (in Ferrari 2006, 74). 
 
(22) Oggi sappiamo che la fissità dell’italiano è stata alquanto sopravvalutata. Non vi 
è dubbio, infatti, che anch’esso sia mutato nel corso del tempo; // / questo 
mutamento, / rispetto alle altre lingue, /Appendice è stato però per secoli più 
contenuto (o meno avvertibile), // tanto che sembra avvenuto quasi di colpo dalla 
fine dell’Ottocento, dopo il raggiungimento dell’unità nazionale, fino al duemila, 
l’epoca dell’informatica e della multimedialità.  
 
In this case, it is a better choice to evoke the comparison between Italian and other 
languages within a Frame Unit than within an Appendix Unit, because the Appendix 
Unit treats such information as an accessory specification. 
5. The Topics’ organization in the text 
5.1 From Proposition Topic to Discourse Topic 
Rigorously defined in terms of aboutness, the Topics of the (Semantic) Propositions 
which make up the text are part of a multi-level system, which has already been 
outlined by van Dijk 1977 in the initial phases of Text Linguistics. The main idea is 
that a text can be considered as the semantic-pragmatic expansion of a basic (central 
or discursive) Topic (or Theme). The expansion occurs through the development of 
lower level Topics down to the level of the Semantic Proposition Topics (in the 
sense defined in paragraph 4.1). The result is a reversed tree diagram, whose trunk is 
formed by the central Topic, whereas lower level Topics are distributed in the 
progressively “newer” branches of the tree. 
The diagram described above represents the global organization of Topics in the 
text. Within this representation, by “Topic progression” we mean the ways in which 
Topics at different levels follow each other in a coherent text segment: we can thus 
identify the progression of chapter Topics within a book, the progression of section 
Topics within a chapter, that of Paragraph Topics within a section, and so on. 
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When a Paragraph or one of its subparts is considered – as was the case within 
the Prague School framework – the relevant dimension of analysis is the Utterance. 
Therefore, the concept of “thematic progression” developed by František Daneš 
concerns (partially: cf. above) the sequence of Topics in the Utterances: for instance, 
we have constant Theme progression when two or more contiguous Utterances share 
the same Topic. Thus, in order to identify the thematic progression of a Paragraph, it 
is necessary to define the ways in which Topics are linearly distributed in the 
Utterances that form the Paragraph. 
Minimally, however, the identification domain of the Topic is the Semantic 
Proposition. It is here that the interaction between the Topic-Comment level and the 
hierarchical-illocutionary level comes into play. In this interaction two processes are 
involved: firstly, the hierarchical-illocutionary level selects which Topics made 
available by the Propositions forming the Utterance is/are the Topic/s of the 
Utterance; secondly, the hierarchical-illocutionary level defines whether the 
Utterance Topic also functions as a higher-level Topic, i.e. a Topic of a 
homogeneous group of Utterances or of a Paragraph. A similar proposal has been 
made by Iørn Korzen (see for instance Korzen 1998, 2001) on the basis of concepts 
drawn from the Rhetorical Structure Theory framework (cf. Mann and Thompson 
1988). Korzen identifies two different Topics: a primary Topic, associated with the 
nucleus, i.e. with a main clause, and a secondary Topic, found in the satellite, i.e. in 
a subordinate clause. In our conception, however, there is no necessary association 
between Topic level and syntax. 
5.2 The Utterance Topic 
The Utterance Topic coincides with the Topic associated with the main Semantic 
Predication expressed in the Nuclear Unit. In the following example, Maria (and not 
Carlo, which functions as Topic of a Secondary Predication) is the Utterance Topic: 
 
(23) // / MariaTopic mi ha detto che Carlo non ha capito nulla. /
Nucleo //. 
 
The Utterance Topic may be either incorporated into the Nucleus – in this case the 
Nucleus contains both the Topic and the Comment of the main Semantic 
Proposition, as in (23) – or expressed within the Frame Unit, in which case it is 
followed by a predicative Nucleus, i.e. a Nucleus containing the Comment of the 
main Semantic Proposition, as in (24): 
 
(24) Ieri mattina, patenti e carte d’identità dei 32 avventori rapinati sono state ritrovate 
a Milano, in una cassetta della posta. // / Dei malviventiTopic, /
Quadro
 invece, / non 
c’è tracciaComment. /
Nucleo // (in Zampese 2005, 209). 
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Given the two possible informational manifestations of the Topic, more complex 
cases than (23) and (24) can be observed. They are Utterances like (25), and have 
two main (Utterance) Topics. The first is expressed in the Frame Unit, the second in 
the Nucleus: 
 
(25)  // / Per ToceTopic1, /
Quadro le manetteTopic2 sono invece scattate mercoledì scorso. 
/Nucleo // (in Zampese 2005, 209). 
 
In cases like (25), the Comment about the first Topic coincides with the information 
conveyed by the entire Nucleus (le manette sono invece scattate mercoledì scorso), 
whereas the Comment about the second Topic corresponds to the central predication 
of the proposition that appears within the Nucleus (sono invece scattate mercoledì 
scorso). 
 The Topic expressed in a Frame Unit can have various linguistic forms. It can 
have the form of a left-dislocated referential phrase, as in example (24), or of a 
circumstantial textual referent introduced by expressions such as “quanto a x”, 
“riguardo a x”, “in relazione a x”, “a proposito di x” (i.e. “as of x”, “regarding x”, 
“in relation to x”). These expressions have the function of evoking one or more 
entities involved in the event denoted in the Nucleus: 
 
(26) // / Quanto a LuisaTopic, /
Quadro non mi ha ancora rispostoComment /
Nucleo //; 
 
A Topic expressed in the Frame Unit may also coincide with a pre-verbal syntactic 
subject: 
 
(27) // È vero che hanno partecipato tutti in modo attivo. // / AliceTopic, /
Quadro però, 
/Appendice è  stata proprio decisivaComment. /
Nucleo // A leiTopic dobbiamo l’idea 
ecc. // (in Ferrari et al. 2008, 155). 
 
Although they may all serve the function of expressing the Topic within the Frame 
Unit, the linguistic forms mentioned above – dislocated constituents, referents 
introduced by particular expressions, syntactic subjects – are not equivalent, and 
therefore not interchangeable. Firstly, because they do not belong to the same 
language register: while expressions like “per quanto riguarda x” are typical of 
formal written texts, in informal spoken language marked constructions such as left 
dislocations or “hanging topics” are more common (in written texts, a dislocated 
constituent has the tendency of being incorporated into the Nuclear Unit, cf. Ferrari 
2003). Secondly, the linguistic forms mentioned are not interchangeable because 
they do not create an autonomous Topic, i.e. a Topic detached from the Nucleus, 
with the same ease: while expressions such as “quanto a x”, when opening an 
Utterance, impose de facto the presence of a Topic within the Frame Unit, it is much 
more difficult to decide whether a pre-verbal syntactic subject is part of the Frame 
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Unit or the Nuclear Unit of the Utterance to which it belongs. For these cases, the 
following general rule applies: when a topical subject is separated from its Comment 
by a sequence that is part of a background Informational Unit, typically an Appendix 
Unit, like però in (27), it also forms an autonomous Frame Unit. 
 
5.2.1 As we have seen, the Utterance Topic is the Topic associated with the Nucleus, 
whether incorporated or non-incorporated in this Nucleus. While the incorporation 
degree of the Topic has no specific effect on the thematic progression described 
above, its degree of integration has an impact on a more general level. Compared 
with a Topic expressed in the Nucleus, a Topic that is part of the Frame Unit more 
easily serves wide-ranging textual functions. 
 A Topic placed in the Frame Unit can have a significant structuring function – 
and this is its first important contribution to the thematic progression of the text. 
Specifically, a Topic in the Frame Unit is ideal for signaling the topical macro-
articulation of Paragraphs. In a somewhat “iconic” way (owing to its initial 
position), the Frame Unit comes to determine the referent which functions as macro-
Topic of the Paragraph as well as, simultaneously, the referential links to the 
preceding co-text, and consequently the topical coherence of the whole text. The 
following is a straightforward example of the structuring function of the Topic 
expressed in the Frame Unit:  
 
(28) Chi dice che la nostra lingua è stata guastata dagli eccessivi innesti di anglicismi 
si sbaglia di grosso. Luoghi comuni. Sì, va bene, qualche prestito è inevitabile in 
tempi ad alto tasso tecnologico. Ma la lingua italiana è essenzialmente una lingua 
conservativa, refrattaria ai cambiamenti. È quanto sostiene Luca Serianni, autore 
di una Garzantina sulla grammatica e la sintassi dell’italiano che riprende un 
volume uscito dieci anni fa per la Utet e che sarà in libreria fra qualche giorno 
(pagine 609, lire 42.000). 
  // / A SerianniTopic, /
Quadro che insegna Storia della lingua all’Università di 
Roma, /Appendice non piacciono per nulla i continui lamenti sulla corruzione 
dell’italiano: /Nucleo // “Quel che fa testo è l’uso reale. [...] // Insomma, diciamo 
che per allestire una grammatica bisogna tener conto del livello medio, quello, 
per intenderci, di un buon articolo di giornale, né troppo elevato né troppo basso 
o familiare”. // 
  // / A proposito di giornaliTopic, /
Quadro Serianni insiste sulla tendenza 
conservativa: /Nucleo // [...] (Corriere della Sera, 18.9.1997). 
 
Of course, a Topic incorporated in the Nucleus may also coincide with a macro-
Topic. This happens when the Utterance Topic expressed in the Nucleus is resumed 
in one or more Utterances of a text sequence, that is, when constant Theme 
progression occurs. Unlike the Topic that is part of a Frame Unit, however, in order 
to be promoted to macro-topic of a text sequence (for instance, of a Paragraph), a 
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Topic expressed in the Nucleus must be repeated in each main Semantic Proposition 
of the text (note that in Italian it can also take the form of an omitted subject). 
The structuring function of a topical referent expressed in the Frame Unit is a 
precious textual tool because it can help the reader easily to identify chunks of texts 
with the same macro-Topic. This function therefore comes in handy, for instance, in 
examples like (29), where there is no parallelism between a Paragraph and a main, 
independent Topic: 
 
(29) 1.2.3. Passando alla sintassi, possiamo individuare principalmente tre ambiti nei 
quali si avverte differenza tra il parlato e lo scritto standard: la sintassi del periodo, 
fenomeni concernenti l’ordine dei costituenti frasali, e fenomeni riguardanti l’effetto 
della ridotta gittata di pianificazione sulla coesione sintattica delle frasi. 
      // / Quanto al primo puntoTopic, /
Quadro c’è ampio accordo fra gli studiosi sul fatto 
che il parlato preferisca la paratassi all’ipotassi: /Nucleo // [...] 
      Inoltre, la realizzazione dei nessi di subordinazione (e coordinazione) è affidata a 
una gamma minore di forme e congiunzioni rispetto alle possibilità dello scritto 
standard, ciascuna delle quali avrà una frequenza relativa più alta: [...] 
      Meritano infine un rapido cenno, in tema di strutture frasali ricorrenti nel parlato, 
due costrutti tipici. [...] 
      // / Quanto a fenomeni relativi all’ordine dei costituentiTopic, /
Quadro è rilevante 
la presenza di frasi segmentate di vario genere, /Nucleo aventi in comune la funzione 
di sottolineare l’articolazione tema/rema e di marcare la struttura informativa della 
frase. /Appendice // [...] 
      Un terzo carattere evidente della sintassi nei testi parlati è dato dalla ricorrenza di 
strutture sintattiche interrotte: [...] (Berruto 2003, 47-8, in Ferrari and De Cesare in 
press). 
5.3 Secondary Topics 
According to what has been said so far, the secondary Topics which may be found in 
Frame and/or in Appendix Units, and more precisely in main Propositions fully 
expressed in the Information Unit of Frame and/or Appendix (when referring to a 
“secondary Topic” we are therefore not speaking of the case identified, for instance, 
in example (27), where the Topic is expressed in a Frame Unit without the Comment 
that is made about it), are not directly involved in the primary Topical organization 
of the Paragraph. Consider, for instance, the two Utterances of the following 
invented text, where Maria functions as Utterance Topic: 
 
(30)  // / MariaTopic ha un pessimo carattere. /
Nucleo // / Quando la situazioneTopic si fa 
difficile, /Quadro [sogg. nullo]Topic non riesce mai, /
Nucleo- malgrado CarloTopic tenti 
pazientemente di mediare, /Appendice a mantenere la calma. /-Nucleo // (in Ferrari et al. 
2008, 155). 
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In her first Utterance, the speaker/writer expresses a negative judgment about the 
Utterance Topic Maria. In the second Utterance, the speaker/writer justifies her 
negative evaluation by evoking a typical behavior of Maria. This example shows 
that both the Frame Topic (la situazione) and the Appendix Topic (Carlo) are not 
directly involved in the topical progression of the text. The text progresses by 
keeping Maria a constant Topic.  
 It would, however, be wrong to assume that the phenomenon of “thematic 
progression” is defined solely by the Nuclear Units of the text, and that secondary 
Topics do not play any role in determining this text organization. 
 
5.3.1 Firstly, a Topic expressed in a Proposition included in the Frame Unit may 
help to identify the Utterance Topic. Let us look at example (31), a case where a 
nuclear Semantic Proposition (in boldface) is expressed at the very beginning of the 
text. Owing to its text-opening position, the Semantic Proposition expressed in the 
Nucleus is compatible with two interpretations: with an informational articulation in 
Topic and Comment and with no such articulation (the Proposition is thus 
interpreted as a global event): 
 
(31)  // / Sbarbaro ebbe una vita schiva e priva di eventi esterni significativi, /Nucleo 
tutta trascorsa nella sua Liguria. /Appendice // (adapted from Lavezzi et al. (eds) 
1992, 524). 
 
Now, if the text given in (31) is preceded by a Frame Unit containing a Proposition 
in which the referent Sbarbaro is the Topic, as in (32), we are naturally led to 
interpret the referent Sbarbaro of the Proposition expressed in the Nucleus as 
topical, too: 
 
(32) // / Nato [= SbarbaroTopic] a Santa Margherita Ligure (in provincia di Genova) 
nel 1888,/Quadro SbarbaroTopic ebbe una vita schiva e priva di eventi esterni 
significativi, /Nucleo tutta trascorsa nella sua Liguria. /Appendice // (Lavezzi et al. 
(eds) 1992, 524). 
 
In cases like (32), the following general rule applies: if the text-opening nuclear 
Proposition is preceded by a Frame Unit containing a clause that has a Topic-
Comment articulation, and if the Frame Topic is co-referent with the first element of 
the nuclear Proposition, there is a good chance that this element also functions as 
Topic. This rule is based on the “presupposition effect”, according to which the first 
topic of the initial Proposition (i.e. of the Frame) also serves as Topic of the entire 
Utterance. 
A second important contribution made by the Topic(s) expressed in the Frame 
Unit to the thematic organization of texts is to be defined in terms of semantic-
referential continuity. Through its collocation in the Frame Unit, the Utterance Topic 
may have the function of linking to the preceding co-text a Nucleus that is 
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informationally eventive or presentative, i.e. that lacks a Topic of its own. This 
support of the topical continuity of the text is possible both when the Topic is 
expressed in a Frame Unit that does not contain the Comment and when the Frame 
Unit contains a Proposition with Topic-Comment articulation, as in (33). In this 
example, the Topic of the last Frame Unit, i.e. the referent Croce, ensures referential 
continuity of a presentational Utterance (as shown by the opening of the Nucleus 
with ecco) with the preceding text:  
 
(33) // Essendo descrittiva e caratterizzante, la critica crocianaTopic comporta anzitutto, 
o almeno in un primo tempo, un continuo cedere la parola all’autore, vale a dire 
grande abbondanza di citazioni molto ben manovrate, sfiorando quello che si 
potrebbe chiamare un racconto che ha per protagonisti gli autori. // E 
secondariamente [la critica crocianaTopic comporta] una grande attenzione alle 
psicologie e dunque ai personaggi. // / E poiché per CroceTopic non si tratta 
soltanto di individuare ma di inserire con un gesto largo in categorie, /Quadro ecco 
gli insistenti paragoni tra testi lontani e allotrii: /Nucleo // [...] (Mengaldo 1998, 
14-15). 
 
This second contribution to the thematic organization of the text is crucial: in these 
cases, the Topic expressed in the Frame Unit solves the “informational-textual 
problem” affecting those particular logical relations – typically illustration, 
exemplification, consecution – which have simultaneously to manage within one and 
the same referential domain topic continuity and informational dynamism.  
 
5.3.2 The Topic of a Semantic Proposition expressed in an Appendix Unit – that is, 
within the Information Unit most typically used to enrich the intensional description 
of textual referents – may also be crucial in text construction and interpretation. For 
instance, it may introduce a referent which can become important in the ensuing 
discourse. Let us consider the following example: 
 
(34) 1. // / UmbertoTopic cresce con la madre, /
Nucleo- che gestisce un negozio di oggetti usati, 
/Appendice e con due zie, /-Nucleo una delle qualiTopic, /
Appendice- la zia Regina dalla 
“dolce anima di formica”, /Appendice gli sarà prodiga di attenzioni e di aiuti. /-
Appendice // 2. / A leiTopic1, SabaTopic2 dedicherà affettuosamente le prose raccolte nel 
volume Ricordi-Racconti nel 1956. /Nucleo // 3. La sua carriera scolasticaTopic è 
piuttosto breve: // 4. [Umberto SabaTopic] frequenta il ginnasio e, soltanto per 
pochi mesi, l’Accademia di Commercio, abbandonata quasi subito per la 
necessità di trovare un lavoro (si impiega presso una casa di commercio triestina). 
(in Ferrari and De Cesare in press).  
 
The text from which (34) is taken is about the poet Umberto Saba, and yet in the 
Paragraph reproduced in (34) another important figure emerges: it is the referent la 
zia Regina, which functions as Topic of the Appendix of the first Utterance. La zia 
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Regina is introduced in the text as background information of Utterance 1, and is 
then promoted to Utterance Topic of Utterance 2. 
When the Appendix resumes a textual referent without enriching its intensional 
semantics, the Topic that it contains may also contribute to rendering the semantic 
continuity of the text more transparent. For instance, in (35) the Topic expressed by 
the full lexical noun phrase Lady D. in the Appendix Unit helps to identify the 
Utterance Topic expressed by the omitted subject of the nuclear Proposition: 
 
(35)  // / [sogg. nulloTopic] Avrà, /
Nucleo- perché Lady D. Topic è nel cuore di tutti, /
Appendice 
un addio da regina /-Nucleo.// (in Ferrari et al. 2008, 172). 
 
Repeating a Topic by using a full lexical phrase placed in the Appendix Unit insures 
the correct referential interpretation of the Utterance Topic. Simultaneously, this 
procedure allows avoidance of undesired dynamization of the information. In the 
Italian written text tradition, where repetition tends to be stigmatized, the resumption 
in the Appendix Unit of a Given or Semi-Given referent through a full nominal 
phrase comes in very handy. It enables the writer to assign lower informational 
prominence to that referent than by placing it in the Nucleus (or the Frame Unit). 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we have shown that the Topical progression of a Paragraph (or of one 
of its subparts) is defined by the modular association of two informational levels: the 
Topic-Comment level and the hierarchical-illocutionary level. Based on partly 
linguistic and partly contextual clues, a semantic-pragmatic coherent textual 
sequence indicates: a. a sequence of textual referents, defined within the Proposition, 
which function as Topic; and b. a sequence of illocutionary and textually-based 
Utterances, with an internal, hierarchical organization expressed by the Information 
Units of Nucleus and – optionally – Frame and/or Appendix. The Topical 
organization of the text selects, from among the possible Topics, the ones that are 
linked to the sequence of informational Nucleuses – be they a constitutive part of 
them (propositional Nucleus) or a dislocated element within the Frame Unit 
(predicative Nucleus). This, however, does not mean that secondary Topics – i.e. the 
ones expressed in a Semantic Proposition included in the Frame Unit or the 
Appendix Unit – are not related to the phenomenon of thematic progression. As we 
hope we have shown, secondary Topics are crucial for text construction and 
interpretation. They may help to identify and clarify the main Topic of the Utterance 
and can introduce new textual referents which can gain prominence in the following 
text. 
 





* This paper is a revised and shortened English version of Ferrari and De Cesare in press. We 
are very thankful to Claudia Ricci for her help in translating this document into English. 
 
1 A more detailed account of the model of text organization that we present in this paper has 
been given most recently in Ferrari and colleagues 2008. Our research has been funded by the 
Swiss National Science foundation (project no. PP001--68675/1. Project title: L’organizza-
zione informativa dell’Enunciato scritto (in italiano contemporaneo non letterario). 
2 The topic of this section is explained more extensively in Ferrari et al. 2008. 
3 For a more detailed account of the semantic interpretation of linguistic acts presented here, 
cf. Pasch et al. 2003. 
4 The multi-level nature of the informational organization of the Utterance has long been 
recognized by scholars (cf. Daneš 1964; Halliday 1967a/b, 1985; Lambrecht 1994; and, in 
Italy, Lombardi Vallauri 1996, 2002). 
5 At least three more levels could be added to the two we consider in this paper: (1) the level 
that defines the different states of information activation of entities within Textual Memory, 
which can be defined, in line with Chafe 1987, as “Active”, “Semi-Active”, “Inactive”; (2) 
the informative level based on the status of textual referents in the Encyclopedic Memory (as 
opposed to the Textual Memory) – the referents can be present, absent of inferrable; (3) the 
informational level based on the conceptual opposition between “asserted” and “presupposed” 
entities. 
6 In the rest of the paper we prefer to use the term “Topic” (first defined by Mathesius 1915 
and later by Hockett 1958) rather than “Theme”, because the latter is associated with too 
many different meanings and informational functions. Our terminological choice is consistent 
with the work of Lambrecht 1994, which is one of the most convincing and thorough accounts 
of this informational unit, and with the terminology adopted in the field of Discourse Analysis 
(in Germany, France, the United Kingdom, United States, etc.). 
7 In what follows, the terms “referent” (used in Lambrecht 1994) and “textual referent” will 
be used interchangeably. 
8 From now on – in line with Cresti 2000, who was the first in Italy to study this aspect of 
informational organization of the Utterance in depth – within the hierarchical-illocutionary 
analysis of the Utterance a double slash (//) indicates an Utterance boundary, while a single 
slash (/) indicates an Information Unit boundary. Boundary indications will not be provided in 
every example and throughout the example: we will provide them only when they are 
necessary for the discussion. 
9 The “Appendix Unit” is different from the “Parenthetical Unit” (It. Unità di “Inciso”), 
which is illocutionary-independent and which creates an autonomous level of text (cf. Cignetti 
2004).  
10 As has perhaps been noted, the hierarchical-illocutionary level is the closest to the level 
defined by Jan Firbas 1974 on the basis of the concept of Communicative Dynamism. The 
Nucleus coincides with the most dynamic information (the Rheme), while the other Units 
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INTERACTION ENTRE LA SYNTAXE DES LEXÈMES ET 
LE SÉMANTISME DES PARTIES DU DISCOURS:  
NOM VS. ADJECTIF DE COULEUR EN JAPONAIS1 
Itsuko Fujimura 
GSID, Nagoya University (Japon) 
1. Introduction 
Cette étude porte sur l’opposition entre les usages adjectival et nominal des termes 
de couleur qui qualifient ou déterminent un nom en japonais. Cette alternance 
s’observe seulement auprès de six unités lexicales de couleur. Ce sont d’abord les 
quatre termes chromatiques fondamentaux du japonais : SHIRO (blanc), KURO 
(noir), AKA (rouge) et AO (bleu), et les deux autres KI-IRO (jaune), CHA-IRO 
(marron/brun). Ce sont à la fois les formes substantives indépendantes et les racines 
adjectivales. Pour former l’adjectif on leur ajoute un suffixe adjectival –I. Tout les 
autres, à commencer par MIDORI (vert), sont uniquement substantifs et ils n’ont pas 
de forme adjectivale. 
L’objectif de cette étude est double: d’abord la mise en lumière des facteurs qui 
conditionnent cette opposition, qui est à peine abordée dans la littérature linguistique 
japonaise, en recourant aux études statistiques et introspectives des 5000 exemples 
recueillis dans les corpus journalistique et littéraire de très grande taille, et ensuite, 
l’explication de ce phénomène du point de vue de la linguistique générale. 
Cet article est composé de 6 sections. Dans la section 2 suivante, après avoir 
donné quelques informations nécessaires sur la langue japonaise, nous expliquerons 
cette question qui n’est pas si simple qu’il y paraît, en montrant l’insuffisance de 
l’unique travail précédemment mené sur cette question, qui repose sur la 
caractérisation fonctionnelle de l’adjectif et du nom. Nous poserons ensuite dans la 
section 3, une hypothèse globale pour rendre compte de cette opposition adjectivo-
nominale, en nous appuyant sur les connaissances généralement admises par les 
linguistes dans le domaine de la typologie et des universaux du langage : adjectif 
comme qualité vs. nom comme entité. Après avoir présenté les corpus et les données 
sur lesquels notre discussion sera fondée dans la section 4, nous relèverons dans la 
section 5 de multiples facteurs qui conditionnent ce phénomène. Nous démonterons 
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parmi ces facteurs une distinction nette entre la propriété syntaxique de chaque 
lexème et les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles des termes dans le discours. Ces 
dernières proviennent du sémantisme prototypique des parties de discours : adjectif 
vs. nom, tandis que la première est à expliquer par les faits qui se produisent 
sporadiquement dans l’histoire de chaque langue. Nous soulignerons à la fin que 
l’interaction entre ces deux facteurs qui sont indépendants l’un de l’autre, joue un 
rôle primordial dans ce phénomène qui est énigmatique à première vue. 
2. Aperçu préliminaire 
2.1 Grammaire 
Les termes chromatiques  de base en japonais sont classés en trois groupes2 : 
 
- 4 lexèmes chromatiques principaux :  
SHIRO (blanc),  AKA (rouge),  AO (bleu),  KURO (noir)  
Ils sont adjectivables et substantivables. 
- 2 lexèmes avec un suffixe -IRO “couleur”:  
KI-IRO (jaune), CHA-IRO (marron/brun)3  
Ils  sont aussi adjectivables et substantivables. 
- Tous les autres :  
MIDORI (vert), MURASAKI (violet), HAI-IRO (gris) etc.  
Ils sont toujours substantifs. Ils ne sont pas adjectivables. 
 
-I est un des deux suffixes adjectivaux à côté de -NA, qui sont obligatoires l’un ou 
l’autre dépendant du lexème, quand les adjectifs sont employés comme épithètes. 
NO, qui est un des mots le plus fréquemment employés en japonais, est la particule 
dont la fonction est la liaison de deux substantifs comme “de” français, “of ” anglais. 
Le japonais ne dispose pas de la catégorie comparable aux prépositions dans les 
langues européennes indiquant les relations spatiales, d’appartenance etc.. Ce NO est 
de fait l’unique moyen pour lier les substantifs si ce n’est leur juxtaposition sans 
faire intervenir aucune particule. Dans les exemples suvants, NO sera glosé en GÉN 
( = génitif) pour la commodité. En japonais, la tête nominale, étant toujours mise à la 
fin d’un syntagme nominal, est postposée aussi bien à l’adjectif qu’au nom qui la 
modifient. L’opposition adjectivo-nominale est donc à observer tout simplement en 
tant qu'alternance entre les formes -I et NO4, bien que ces deux constructions : 
<Nom déterminant + Particule NO (=GÉN) + Tête nominale > et <Racine 
adjectivale + Suffixe adjectival -I + Tête nominale > soient syntaxiquement 
éloignées. Voici des exemples : 
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(1) COULEUR (-suffixe ADJ /-GÉN) + NOM 
• KURO (-I / - NO) ZUBON 
‘noir (-ADJ / de) pantalon’ 
[pantalon noir / pantalon de couleur noire] 
• KI-IRO (-I / NO) ZUBON  
‘jaune (-ADJ/de) pantalon’ 
[pantalon jaune/ pantalon de couleur jaune] 
• MIDORI (*-I / NO) ZUBON  
‘vert (*-ADJ/ de) pantalon’ 
[pantalon vert] 
 
Les substantifs japonais sont syntaxiquement et morphologiquement autonomes. Ils 
n’ont pas de désinences flexionnelles, ni n’exigent la présence d’un autre mot tel 
qu’un article. Le japonais n’a pas la catégorie grammaticale des déterminants 
nominaux. Il y a seulement des démonstratifs dont l’usage est facultatif. Dans cet 
article, toutes les gloses françaises des exemples sont données sans déterminants, 
parce que leur degré de détermination est ambigu par nature. Il n’en reste pas moins 
que la notion de détermination n’est pas exclue du japonais. On verra que notre 
question, le choix entre le substantif et l’adjectif, peut fonctionne comme indicateur 
de la détermination. 
En japonais, le nombre des adjectifs est restreint. Ils sont beaucoup moins 
nombreux que dans les langues européennes5. La raison majeure en est sans doute 
que les adjectifs japonais sont les qualificatifs (exprimant une qualité) et non les 
relationnels. Cette langue a en effet un bon nombre d’adjectifs qualificatifs tels que 
CHIISA-I (petit),  YO-I (bon),  KAWAI-I (joli), KIREI-NA  (beau),  JIYUU-NA 
(libre), SHIZUKA-NA (calme)6. Par contre, elle n’a pas d’adjectifs relationnels tels 
que présidentiel dans élection présidentielle, hivernal dans froid hivernal. Pour les 
dire, on emploie le substantif au lieu de l’adjectif comme le montrent les exemples 
(2) et (3)7. Cette construction est exactement la même que celle qu’on emploie avec 
les termes de couleur substantivaux. 
 
(2) FUYU (*-I/  NO/  *Ø) SAMUSA 
‘hiver  (*-ADJ / -GÉN/ *Ø)  froid’ 
[froid hivernal,  froid d’hiver] 
 
(3) DAITORYO (*-I/  NO/  Ø) SENKYO 
‘Président  (*-ADJ / -GÉN/  Ø)  élection’ 








Nous avons déjà fait remarquer que tous les termes de couleur n’ont pas la forme 
adjectivale. Mais même avec les six premiers termes de couleur, qui sont 
potentiellement à la fois adjectivables et substantivables, le choix entre les deux 
n’est pas libre, comme l’indique l’exemple suivant. 
 
(4) Devant un ciel bleu, des nuages blancs et des montagnes brunes à l’arrière plan, 
une jeune fille aux yeux verts portant un tee-shirt jaune et un pantalon noir se tient 
debout avec une rose rouge à la main. 
ciel bleu:  AO  ( -I (ADJ)/ *-NO(GÉN)) SORA 
nuage blanc: SHIRO ( -I (ADJ)/ *-NO(GÉN)) KUMO 
montagne brune: CHA-IRO ( -I (ADJ)/ -NO(GÉN)) YAMA 
yeux verts:  MIDORI (* -I (ADJ)/ -NO(GÉN))  ME  
tee-shirt jaune: KI-IRO ( -I (ADJ)/ -NO(GÉN))  T-SHATSU   
pantalon noir : KURO ( -I (ADJ)/ -NO(GÉN)) ZUBON  
rose rouge:  AKA ( -I (ADJ)/ -NO(GÉN)) BARA 
 
L’usage nominal de AO (bleu) et SHIRO (blanc) dans “ciel bleu” et “nuages blancs” 
est inacceptable. À la limite, ces usages donnent l’impression de la description d’un 
paysage artificiel, un collage composé de feuilles de papier artificiellement colorées, 
tel qu’on rencontre à une école maternelle par exemple. Par contre, l’usage nominal 
de CHA-IRO (marron / brun) dans “montagne brune” ne pose pas de problème en 
tant que description de toutes les sortes de montagnes soit naturelles soit artificielles. 
En outre, tous ces termes chromatiques sauf MIDORI (vert) peuvent être aussi bien 
adjectivaux que nominaux, lorsqu’ils qualifient une rose naturelle ou un vêtement, 
un tee-shirt, un pantalon etc. Cette hétérogénéité demande une explication. Il n’y 
avait cependant  jusqu’ici, autant que nous sachions, qu’un seul travail qui l’avait 
envisagée. 
2.3 Étude précédente : Sawada (1992) 
L’unique travail publié en japonais qui traite cette opposition adjectivo-nominale des 
termes de couleur japonais est Sawada (1992). Comme l’indique le titre de l’article : 
“The Indicatory Function in Nouns Compared with Restrictivity and Descriptivity of 
Adjectives--From an Analysis of Selectional Factors in the Basic Color Words”, 
l’auteur essaye d’expliquer cette opposition en étudiant la fonction des termes de 
couleur. Si leur fonction est la distinction de l’objet modifié, le substantif est 
utilisable, tandis que si elle est la description, l’adjectif est à choisir. Voici les 
exemples cités dans l’article. Le (5) est l’exemple de l’usage distinctif et le (6), celui 
de l’usage descriptif.  
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(5) Sono AO ( -I/ -NO) KOPPU o totte-kudasai. ( +distinctif) 
‘ce bleu ( -ADJ/ -GÉN) verre’   
[Prenez ce verre bleu !] 
 
(6) Teeburu no ue ni AO ( -I/ ? -NO) KOPPU ga miemasu. ( + descriptif) 
‘bleu ( -ADJ/ ?-GÉN) verre’ 
[Je vois un verre bleu sur la table.] 
 
Quand on distingue un objet d’un autre par une différence de couleur, on peut 
employer aussi bien le nom que l’adjectif pour indiquer cette couleur, alors qu’on 
préfère l’adjectif quand on qualifie un objet avec la couleur. Certes l’auteur a 
contribué à résoudre la question. Mais cette contribution est limitée, parce que 
premièrement l’auteur n’a pas étudié les usages réels, que deuxièmement, par 
conséquent, elle n’a jamais fait attention au problème lexical des termes de couleur, 
et que troisièmement elle a laissé tomber de nombreuses questions intéressantes 
qu’on peut observer uniquement dans l’usage épithète (c’est surtout le cas des 
exemples (7), (8) et (21)), en étudiant principalement l’usage prédicatif de ces 
termes. Nous partageons l’avis de Beck (2002, 83-85) et Wirtzbicka (1988, 484) que 
l’adjectif non-marqué est épithète. L’usage épithète n’est pas dérivé de l’usage 
prédicatif. Ce dernier est en effet beaucoup moins fréquent que le premier, un 
cinquantième dans nos corpus. Nous croyons que l’explication donnée dans Sawada 
(1992), même si elle n’est pas fausse, est loin d’être suffisante pour rendre compte 
de la  totalité complexe de ce problème.  
Voyons des contre-exemples :   
 
(7) Portant un vêtement de deuil noir, Kyoko, l’air épuisée, est restée silencieuse.  
KURO ( -I /-NO) MO-FUKU      (-distinctif) 
‘noir ( -ADJ/ -GÉN) vêtement de deuil’ 
 
(8) Ne m’enlève pas mes cheveux noirs. Enlève seulement les cheveux blancs. 
(+distinctif) 
KURO ( -I/ *-NO) KE               SHIRO ( -I/ *-NO) KE    
‘noir ( -ADJ/ *-GÉN) cheveux’    ‘blanc( -ADJ/ *-GÉN) cheveux’ 
 
Dans l’exemple (7), l’usage substantif : KURO -NO est tout à fait naturel, bien que 
le terme ne remplisse pas la fonction distinctive. Au Japon, la couleur de vêtement 
de deuil est toujours noire sans exception. Dans l’exemple (8), par contre, l’usage 
substantif, KURO-NO, SHIRO-NO est inacceptable, malgré le contexte qui indique 
la fonction distinctive que remplissent ces termes de couleur. La fonction des termes 
de couleur ne correspond pas toujours à leur forme grammaticale. Il faut intégrer ces 
deux contre-exemples dans la totalité de la question. 
Il faut tenir compte aussi d’autres facteurs que des fonctionnels. Surtout la 
question de la référence et la particularité lexicale de chaque terme sont importantes, 
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d’autant plus qu’elles ne sont mises en évidence dans aucune étude déjà existante. 
Par ailleurs, l’exemple (7) dans lequel l’usage nominal des termes chromatiques les 
plus fondamentaux joue le rôle “descriptif” est une question épineuse.  
3. Opposition adjectivo-nominale et termes de couleur 
Dans cette section, nous présenterons une hypothèse qui permettrait de résoudre une 
moitié de notre problème. Cela concerne le rapport entre la forme et le contenu 
linguistiques, à savoir la relation entre l’opposition grammaticale des parties de 
discours : adjectif vs. nom et l’opposition sémantico-fonctionnelle : OBJET vs. 
PROPRIÉTÉ, qui lui correspond. 
Le nombre de linguistes qui s’intéressent aux universaux linguistiques, surtout 
cognitivistes et typologues,  s’accordent sur les sémantismes prototypiques des noms 
et des adjectifs dans les langues (cf. Wierzbicka 1988; Croft 1991; Goes 1999; Beck 
2002; Whittaker 2002)8. D’après eux, le nom prototypique est un objet discret et sa 
fonction est la référence à cet objet; l’adjectif prototypique désigne une propriété 
continue et sa fonction est la modification d’un autre objet à l’aide de cet adjectif. Il 
va sans dire que la catégorie grammaticale est définie comme classe des mots qui 
partagent les mêmes comportements morphosyntaxiques, sans rapport ni avec leurs 
sens ni avec leurs fonctions. Mais dans le cas où le locuteur peut choisir librement 
une forme entre deux catégories, son choix est certainement influencé par le 
sémantisme prototypique des catégories. 
Or, les couleurs ont un double aspect (Beck 2002, 54; Tucker 1999, 149). 
Primo, les couleurs peuvent être considérées comme objets, en raison de leur 
visibilité, leur non-gradualité sur l’échelle linéaire, leur stabilité dans le temps. Un 
cas prototypique de la couleur comme objet serait un échantillon chromatique dans 
le nuancier9.  Dans ce cas extrême, la couleur semble exister indépendamment sans 
aucun support, ce qui est caractéristique prototypique de l’objet sémantique. 
Secundo, la couleur est une qualité ou une propriété d’un autre objet. La couleur 
blanche d’une “petite maison blanche” ne peut pas exister indépendamment de “la 
maison”, comme c’est le cas pour toutes les autres qualités de “la maison” qui ne 
peuvent pas exister sans celle-ci. Nous supposons que la couleur comme concept 
linguistique doit avoir ces deux types de valeur opposés dans son sémantisme. Nous 
considérons également que ces deux pôles ne sont pas dissociés mais qu’il y a un 
continuum entre les deux.  
La table 1 suivante montre le cadre théorique de départ de ce travail. La couleur 
conceptualisée comme objet a la tendance d’être exprimée comme nom parce que le 
nom correspond prototypiquement à l’objet et que la fonction du nom est la 
référence à un objet. Par contre, la couleur conceptualisée comme qualité a la 
tendance d’être exprimée comme adjectif, parce que l’adjectif correspond 
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prototypiquement à une qualité et que la fonction de l’adjectif est la modification 
d’un autre objet. Nous devons les deux dernières parties de cette table à Croft 
(1991). On peut dire que ce schéma est plus ou moins accepté par les linguistes 
universalistes.  
Notre hypothèse de départ est donc que le terme de couleur a plus de probabilité 
d’être exprimé en tant qu’adjectif, s’il a plus de caractéristiques sémantico-
fonctionnelles dérivées de la notion de Propriété, et qu’il a plus de chances d’être 
exprimé en tant que nom, s’il a plus de caractéristiques sémantico-fonctionnels 
dérivées de la notion d’Objet. Toutefois, nous verrons à la suite des recherches de 
corpus que les facteurs sémantico-fonctionnels qui y jouent sont beaucoup plus 
nombreux et variés que ceux qui sont cités dans la table 1. Nous vérifierons qu’ils 
sont toujours les facteurs provenant de l’opposition entre l’Objet et la Propriété et 
non les facteurs sporadiquement intervenants. Nous proposerons enfin une 
rectification à notre hypothèse de départ,  dans le but de mieux appréhender la 
totalité de ce phénomène.  
 
Table 1 : Opposition adjectivo-nominale et couleurs (Croft 1991, 55 et 65) 
Couleur comme objet comme qualité 
 ↑ ↑ 
 ↓ ↓ 
 Noun Adjective 
Semantic class object property 
Pragmatic function reference modification 
 ↑ ↑ 
 ↓ ↓ 
 Objects Properties 
Valency 0 1 
Stativity state state 
Persistence persistent persistent 
Gradability nongradable gradable 
4. Corpus et données 
Pour mener à bien cette étude, nous avons établi une base de données constituée 
d’environ 5000 exemples des termes de couleur recueillis dans les corpus 
journalistique et littéraire suivants :  
 
- Journal Mainichi (Mainichi shimbun)10, janvier au juin 1999 : 125.6 
millions de morphèmes au total11. 
- 42 romans contemporains (après 1950) : 23.5 millions de morphèmes au 
total. 




Nous avons d’abord automatiquement recueilli les exemples en cherchant KURO 
(noir), AKA(rouge), SHIRO (blanc), AO (bleu), KI-IRO (jaune), CHA-IRO 
(marron/brun) et  MIDORI (vert) avec -I et -NO. Nous avons ensuite manuellement 
éliminé tous les exemples qui ne sont pas pertinents suivant les critères 
morphosyntaxique, sémantique et syntaxique suivants, afin de ne conserver que ceux 
qui sont appropriés à notre recherche: 
 
a. condition morphosyntaxique 
Les séquences suivantes ont été retenues :    
(KURO (noir), AKA(rouge), SHIRO (blanc), AO (bleu), KI-IRO (jaune), CHA-IRO 
(marron/brun)) MIDORI (vert) + (-I /-NO) + (un ou plusieurs mots) + NOM (= objet 
ayant de la couleur) 
 
b. condition sémantique 
Nous avons gardé seulement les exemples indiquant une couleur proprement dite. 
On a donc exclu des expressions idiomatiques : KI-IRO-I KOE, jaune-ADJ voix, 
(voix jaune) “voix perçante”, des métaphores ou des métonymies : KURO-I WARAI, 
noir-ADJ rire, “rire noir”, KURO (noir (nominal)) signifiant “criminel”, AKA  (rouge 
(nominal)) “communiste”, SHIRO-NO SHORI, blanc-GÉN victoire, (victoire du 
blanc) “victoire des blancs dans l’échec”, des noms propres : AKA-NO HIROBA, 
rouge-GÉN place, “Place Rouge (à Moscou)”, expressions métachromatiques : 
KURO-I IRO, noir-ADJ couleur,  “couleur noire” etc. 
 
c. condition syntaxique 
Nous avons retenu seulement des exemples dans lesquels l’alternance entre le nom 
et l’adjectif n’est pas morphosyntaxiquement contrainte. Il a été donc exclu des 
adjectifs de couleur composés: AO-JIRO-I, bleu-blanc-ADJ, “pâle”, des noms de 
couleur composés: SHIRO-KURO-NO, blanc-noir-GÉN “noir et blanc”, des noms de 
couleur modifiés par un adjectif : FUKAI AO-NO HITOMI, profond bleu-GÉN 
prunelles, “prunelles bleu foncé”  et des noms de couleur coordonnés : AKA TO 
SHIRO NO HATA, rouge et blanc-GÉN drapeau,  “drapeau rouge et blanc”. 
5. Résultats 
5.1 Occurrences générales 
Nous montrons tout d’abord la figure indiquant les occurrences des termes de 
couleur et celles de l’adjectif et du nom dans les deux genres de texte. Nous voyons 
premièrement que l’usage adjectival est majoritaire excepté dans les cas de CHA-
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IRO (marron/brun) et de MIDORI (vert). Nous observons  deuxièmement que dans 
le texte littéraire, les termes de couleur sont 10 fois plus fréquents que dans le texte 
journalistique. Nous relevons troisièmement que la même tendance lexicale règne 
dans les deux genres de texte :  SHIRO (blanc) y est le plus fréquemment employé et 
les autres termes suivent dans l’ordre décroissant :  
SHIRO (blanc) > KURO (noir) > AKA (rouge) > AO (bleu) > KI-IRO 











Figure 1. Occurrences des termes de couleur dans les deux genres de texte et ADJ vs. NOM 
(en nombre réel) 
 
On peut supposer que cette tendance est la caractéristique de l’usage des termes de 
couleur de base en japonais. Nous faisons également remarquer que la disparité de 
fréquence entre les termes de couleur est plus importante que notre attente intuitive. 
Le pourcentage de chaque couleur perçue dans le monde réel nous paraît loin de 
correspondre à celui de chaque terme de couleur dans le texte. On trouve une 
discordance entre le monde de référence et le monde linguistique même dans ce 
domaine relativement objectif.  
5.2 Propriété syntaxique des lexèmes 
La figure 2 montre avec plus de clarté le taux de l’adjectif et du substantif auprès de 
chaque terme de couleur dans l’ensemble des corpus. 
Avec les 4 premiers termes, dits fondamentaux suivant les critères de Berlin and 
Kay (1969), l’usage nominal est rare. Pour le dernier : MIDORI (vert), l’usage 
adjectival n’existe pas, étant donné que cet usage est structuralement absent. Les 
deux autres termes sont entre les deux pôles. Pour CHA-IRO (marron/brun), l’usage 
nominal est majoritaire, tandis que pour KI-IRO (jaune), il est minoritaire. Cette 
hétérogénéité de répartition entre les 6 termes de couleur, qui n’a jamais été 
examinée dans la littérature linguistique japonaise, demande une explication. La 
recherche de cette question n’est d’ailleurs possible qu’avec la méthode quantitative 















































































































Figure 2. ADJ vs. NOM et lexèmes de couleur  
 
Notre hypothèse énoncée dans la section 3 et représentée dans la table 1 n’est pas 
suffisante pour aborder ce phénomène, parce qu’il n’y a pas de raison de supposer 
que les quatre premières couleurs : blanc, rouge, bleu et noir sont enclines à être 
conceptualisées comme qualité et la dernière : marron comme objet. L’hypothèse 
émise dans Sawada (1992) fondée sur les fonctions distinctive et descriptive ne 
l’explique pas non plus. Suivant son hypothèse, on devrait aboutir à la conclusion 
invraisemblable que les premiers quatre termes de couleur jouent la fonction 
descriptive dans presque tous les cas et que CHA-IRO, la fonction distinctive dans la 
plupart des cas. D’après nous, c’est la question de particularité morphosyntaxique de 
chaque lexème qui n’est pas attribuable à ses caractéristiques sémantico-
fonctionnelles12. 
5.3 Conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles des mots dans le discours 
5.3.1 Référent chromatique : couleur dans la nature vs. couleur artificielle 
Parmi les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles, une des plus remarquables est que 
l’usage substantival des quatre premiers lexèmes est très limité et même impossible 
en cas de référence à une couleur dans la nature, tandis qu’il est possible pour 
désigner une couleur artificielle. Concernant ces quatre premiers termes de couleur, 
il y a seulement 5 occurrences nominales contre 1313 adjectivales pour les couleurs 
naturelles, tandis que 125 nominales contre 965 adjectivales pour les couleurs 
artificielles. L’affinité entre la couleur naturelle et l’adjectif et celle entre la couleur 
artificielle et le nom sont statistiquement significatives ( X²=143.631, dl = 1, p < 
.01). L’étude introspective faite par nous-mêmes indique la même tendance13. 
L’usage nominal de AKA (rouge) est acceptable et naturel dans (9), alors qu’il ne 
l'est pas dans (10). Voir aussi les exemples  (4), (7) et (8).   
 
(9) AKA ( -I / -NO)  KOOTO  ga miemasu 
‘rouge (-ADJ / -GÉN) manteau’ 
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(10) AKA ( -I / *-NO) TAIYO ga miemasu  
‘rouge (-ADJ / *-GÉN) soleil’ 
   [Je vois le soleil rouge] 
 
Cette tendance n’est cependant pas la règle. Par exemple, dans l’exemple (11), 
l’usage substantif n’est pas complètement exclu, afin d’indiquer la couleur des roses 
naturelles. On verra plus bas que si les noms modifiés ont une extension moins 
large, ils ont une affinité plus importante avec les termes de couleur substantifs. 
 
(11) AKA ( -I / /?-NO) BARA ga miemasu 
‘rouge (-ADJ / -GÉN) rose’ 
[Je vois des roses rouges] 
 
Pour les deux autres termes : KI-IRO (jaune) et CHA-IRO (marron/brun), l’usage 
substantival est plus fréquent et plus acceptable en référant à la couleur naturelle que 
les autres couleurs de base, comme l’indique l’exemple (12) relatif aux feuilles 
d’arbre naturelles.  
 
(12) Des feuilles marron, jaunes, noires, rouges, vertes 
(CHA-IRO/ KI-IRO/ *KURO/ *AKA/ *AO/  MIDORI)-NO HAPPA 
‘(marron/ jaune/ *noir/ *rouge/ *bleu/ vert) -GÉN feuille’ 
(CHA-IRO / KI-IRO / KURO / AKA /  AO/  *MIDORI )-I HAPPA 
‘(marron/ jaune/ noire/ rouge/ *vert) -ADJ feuille’  
 
Cependant dans certains contextes, tout en indiquant la couleur naturelle, le CHA-
IRO (marron/ brun) nominal est plus acceptable que le KI-IRO (jaune) nominal. 
C’est le cas dans l’exemple (13), où l'on parle des yeux naturels des êtres humains. 
Le substantif n’est accepté que pour CHA-IRO. 
 
(13) Des yeux bruns, jaunes, noirs, rouges, bleus, verts 
(CHA-IRO/  ?KI-IRO/ *KURO/ *AKA/ *AO/ MIDORI)-NO ME 
‘(brun/ ?jaune/ *noir/ *rouge/* bleu/ vert) -GÉN yeux’ 
(CHA-IRO / KI-IRO / KURO / AKA /  AO/ *MIDORI)-I ME 
‘(brun/ jaune/ noir/ rouge/  bleu / *vert) -ADJ yeux’ 
 
Si l’on parle des dents naturelles des êtres humains comme dans l’exemple (14), 
CHA-IRO et KI-IRO nominaux sont cette fois tous les deux inacceptables. Si l’on 
emploie la forme nominale, les dents ne sont plus naturelles mais ce sont de fausses 
dents artificiellement colorées en jaune ou brun comme dans l’exemple (15). 
 
(14) Yorikuni a ri en montrant ses dents jaunes/ brunes. 
(KI-IRO / CHA-IRO) (-I/ *-NO) HA 
‘(jaune / brun)-ADJ dents’ 
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(15) Yorikuni a ri en montrant des  dents colorées  jaunes/ brunes de sa poche.  
(KI-IRO / CHA-IRO) -NO HA 
‘(jaune / brun)-GÉN dents’ 
 
Il est certain que le CHA-IRO (marron/brun) a une affinité la plus forte avec l’usage 
substantival parmi les termes ci-examinés. Malgré cela, cet usage n’est pas accepté 
dans (14), lorsqu’il réfère à une couleur naturelle non homogène mais complexe telle 
que la couleur des dents non esthétiques, brunies par des cigarettes. 
Voyons la figure 3, qui indique la relation entre la distinction de couleurs naturelle et 
artificielle et le taux de NOM auprès de chaque lexème de couleur. On y trouve, 
d’une part, une tendance claire de la préférence du substantif ou de l’adjectif suivant 
le lexème de couleur14.  On y relève d’autre part une autre tendance évidente que 
sont l’affinité entre l’adjectif et la couleur naturelle et celle entre le substantif et la 
couleur artificielle. L’isolé dans la figure est MIDORI qui est constamment 
substantif sans exception. Ces deux tendances sont indépendantes d’une de l’autre. 
Avec les quatre premiers termes de base, la couleur naturelle indiquée par le nom est 
tout à fait exceptionnelle : 2 exemples sur 628 pour blanc, 1 sur 220 pour rouge, 1 
sur 149 pour bleu et 1 sur 319 pour noir. La moitié de ces exceptions sont relatives 
aux couleurs des espèces de fleurs. C’est le cas des exemples (11) et (22).  
La raison pour laquelle la couleur artificielle est exprimée plutôt comme 
substantif nous semble qu’elle a les caractéristiques qui permettent de la 
conceptualiser comme objet. C’est la couleur simple, plate, statique et définie, qu’on 
peut trouver comme repère dans les échantillons chromatiques. Par contre, la raison 
pour laquelle la couleur dans la nature est exprimée plutôt comme adjectif est qu’elle 
a les caractéristiques permettant de la conceptualiser comme qualité. C’est la couleur 











Figure 3. Taux de NOM, couleur naturelle vs. artificielle et lexèmes de couleur 
 
5.3.2 Relation entre le terme de couleur et l’objet modifié 
Dans cette section, nous examinerons la relation entre la couleur et l’objet ayant de 
la couleur. La figure 4 montre les pourcentages de l’adjectif et du substantif suivant 

































































Figure 4. ADJ vs. NOM et la nature de l’objet ayant de la couleur 
 
On remarquera d’abord que le substantif est le plus fréquemment employé, quand la 
couleur réfère à celle du colorant, à savoir celle du contenu de l’objet et non à celle 
de son apparence. Le substantif est surtout préféré, lorsque l’objet est un outil 
concret dont la surface est artificiellement colorée, stylo, feutre, spray par exemple. 
Probablement, parce que l’adjectif chromatique est interprété comme expression de 
la couleur de la surface et que le nom chromatique, comme celle de la couleur du 
contenu qui est invisible de l’extérieur. 
 
(16) Examiner en entourant d’un carré avec un stylo rouge. 
AKA (??-I /–NO) BALL PEN  
‘rouge (??-ADJ/ -GÉN) stylo’ 
 
(17) Rectifier la couleur des cheveux avec un spray colorant noir. 
KURO (-I /-NO) KAMIZOME-SPRAY 
‘noir ( ??-ADJ/ -GÉN) spray colorant noir’ 
 
Il nous semble que ce phénomène est explicable par le fait que la relation entre le 
contenant et le contenu est dans l’ordre plus objectif que la description de 
l’apparence chromatique d’un objet. 
Ensuite, les noms indiquant les figures à deux dimensions : ligne, figure etc. ont 
plus d’affinité avec les substantifs, comme les exemples (18) et (19). Même si ces 
noms réfèrent aux figures constituées de la matière naturelle comme de l’eau, 
l’usage substantival est acceptable, comme l’indique l’exemple (20). Ce qu’on peut 
observer dans ce genre de relation est la combinaison de la forme et de la couleur. 
Ce sont les deux propriétés saillantes des objets quand on les qualifie. Elles n’ont 
pas de relation de subordination entre elles et sont indépendantes l’une de l’autre. La 
combinaison de ces deux propriétés est donc dans l’ordre abstrait, voir logique. Ce 
serait la raison pour laquelle dans cette relation la couleur est plus fréquemment 
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(18) Le logo blanc apporte une note de discrétion. 
SHIRO (-I /-NO) LOGO 
‘blanc (-ADJ/–GÉN) Logo’ 
 
(19) Sur la couverture grise de ce livre, sont imprimés le titre et des traits noirs. 
KURO (-I /-NO) SEN 
‘noir- (-ADJ/–GÉN) ligne’ 
 
(20) une ligne blanche de l’eau vivement jaillie 
SHIRO (-I /-NO) SEN  
‘blanc  (-ADJ/–GÉN) ligne’ 
 
5.3.3 Extension des noms modifiés 
Nous démontrons par la suite que l’adjectif de couleur a plus d’affinité avec des 
objets exprimés par des termes ayant plus d’extension, à savoir termes plus vagues, 
plus génériques. À l’opposé, le  substantif de couleur en a avec des termes ayant 
moins d’extension, à savoir des termes plus spécifiques, plus informatifs. Dans la 
figure 4 ci-dessus, cette question est indiquée avec la colonne “objet indéfini”. Au 
cas où le nom modifié est un pronom indéfini,  le nom de couleur n’est pas en 
principe acceptable.  
 
(21) On appelle ce jour-là “le jour blanc” car les hommes offrent aux femmes 
quelque chose de blanc ce jour-là. 
SHIRO (–I / *-NO) MONO 
‘blanc (–ADJ/ *-GÉN) chose’ 
 
Dans l’exemple (21), pour un nom générique : MONO (chose), l’usage du substantif 
est inacceptable dans ce contexte, malgré les conditions qui favorisent l’usage du 
substantif. D’abord, cette  “chose” se réfère à un objet artificiel, parce que le “jour 
blanc” a été inventé pour une raison commerciale pour mieux écouler des 
marchandises. Et ensuite le terme de couleur remplit la fonction non descriptive 
mais déterminative parce que les cadeaux offerts aux femmes doivent être blancs et 
non d’une autre couleur. Parmi les termes de couleur, comme prévu, l’usage 
substantival est acceptable pour CHA-IRO (CHA-IRO-NO MONO (marron-GÉN 
chose)), à côté de l’usage adjectival (CHA-IRO-I MONO (marron-ADJ chose)) qui 
est également acceptable. Et si MONO (chose) est remplacé par SCARF (foulard), 
l’usage du SHIRO-NO SCARF (blanc-GÉN foulard)  est parfaitement acceptable.  
Il nous semble que moins l’extension de nom modifié est grande, plus l’usage 
substantif des termes de couleur est facilement accepté. Les exemples (22) et (23) 
indiquent qu’avec les noms génériques tels que fleur, vêtement, l’usage de l’adjectif 
est exigé en tant que modifiant de ces noms. Si le nom est plus déterminé avec plus 
de compréhension, l’usage du substantif comme modifiant est plus facilement 
accepté. Cela nous semble explicable en disant que l’adjectif a en général plus 
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d'extension et moins de compréhension que le substantif. Quand le nom tête n’est 
pas déterminé, on est obligé d’employer un modifiant avec une certaine marge qui 
doit s’adapter à l’indétermination de ce nom tête. 
 
 (22) ?? AKA-NO (-GÉN) HANA [fleur rouge] 
SHIRO-NO (-GÉN) YURI  [lis blanc] 
AKA-NO (-GÉN) DARK LADY [The dark lady rouge (nom d’espèce de rose] 
 
 (23) ?AO-NO (-GÉN) FUKU [vêtement bleu] 
AO-NO (-GÉN) SEI-FUKU [uniforme bleu]  
SHIRO-NO (-GÉN) WEDDING DRESS [robe de mariage blanche] 
 
5.3.4 Genre de texte (journal/ roman) : intention de l’énonciateur 
Nous allons enfin examiner la relation entre le genre de texte et l’opposition 
adjectivo-nominale. Quant aux 6 termes de couleurs qui ont deux formes nominale 
et adjectivale, il y a seulement 95 occurrences nominales contre 1882 adjectivales 
dans les romans, tandis que 143 nominales contre 803 dans le journal. Bien que dans 
les deux textes, l’usage adjectival soit majoritaire, l’affinité entre les textes littéraires 
et l’adjectif et celle entre les textes journalistiques et le nom sont statistiquement 
significatives  (X²=90.9512, dl = 1, p< .01)15. 
Dans les journaux, la fonction des termes de couleur est souvent la détermination de 
l’objet modifié. Ils ajoutent une information de plus pour préciser et mieux identifier 
le référent de l’objet évoqué par le nom. On pourrait dire que la fonction principale 
et fondamentale des journaux est de transmettre des informations précises aux 
lecteurs. Les termes de couleur qui fonctionnent comme classificateur de l’objet sont 
bien appropriés à cet objectif. Par contre, dans les romans, la fonction des termes de 
couleur est plus souvent la qualification de l’objet modifié. Il transmet l’attitude du 
locuteur à l’égard du nom dénoté par le nom. D’après Wierzbicka (1988, 484),  
“Adjectives, which stand for single features, can be freely used to enrich the image 
evoked by the noun”. Elle caractérise la fonction prototypique de l’adjectif comme 
suit (Wierzbicka 1988, 488): 
 
wanting to cause you to thinking of it 
in the way I am thinking of it 
I say: imagine [ADJ NOUN] 
 
On pourrait dire approximativement que dans les romans l’écrivain décrit un monde 
imaginaire et la transmet les émotions afférentes. Les termes de couleur qui 
fonctionnent comme enrichissant l’image sont bien conformes à ce but. 
Voyons les exemples recueillis à partir des corpus. Les exemples (24) et (25) 
parlent tous les deux d’une modèle de voiture japonaise appelée Skyline. Dans (24), 
qui est journalistique, la fonction du terme de couleur est la sous-catégorisation de la 
voiture. À l’opposé, dans (25), qui est littéraire, celle-ci est la description non 
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restrictive de la voiture. On peut trouver la même différence entre (26) et (27), et 
entre (28) et (29). 
 
(24) Comprenant que le beau-frère était l’assassin d’après la plaque 
d’immatriculation de la Skyline noire échappée, la police s’est lancée à sa 
poursuite.  (journal)  
KURO-NO SKYLINE : ‘noir-GÉN Skyline’ 
 
(25) Lorsque le feu est passé au vert, la Skyline blanche s’est éloignée de ma vue 
dans un très fort bruit de pot d’échappement et de musique de Bob Dylan. 
(Murakami, H.. 1985. La fin du monde et le pays des merveilles sans merci)   
SHIRO-I SKYLINE: ‘blanc-ADJ Skyline’ 
 
(26) Selon l’enquête de la police, c’était le cadavre d’un homme adulte. Il portait un 
imperméable, une combinaison marron, des bottes noires, et des gants de 
caoutchouc jaunes sur lesquels apparaissaient des inscriptions en coréen. 
(journal) 
CHA-IRO-NO  SAGYO-FUKU :  ‘marron -GÉN combinaison’ 
KURO-NO NAGA-GUTSU :  ‘noir -GÉN bottes’ 
KI-IRO-NO GOMU-TEBUKURO: ‘jaune-GÉN gants de caoutchouc’ 
 
(27) À ce moment-là, le chef est arrivé portant un nœud papillon, une toque blanche, 
une chemise blanche, une veste blanche et un pantalon blanc, et des bottes 
noires; il a poussé la table à roulettes et nous a questionnés avec politesse. 
(Inoue, H.. 1970. Bun et Fun)  
SHIRO-I KOKKUBO : ‘blanc-ADJ toque’ 
SHIRO-I SHATSU : ‘blanc -ADJ chemise’ 
SHIRO-I UWAGI: ‘blanc-ADJ veste’ 
SHIRO-I ZUBON: ‘blanc-ADJ pantalon’ 
KURO-I NAGA-GUTSU: ‘noir-ADJ bottes’ 
 
 (28) On a appelé cette fleur Zades (plante de méditation zen) du fait que l’apparence 
de la fleur jaune dans la corolle de couleur rouge violacé rappelle la position de 
méditation des bonzes dans le temple. (journal) 
KI-IRO-NO HANA : ‘jaune-GÉN fleur’ 
 
 (29) Est-ce à cause de la douceur exceptionnelle de cet hiver, les fleurs qui 
fleurissent au printemps se sont trompées de saison et ont fleuri à la fin de 
l’année. C’était le cas du fuchsia, dont plusieurs fleurs jaunes étaient écloses 
dans la haie de bambou devant la maison. (Tachihara, M.. 1969. Voyage en 
hiver) 
KI-IRO-I HANA : ‘jaune-ADJ fleur’ 
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Figure 5. Taux de NOM, genre de texte et lexèmes de couleur 
 
La figure 5 montre la relation entre le genre de texte et le taux de NOM auprès de 
chaque lexème de couleur. Elle indique d’une part une tendance d’affinité entre 
l’adjectif et le littéraire et entre le substantif et le journalistique, et d’autre part une 
autre tendance de préférence du substantif ou de l’adjectif suivant le lexème de 
couleur. Cette figure est semblable à la figure 3 ci-dessus.  Dans la plupart des cas,  
les quatre premiers termes de couleur sont employés en tant qu’adjectif sans rapport 
direct avec le style textuel. Nous trouvons tout de même plus d’usages substantivaux 
dans les journaux que dans les romans. Le CHA-IRO (marron/brun) est pour la 
plupart des cas substantif, mais il prend cette forme plus souvent dans les journaux 
que dans les romans. Le MIDORI (vert) ne connaît qu’une seule forme substantivale. 
6. Interaction entre la syntaxe des lexèmes et le sémantisme des 
parties du discours 
L’étude statistique basée sur les corpus de grande taille et l’étude introspective nous 
ont permis tout d’abord de montrer parmi les conditions déterminant le choix entre 
l’adjectif et le nom, une distinction entre la propriété syntaxique des lexèmes (= 
type) et les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles des termes dans le discours (= 
token), comme l’indique la table 2. SHIRO (blanc), AKA (rouge), AO (bleu) et 
KURO (noir) sont le plus couramment utilisés en tant qu’adjectifs,  CHA-IRO 
(marron/ brun) l’est en tant que nom et KI-IRO (jaune) occupe une place 
intermédiaire.  Ce qui est bien représenté dans les figures 3 et 5. 
Les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles relevées jusqu’ici sont aussi présentées 
dans la table 2. Ce sont les conditions relatives à la référence (§5.3.1), à la relation 
entre le modifiant et le modifié (§5.3.2), à l’extension du modifié (§5.3.3), à 
l’intention de l’énonciateur (§5.3.4) et à la fonction syntaxique (§2.3). Les flèches 
indiquent la continuité16. Nos résultats ne contredisent pas à l’adjectif prototypique 
et au substantif prototypique. Mais comme prévu dans la section 3, les conditions 
sont plus nombreuses et variées que celles qui sont présentées dans  la table 1. Ces 
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d’après nous, trop strictes pour saisir la totalité de ces problèmes. Nous relâchons 
donc notre hypothèse en recourant à une autre opposition ayant moins de précision, 
qui est celle entre le CONTINU et le DISCRET, ou celle entre l’ANALOGIQUE et 
le DIGITAL, indiquées à la dernière ligne de la table 2. Nous nous servirons dans ce 
qui suit les termes ANALOGIQUE et DIGITAL plutôt que Continu et Discret, 
puisque ceux-ci sont des termes fréquemment employés en linguistique, ayant déjà 
des définitions fixes. Les notions d’analogique et digital et leur distinction ont été à 
l’origine discutées dans les sciences de l’information et de la communication17. 
 
Table 2. Facteurs déterminant l’alternance ADJ vs. NOM des termes de couleur 
 ADJ en - I  est plus  
utilisé ou de règle 
NOM -NO est 
plus utilisé ou 
de règle 
Propriété syntaxique des 
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L’analogique indique des signes ou de l’information représentés par une quantité 
variable d’une manière continue, alors que le digital désigne ceux qui sont 
représentés par des valeurs discrètes. L’analogique désigne donc l’information 
continue et subjective qui peut prendre une infinité de valeurs, tandis que le digital 
désigne l’information discontinue et logique qui peut prendre une valeur précise. 
Selon nous, toutes les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles dans la table 2, bien 
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qu’elles soient indépendantes l’une de l’autre, peuvent être interprétées de ce point 
de vue, ANALOGIQUE vs. DIGITAL. Notre hypothèse est ainsi révisée comme 
suit :  le terme de couleur a plus de probabilité d’être exprimé en tant qu’adjectif, s’il 
a plus de caractéristiques sémantico-fonctionnelles “ANALOGIQUES” et il a plus 
de chances d’être exprimé en tant que nom, s’il a plus de caractères sémantico-
fonctionnels “DIGITAUX”.  
Nous voudrions maintenant insister sur l’indépendance de la caractéristique 
syntaxique des lexèmes et la propriété sémantico-fonctionnelle des catégories 
grammaticales. Alors que, par exemple, la forme substantivale des quatre premiers 
termes ne désigne pas en principe la couleur naturelle, ce n’est pas le cas pour le 
jaune et le marron. Avec ceux-ci, la désignation d’une couleur naturelle est bien 
possible sous forme de substantif et plus précisément, le marron substantif est plus 
fréquent et plus acceptable que le jaune substantif dans cette condition. Il s’agit 
d’une caractéristique immanente des lexèmes qui n’est pas attribuable à d’autres 
facteurs généraux. Cette caractéristique lexicale de chaque lexème est une condition 
prédéterminée dans la langue, étant donné que leur comportement est spécifique et 
difficilement prévisible. On pourrait dire qu’il est déterminé socio-culturellement 
d’une manière sporadique dans l’histoire de chaque mot18.  Il faut cependant rendre 
compte aussi du fait que les quatre lexèmes majoritairement utilisés comme adjectif 
sont les termes de couleur dits fondamentaux et le plus fréquemment employés en 
japonais. À l’opposé, les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles sont explicables en 
termes généraux. Ces conditions sont déterminées dans le discours,  dans la relation 
entre le locuteur et le monde référentiel et suivant l’intention de l’énonciateur.  
Nous faisons enfin remarquer avec la table 3, l’interaction entre la syntaxe des 
lexèmes et le sémantisme des parties du discours. En ce qui concerne les quatre 
termes de base, l’usage adjectival étant non marqué, cet usage est réalisé sous toutes 
les conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles ANALOGIQUES et NON-
ANALOGIQUES. Même dans la condition hautement DIGITALE, l’usage de 
l’adjectif n’est pas exclu. Suivant la table 2, cette condition est réalisée dans le cas 
où la référence chromatique est artificielle, l’extension du nom modifié est étroite, la 
relation entre le nom modifié et le terme modifiant est logique, et l’intention 
énonciative est la sous-catégorisation de l’objet modifié.  
Par exemple, pour distinguer une Mercedes blanche d’une autre bleue et d’une 
Jaguar blanche, on peut très bien employer la forme adjectivale : SHIRO-I 
MERCEDES (blanc-ADJ Mercedes, “Mercedes blanche”) par opposition à AO-I 
MERCEDES (bleu-ADJ Mercedes, “Mercedes bleue”), et à SHIRO-I Jaguar (blanc-
ADJ Jaguar, “Jaguar blanche”) dans le contexte : “Cette fois, il a acheté une 
Mercedes blanche”. Mais si les conditions sont encore plus DIGITALES, l’usage 
substantival est sans doute préféré. C’est le cas par exemple de la classification des 
voitures faite par des professionnels par marque et couleur dans le catalogue de 
voitures. En ce qui concerne CHA-IRO (marron/ brun), étant donné que l’usage 
nominal est non marqué pour ce lexème, cet usage peut être réalisé sous une 
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condition sémantico-fonctionnelle NON-DIGITALE : référence naturelle, extension 
large du nom modifié, intention descriptive de l’énonciateur. CHA-IRO-NO KE 
(brun-GÉN cheveux, “les cheveux bruns”) ne pose pas de problème. Mais on peut 
trouver quelquefois une différence sémantique entre les deux formes. CHA-IRO-NO 
KE demande une interprétation plus DIGITALE que CHA-IRO-I KE (brun-ADJ 
cheveux) dans le contexte : “une jeune fille aux cheveux bruns /brunâtres”. Le 
premier indique une couleur de cheveux qui n’est ni noir ni roux mais brun 
homogène, tandis que le second peut désigner les cheveux abimés par le soleil d’été, 
dont la couleur n’est pas homogène. KI-IRO (jaune) se situe entre CHA-IRO et les 
quatre premiers. L’usage substantival de KI-IRO (jaune) demande une condition 
plus DIGITALE que celui de CHA-IRO (marron). Et enfin, MIDORI (vert) et tous 
les autres termes de couleur non dérivationnels que nous n’avons pas étudiés dans 
cet article sont automatiquement nominaux sans aucun rapport avec les conditions 
sémantico-fonctionnelles, puisqu’ils n’ont qu’une seule forme dans la norme de la 
langue japonaise.  
 
Table 3. Interaction entre la syntaxe des lexèmes et le sémantisme des parties du discours 
lexème 
Syntaxe de lexème Conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles 







+++marqué ±ANALOGIQUE ++++DIGITAL 
KI-IRO (jaune) + marqué +marqué +ANALOGIQUE ++DIGITAL 
CHA-IRO 
(marron / brun) 
++marqué +marqué ++ANALOGIQUE + DIGITAL 
MIDORI (vert) Impossible Seul choix Sans conditions 
7. Conclusion 
Nous avons démontré dans cette étude le caractère multifactoriel de l’opposition 
adjectivo-nominale des termes de couleur japonais. Le facteur le plus important est 
lexical. Chaque lexème de couleur a sa tendance syntaxique qui détermine 
globalement son comportement grammatical. Mais il y a aussi les conditions 
sémantico-fonctionnelles qui interviennent dans la décision de la forme du mot. Si 
ces dernières sont plus ANALOGIQUES, la forme a plus de chance d’être adjective 
et si elles sont plus DIGITALES, la forme a plus de chance d’être nominale. Les 
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conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles, à savoir fonctionnelle, référentielle, 
relationnelle, énonciative et déterminative sont elles aussi multifactorielles, chaque 
condition étant indépendante l’une de l’autre19. 
Revenons enfin aux exemples (7), (8) et (21). La fonction du nom chromatique 
n’est pas seulement distinctive mais aussi descriptive si la condition lexicale et 
d’autres conditions sémantico-fonctionnelles le permettent comme on l’a vu dans 
l’exemple (7). À l’opposé, le nom n’est pas accepté bien qu’il joue le rôle distinctif 
lorsque les conditions lexicale, référentielle et déterminative exigent l’usage de 
l’adjectif comme dans l’exemple (8).  Dans l’exemple (21), bien que les conditions 
référentielle et fonctionnelle soient adéquates à l’usage du nom, la condition 
déterminative concernant l’extension nominale l’empêche. Mais il faut avant tout 
faire remarquer que les lexèmes de couleur dans ces trois exemples ont la propriété 
syntaxique encline à l’usage adjectival.  
Si cette conclusion paraît floue, c’est en grande partie en raison des 
caractéristiques de l’objet de recherche, c’est-à-dire surtout à cause de l’ambiguïté 
de la détermination nominale dans la langue japonaise. C’est d’ailleurs en raison de 
cette difficulté que la question traitée ici est restée intacte jusqu'à ce jour. Une 
linguistique de corpus pourra aider à mieux l'élucider. 
 
Notes 
1 Les recherches ont été en partie financées par une subvention du Ministère de l’Éducation et 
des Sciences du Japon (Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) 20520379). J'ai plaisir à 
remercier Denise Malrieu et Claire Dodane qui m'ont beaucoup aidée pour accomplir ce 
travail. Mais tous les défauts de cet article sont les miens. 
2 En japonais, il existe en plus un vaste domaine des termes chromatiques qui ne sont pas 
basiques. Ils sont dérivés des termes de base ou empruntés de l’anglais. Leurs occurrences 
sont cependant très limitées dans nos corpus. Voir Molinier (2006) pour cette question en 
français.  
3 CHA-IRO (marron/ brun) , HAI-IRO (gris) proviennent  de “la couleur de thé” et de “la 
couleur de cendre” respectivement.  L’origine de KI-IRO (jaune) est obscure.  
4 Lorsque l’adjectif est épithète, le suffixe adjectival est invariable. Lorsqu’il est prédicatif, le 
suffixe se conjugue suivant le contexte étroit qui le suit. Les substantifs japonais sont 
syntaxiquement et morphologiquement autonomes. Ils n’ont pas de désinences flexionnelles, 
ni n’exigent la présence d’un autre mot tel qu’un article. 
5Dans le domaine de la figure géométrique, MARU(rond) et SHI-KAKU (quatre-angle : carré) 
ont la forme adjectivale MARU-I, et SHI-KAKU-I. Mais SAN-KAKU(trois-angle: triangle) ne 
l’a pas. 
6 Le choix entre les deux formes suffixales -I ou -NA est lexicalement déterminé. Les adjectifs 
de couleur qu’on traite ici sont tous en -I. On dit que le morphème -I n’a plus actuellement de 
 




productivité dérivationnelle, mais que dans les périodes anciennes, il pouvait former de 
nouveaux adjectifs à partir des substantifs (c’était -KI autrefois). À l'opposé, le suffixe -NA 
garde toujours la capacité à créer des néologismes adjectivaux à partir des substantifs. 
7 Un autre moyen fréquent est la juxtaposition des deux substantifs sans particule, qui produit 
une sorte de nom composé. Par exemple, le “vin rouge” s’exprime par ce procédé : AKA-
WINE (Rouge-VIN). L’occurrence de ce moyen idiomatique n’est pas aussi régulière que 
l’emploi de la particule NO. On observe ce cas dans l’exemple (3), l’absence de particule 
étant indiquée par Ø, mais non dans l’exemple (2).  
8 La notion de prototype a suscité de nombreuses discussions. Voir Kleiber (1990) entre 
autres. 
9 Les fameuses discussions faites par des cognitivistes tels que Berlin and Kay (1969) sur la 
catégorisation des couleurs est fondée sur la recherche de ce genre de couleurs qui sont des 
“objets”. 
10 Le Journal Mainichi est un des cinq quotidiens nationaux japonais.  
11 Le japonais ne met pas d’espaces entre les mots dans le texte. Nous avons donc calculé le 
nombre des morphèmes des corpus, après avoir automatiquement fait l’analyse 
morphologique avec l'étiqueteur : ChaSen. Pour recueillir des exemples, nous avons employé 
les corpus bruts sans recourir à l’étiqueteur. 
12 Voir nos travaux sur la question de la syntaxe des lexèmes dans l’opposition de DE vs.DES 
devant les noms précédés d’épithète en français : Fujimura et al. (2004), Fujimura et al. 
(2007). Une forte cooccurrence entre des et petits (des petits effectifs) est à aborder du point 
de vue lexical.  
13 Il est d’ailleurs intéressant, du point de vue méthodologique, que la relation entre le choix 
des formes et la différence des couleurs − naturelle et artificielle − n’est pas quantitativement 
manifeste comme on le voit dans la figure 3, bien que statistiquement signifitative. 
Qualitativement par contre, cette relation est évidente, l’usage nominal étant interdit pour 
indiquer les couleurs naturelles dans la plupart des cas.  
14 KURO (noir) a une particularité que nous ne pouvons pas aborder dans ce travail. Dans le 
cas de la référence à la couleur artificielle, le comportement de KURO est différent des autres 
trois couleurs de base. Voir les figures 1, 3 et 5. 
15 Une tendance semblable est observée en somali et en anglais dans Biber (1995 : 79). 
L’adjectif épithète est plus fréquemment employé dans la littérature que dans la presse, par 
rapport à d’autres moyens qui modifient les noms, dans ces deux langues. 
16 Ce modèle a été inspiré de l’hypothèse de transitivité proposée par Hopper and Thompson 
(1980). Selon cette hypothèse fréquemment citée, la transitivité est définie en tant qu’une 
notion complexe composée de nombreux facteurs, qui n’ont pas de relation de dépendance 
entre eux, dans de différents domaines sémantico-fonctionnels.  Voir Fujimura (1989) pour la 
transitivité en japonais. 
17 Voir Chandler (2007) et Wilden (1987) pour les détails de ces deux notions : 
ANALOGIQUE et DIGITAL.  
18 Il pourrait y avoir également l'intervention des facteurs phonétiques. Je dois cette remarque 
à Andrée Borillo (communication personnelle).  
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19 Dans les haïkus, poèmes classiques japonais de dix-sept syllabes, un petit contraste comme 
le nôtre est souvent décisif pour déterminer leur valeur littéraire. C’est le cas de ce haïku 
fameux : AKA-I TSUBAKI, SHIRO-I TSUBAKI TO OCHINI-KERI (Rouge-ADJ Camélia, 
Blanc-ADJ Camélia, Sont Tombés)  “Il est tombé une fleur de camélia rouge et une autre de 
camélia blanc, l’une après l’autre”. Selon nous, les multiples facteurs examinés conditionnent 
la littérarité de ce haïku.    
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THE SEMANTIC VARIATION OF                                        
VERB ESSERE IN ITALIAN 
THEORETICAL CONSEQUENCES OF CORPUS-BASED STUDIES 
Alessandro Panunzi 
University of Florence 
1. The verb essere: theoretical frameworks 
1.1 Introduction  
This study contains the results of a research on the semantic variation of the verb 
essere (to be) in Italian. The specific object of research is the use of such a verb 
within the Italian section of C-ORAL-ROM spontaneous speech corpus (Cresti and 
Moneglia 2005). Data from the lemmatized corpus show that the verb essere counts 
13,831 occurrences, which correspond to 4.66% of the total tokens. The quantitative 
relevance of verb essere in the corpus is even more valuable if we consider its 
presence within the utterance, considered as the reference unit of spoken language 
(Cresti 2000). In this respect, data show that essere occurs in 10,862 utterances of 
38,593 (28%). If we discard the verbless utterances (those in which there is not a 
finite verb form), the datum rises to 45.5% of the verbal utterances (10,862/23,873). 
All the corpus examples have been extracted and classified following a general 
schema. The criteria for the building of such a schema are reported in detail in 
paragraph 2.1. At a first level, three macroclasses of use have been distinguished: (a) 
the auxiliary uses; (b) the uses within esserci (there is), considered as an 
autonomous lemma (Panunzi 2005); (c) the properly verbal uses, in which essere 
occurs as an independent lexical entry. 
The specific focus of this study is the set of properly verbal uses of essere. The 
classification of the corpus occurrences presupposes the identification of the 
taxonomic criteria. With the aim of selecting these criteria, in this first paragraph we 
will take into account different interpretations of the semantic values of verb essere, 
and namely the remarks on the identity predicate pointed out by logicians, the 
taxonomy of the copular sentences developed in the framework of the generative 
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grammar and the interpretation of the meaning of the verb to be in the cognitive 
semantics. 
In the second paragraph, the criteria adopted for the corpus analysis will be 
introduced: the most relevant perspectives among those examined in the literature 
will be integrated in a single and original theoretical framework. Moreover, such a 
framework will be compared to the Higgins’ (1979) proposal of “taxonomy of 
copular sentences”. 
In the third paragraph, the results of the corpus-based classification will be 
showed, and, within a stricter corpus-driven perspective, an inherent line of 
variation will be identified for each type of use. 
In general, the choice to work from a spoken corpus reflects the need to 
compare linguistic theory with spontaneous data, which are best represented in oral 
collections. Moreover, corpus analysis proves essential to the aim of the 
observational adequacy of the theory. This way only, indeed, it is possible to take 
into account the positive evidence that can be observed from massive data. On the 
contrary, competence judgments tend to focus on evidence that is basically negative. 
In this study, both directions for the analysis of corpus linguistics are integrated: 
the corpus-based one and the corpus-driven one (Tognini-Bonelli 2001). On the one 
hand, the whole set of occurrences of the verb essere in the corpus constitutes, once 
it is assumed as a statistical universe representing the language, the matter that 
requires an explanation, the field on which the linguist estimates the adequacy of 
grammatical theories (corpus-based direction). On the other hand, the corpus 
provides data for the induction of the semantic variation of the verb, and integrates 
the theory highlighting structures that are not-predictable on the basis of sole 
competence (corpus-driven direction). 
1.2 From the classical tradition to the analytic philosophy of language 
The classical logic tradition conceived the verb essere as the linguistic equivalent of 
the concept of copula, particularly referring to the value that it assumes within the 
structure of the predication. Aristotle found the copula to be an element that is able 
to reveal the twofold value of the rhema, considered both as “predicate” and as 
“tense specification”. Such values, usually associated within verbal lemmas, are 
distinct in the structure of nominal predication. In these contexts, the verb essere 
would correspond to the expression of the “tense” without the “predicate”: a free 
morpheme, we would say, that carries purely grammatical feature, whereas the 
lexical predicate is constituted by a nominal element, that lacks tense information1. 
The Scholasticism, and particularly Peter Abelard (who introduced the term 
“copula”), pointed out the function of the verb to be as a “link”, a linguistic 
objectification of the relation that governs the tripartite structure of predication 
(subject - tense - predicate). Such a perspective would be further developed by the 
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Port-Royal grammarians, for which the partition among subject, copula and 
predicate is set at the basis of the two fundamental activities of the spirit: to conceive 
(to enstablish names for “substances” and “accidents”) and to judge (to set relations 
among names). 
The reflections of logicians between the 19th and 20th centuries came to brake 
this classical tradition of thought2, in which the lemma essere and the concept of 
copula are actually identified. First Frege, then Russel, and eventually the debate 
about the referential ambiguity of the definite descriptions (Strawson 1950; 
Donnellan 1966) pointed out the `polysemic nature of to be: beside its value of 
copula, the verb can be used as identity predicate. 
Such a theoretical turning point is in line with the semantic dinstinction between 
two different types of logical entities: concepts and objects. According to Frege 
(1892b), the concept (Begriff) is a predicative entity, while the object (Gegenstand) 
is a referential entity, which cannot correspond to a predicate3. This permits us to 
account for the fundamental difference between the pair of propositions: 
 
(1) The morning star is a planet 
(2) The morning star is Venus 
 
The preposition in (1), in fact, could be paraphrased as:  
 
(1’) the concept referrd by the predicate “planet” can be applied to the object 
referred by the singular term “morning star” 
 
It is the case, following Frege, of a relation that can be defined as “the falling of an 
object under a concept”, which corresponds to the copular relation. 
Otherwise, a similar paraphrase is not possible for the proposition in (2). This 
happens because of a very simple reason: “Venus” is a proper name that is a singular 
term par excellance. Thus, its reference cannot correspond to a concept under which 
the mentioned object (“the morning star”) can fall. The reference of “Venus” is 
necessarily an object itself. The proposition in (2) must be represented in another 
way, with respect to what we’ve seen for (1), and namely: 
 
(2’) the singular terms “morning star” and “Venus” refer to the same object 
 
We are in front of a completely different kind of relation: an “equation” between 
two distinct “ways of referring” to the same object, that is the identity relation. 
In other words, while in (1) there is a nominal predication, in (2) this does not 
happen, because a predicative value is not applicable to the noun phrase at the right 
of the verb to be. On the contrary, there is a distinction strictly on the semantic-
referential level. 
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Using the terms of the Fregean paradigm that distinguishes the components of 
the linguistic meaning (Sinn/Bedeutung, sense/reference; see Frege 1892a), we could 
conclude that the copular relation is situated on the reference level, because it 
regards the inclusion of an object (the reference of a singular term) in a concept (the 
reference of a predicate). On the contrary, the identity relation is situated on the 
level of the sense, setting the equivalence of two distinct senses, that lead to the 
same reference. 
The Fregean thesis about the polisemy of the verb to be is also shared by Russell 
(1911), who expressly proposed in the Introduction to the Mathematics Philosophy 
to distinguish two semantic values of such a verb: a copular one, as a grammatical 
mark, and a properly predicative one, being able to express an identity relation 
between two nominal consituents. 
A second central point of the analysis carried out by logicians is the 
interpretation of the referential properties of definite descriptions (Russel 1905), 
about which a very important debate has been carried out. In this respect, Strawson 
(1950) made a distinction between referential and attributive uses of a definite noun 
phrase (e.g. the greatest French soldier), mostly based on the semantic function that 
such phrases can assume in a sentence: 
 
(3) The greatest French soldier died in exile 
(4) Napoleon was the greatest French soldier 
 
The same definite description has a referential use in (3), as it is the sentence’s 
subject; on the contrary, it has an attributive use in (4), since it plays the role of 
predicate. In other words, Strawson introduced the idea that a definite description is 
referentially ambiguous, but he claimed that its logical function can tell us what kind 
of use is selected within a certain syntactic configuration. 
Donnellan (1966) developed a radical criticism of the Strawson’s notion of 
referentiality, and proposed a different way to account for the referential properties 
of a definite description. First of all, he made a distinction between the denotation, 
defined on a sematic basis (“a definite description denotes an entity if that entity fits 
the description uniquely”), and the reference, defined as a pragmatic relation 
between the speaker and the thing he wants to talk about. With this respect, he 
placed the opposition between referential and attributive uses on a strictly pragmatic 
level, introducing a terminological shift. So, both referential and attributive uses of 
the same definite description (e.g. Smith’s murderer) are possible even within the 
same sentence, depending on the sole properties of the utterance: 
 
(5) Smith’s murderer is insane 
 
In this framework, “Smith’s murderer” has a referential use if the speaker says (5) 
having in mind the referred person. On the contrary, it has an attributive use if the 
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speaker utters (5) without having any particular person in mind (e.g. basing his claim 
on the sole particularly brutal manner in which Smith has been murdered). 
The proposals of Strawson and Donnellan have been determinant for the most part 
of further linguistic reflections. In the following paragraph, we will introduce the 
interpretation of the “copular sentences” within the generative grammar framework, 
which are mainly based on the analysis of the referential traits of predication 
consituents. 
1.3 The referential taxonomy of copular sentences 
After Halliday (1967), who introduced the phrase, most linguistic studies analyzed 
the utterances in which the verb to be occurs followed by an adjectival or nominal 
complement, labeling them as copular sentences. Within the different interpretative 
frameworks for the analysis of such sentences, at least two main types are 
commonly distinguished, on the basis of the referential values of the involved 
constituents (and particularly of the post-copular one). Several terms have been 
proposed for the distinction of these two types4; the terminology became more stable 
after the Akmajan (1979) proposal. In such a proposal, the copular sentences have 
been distinguished in: (a) predicational sentences, in which the post-copular phrase 
is not referential, and constitutes a predicate (e.g. Carl is bald); (b) specificational 
sentences, in which the post-copular phrase is properly referential, and specifies an 
individual (e.g. my best friend is Carl). 
Following the original definition in Akmajan, the distinction between two 
typologies is based on the role played by the complement (the phrase at the right of 
to be), with respect to the detection of the predication referent: while in a 
predicational sentence the complement says something about the referent, in a 
specificational one it says who is the referent. 
These two classes of sentences constituted the core of Higgins’ (1979) 
“referential taxonomy of the copular sentences5”, that comprehends two additional 
categories: (c) identificational sentences, in which the subject has a stronger 
referential value than the one expressed by the complement (which is, however, 
referential; e.g. this is my best friend); (d) identity statements, that grosso modo 
correspond to the sentences discussed by Frege (e.g. The Slim is Carl). 
The four types of copular sentences have been defined on the basis of the degree 
of referentiality of both the subject and the complement of the verb to be. The 
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Table 1. Criteria of the referential taxonomy of copular sentences (Higgins 1979) 
Type of copular       
sentence 
Subject referential  
property 
Complement referential    
property 
Predicational Referential Predicational 
Specificational Superscriptional Specificational 
Identificational Referential Identificational 
Identity statement Referential Referential 
 
The more prominent distinction is the one between the specificational type and all 
the other ones: this category, in fact, is the only one that has, in the subject position, 
a non properly referential element (superscriptional, in Higgins’ terms). In this kind 
of sentence, the subject is considered as an empty element, a generic label whose 
referential value is specified by the complement of the structure. 
We will not take into account further details about the definition of types within 
the referential taxonomy of copular sentences. Nevertheless, here we will consider 
some of the most problematic points of this proposal. The main criticisms regarding 
Higgins’ model concerned the weakness of the referential classes that are used in the 
taxonomy. Such classes are on the one hand insufficiently definite (e.g. the 
distinction among referential / specificational / identificational is not so clear), and 
on the other hand heterogeneously identified (Van Peteghem 1991). 
The adopted criteria take place, indeed, at different linguistic levels: first, 
strictly referential properties of the constituents are taken into account (opposition 
between referential and predicative uses, à la Strawson); second, the definition of 
the specificational class is substantially based on the informative properties of the 
sentence subject (opposition between definite reference and non definite one, à la 
Donnellan); finally, the identity statement class tries to occupy the original Fregean 
distinction. 
Thus, a great number of copular sentences are ambiguous with respect to the 
classification criteria, and can belong to different types, depending on their context 
and their interpretation. Higgins himself points out that the sentence the girl who 
helps us on Friday is my sister has, following his criteria, three possible 
interpretations: (a) predicational, when it answers to the question: what kind of 
relation do you have with the girl who helps us on Friday?; (b) specificational, when 
it answers to the question: who is the girl who helps us on Friday?; (c) 
identificational, if it is used in a deictic context, to identify that girl (the one who 
helps us on Friday) as my sister.  
The weak decidability of Higgins’ taxonomy gave rise for further 
reinterpretation of the original criteria (Declerk 1988; Mikkelsen 2005). The 
distinction between predicational and specificational sentences has been widely 
discussed within the generative grammar framework. Different interpretations of the 
movements involved in the production of a copular sentence surface structure have 
been supposed. However, it is possible to identify a common assumption, mostly 
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accepted by all the generative grammarians: specificational sentences are inverse 
copular sentences (see Verheugd 1990). 
This paradigm comes from the analysis of Blom and Daalder (1977)6, which 
claims that there is the same deep structure that underlies the constituent of both 
predicational and specificational sentences. According to their proposal, in all 
copular sentences there is a noun phrase that plays a predicative role (hypernymy) 
with respect to another one7. 
The consequences of such a conception, that is, the idea that a specificational 
sentence is nothing but a copular sentence with inverse order, deeply influenced the 
following generative grammar literature. For what regard the deep structure 
underlying the copular clauses, there is a rather wide agreement among different 
studies (see Heggie 1988a, 1988b; Moro 1997; Heycok and Kroch 1999; Rothstein 
2001). The deep structure assumed for the copular sentences is the one proposed by 
Stowell (1978), who claims that the copula is a raising verb8 that has a small clause 
as an argument9: 
 
Figure 1. Hypotesis of the deep structure of copular sentences10 
 
In predicational sentences, the subjet of the small clause moves to the position of 
main sentence subject (specifier of IP), with the movement that is usually expected 
in the case of raising verbs; in parallel, the verb to be raises to the position of head of 
IP: 
 
Figure 2. Hypotesis of the surface structure of predicational sentences 
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For what regards the structure of specificational sentences, several interpretations 
have been proposed within the generative grammar. Here we will present only one 
of the most shared hypotheses, the one provided by Moro (1997), namely predicate 
raising11. 
Moro accepts the idea to treat predicational and specificational sentences from a 
shared deep structure, as the one offered in figure 1. He claims that the difference 
between the surface structures is based on the choice of the element that rises to the 
position of the main sentence subject. The following is the surface structure that he 
proposes for the specificational sentences: 
 
 
Figure 3. Hypothesis of the surface structures for the specificational sentences (Moro 1997) 
 
Contrary to what occurs in the predicational sentences, in this case the predicative 
noun phrase (DPpred, that is inside the small clause in the deep structure) moves to 
the surface position of the specifier of IP, while the noun phrase that plays the role 
of subject in the small clause (DPsubj) remains in its original position. 
In brief, according to Moro’s proposal the subject of a specificational sentence 
would represent the deep predicate of the structure, while the constituent that 
follows the verb to be would correspond to the deep subject. Such a configuration 
would invert the canonical predicative relation shown by a predicational sentence, 
with an unmarked constituent order. Thus, all the verbal uses of to be are assumed to 
be copular (see Moro 1988, who proposes an “unified theory of copular sentences”). 
Whereas the classes defined by Akmajan and the Higgin’s taxonomies try to 
take into account the different values of the verb to be, most of the further studies in 
generative grammar substantially eliminate the problem related to the semantic 
interpretation of the involved structures, by means of the hypothesis that the 
differences are only bound to the constituent movement at the performance level, 
and do not correspond to any actual semantic variation. On the contrary, from our 
point of view this variation constitutes the basis for the correct interpretation of the 
use of the verb to be. For this reason, the proposal carried out by generative 
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grammar cannot be adequate in order to account for the semantic variation of the 
verb to be. 
1.4 Semantic Fields and Thematic Relations 
A further point of view on the semantic analysis of the verb to be has been 
developed within the framework of the Cognitive Semantics. The fundamental 
contribution for these reflections comes from the analysis of spatial relations, 
considered as the primary semantic field. On this basis, the semantic relations model 
is extended on further semantic fields. 
Beginning with the reflections of Gruber (1976), Jackendoff identifies the basic 
components of a spatial relation as: (a) the theme, which corresponds to the localized 
object; (b) the reference object, which corresponds to the referential element used 
for defining the space involved in the relation. As an example, for what regards the 
analysis of the verb to be, we could say that the sentence in (6): 
 
(6) John is at the bus stop 
 
establishes a spatial relation between two referential elements: “a person” and “a bus 
stop”. More in detail, the verb to be assigns the thematic role of location to the 
referring object (“the bus stop”); in this way, the space of the location is defined, 
and so the theme (“Gianni”) can be localized through it. 
Such a model is put at the basis of the meaning of the verb: the locative 
semantic core of to be is extended to different (nonspatial) semantic fields though 
the Thematic Relations Hypothesis (TRH), that can be summarized as follows: (1) in 
each semantic field, the functions performed by the constituents of a relation belong 
to a subset of those that are used for the spatial relation analysis; (2) semantic fields 
are defined by: a) the types of entities that can occur as the theme, b) the types of 
entities that can occur as reference object, c) the type of the established relation, 
which assumes the role that the localization plays within the semantic field of spatial 
expressions. 
Table 2 shows the schema of Jackendoff’s proposal for the analysis of the verb 
to be. In Jackendoff’s proposal the copular value of to be is treated (as well as its value of 
identity predicate) as an extension of the spatial relation to the “identificational” semantic 
field. 
Anyway, it has to be noticed that this interpretation is different with respect to Gruber’s 
original one, which places a distinction between two cognitive primitives, positional and 
identificational, that are characterized by different semantic properties and syntactic 
behaviors12. In Gruber, the term identificational does not indicate a semantic field among the 
others, but a more general cognitive schema, to which it is possible to ascribe different 
semantic types and verb classes. 
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Table 2. Synthesis of Jackendoff’s (1983) proposal 
Semantic field Theme 
Reference  
object 
Type of established relation (to 
be) 
Example 
Spatial object place 
localization of the theme in the 
place of reference 






localization of the event/state 
expressed by the theme in the 
time of reference  
The meeting is 
at 6.00 PM 
Possessive object object 
possessive relation between the 
theme (x) and the object of 
reference (y) (as a localization: "x 
is at y") 








to be an instance of a class or to 
have a property play the role of 
localization 
Elise is a 
pianist 





the theme (x) takes part to the 









the theme is placed in the 




On the other hand, the irreducibility of the copular value to a mere field of variation of 
the locative one turns out evident if we consider that, in the copular uses, the complement 
lacks a fortiori of the referential feature, since it has a predicative value. As the assignment of 
a theta role to a syntactic constituent has the necessary condition that it is a referential 
element, it seems impossible that the predicative complement of a copular relation can play 
such a role. 
Beyond the possible criticism against Jackendoff’s theorization, the treatment of the 
meaning variation of the verb to be within the TRH is still an original intuition that has a good 
explanatory adequacy with respect to several semantic fields in which the verb is used, 
particularly for the spatial, temporal and possessive ones. 
This proposal will be then assumed for the definition of the variation model of the verb 
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2. Taxonomic criteria 
2.1 General taxonomy of verb essere uses  
The verbal uses of essere have been distinguished in three main categories that 
constitute the “central variation” of the verb: the copular use; the identity use and the 
predicative-locative use (defined on the basis of Jackendoff’s model). 
Aside from the “central variation”, a “marked variation” class (Panunzi 2006), 
negatively identified with respect to the others, has been considered: it is the class of 
uses in which essere does not mean its proper sense. Such a sector of variation 
collects all the uses in which essere occurs within grammaticalization and 
lexicalization phenomena or within phraseological and stereotypic uses, and will not 
be treated in his study.  
Figure 4 shows the schema of the complete structure of the taxonomy, as it 
emerges from the choices done: 
 
Figure 4. General schema of the classification of verb essere uses 
 
Assuming a descriptive perspective, it is possible to define a surface structure that is 
able to represent the whole set of the verbal uses of essere, as in (7)13: 
 
(7) subject - essere - “complement” 
 
It is then possible to establish a strict correlation between the semantic properties of 
the complement and the selection of a certain use of essere. On the one hand, the 
distinction among the types within the verb central variation takes primarily into 
account the partition between copular and non-copular uses, which is based on the 
referentiality feature of the complement. This is true both for the identity and the 
predicative-locative uses of essere. 
On the other hand, The distinction between identity and locative uses is based 
on the assignment of a theta role to the complement. The locative-predicative value, 
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in fact, needs the assignent of a clear thematic role to the element that constitutes the 
reference object of the relation. Otherwise, none of the classically identified 
thematic roles (agent/experiencer; theme/patient; locative; possessive; cause; 
benefactive; goal; source; destination; see Fillmore 1968; Gruber 1976; Jackendoff 
1972, 1983) is assigned to the complement of an identity use. This is motivated by 
the fact that the semantic relation established is a relation between two sense, i.e. 
two ways to identify the same object: it is then an intensional relation, and not the 
representation of a state (or an event). Thus, it is not possible to assign a thematic 
role to its complement14. 
As with the semantic features of the complement, we can define a set of rules 
that allow the classification of the uses of verb essere: (a) if the complement is not 
referential, it constitutes a nominal predicate, and the verb essere has the value of a 
copula; (b) if the complement is referential, but it doesn’t carry any thematic role, 
essere is used as an identity predicate; (c) if the complement has a thematic role (and 
so it is, a fortiori, referential), essere has a predicative-locative value. Such rules 
project a matrix of features that can be used for classifying the verbal uses in the 
corpus: 
 
Table 3. Correlation between the uses of essere and the complement semantic features 
 Value of essere 
 
Copula Identity Predicative-  
locative 
Complement  [referentiality] - + + 
features [thematic role] - - + 
 
The classification schema and the matrix of the complement features do not take into 
account Higgin’s criteria for the referential taxonomy of the copular sentences, 
which have been considered inadequate for the corpus-based classification of the 
occurrences, for the yet mentioned problems of coherence and decidability. 
2.2 Comparison between copular/identity uses and predicational/ 
specificational classes of sentences 
The main types of the referential taxonomy of the copular sentences (predicational 
and identificational) will be here compared to one of the main theoretical points 
regarding the criteria adopted in this study: the Fregean principle which 
distinguishes the identity relation that is the intentional relation between two noun 
phrases, from the copular relation. 
At a first glance, it could seem possible to hypothesize a parallelism between the 
predicational sentences and the copular value of essere, and, in parallel, between the 
specificational sentences and the identity uses of the verb15. As a matter of fact, the 
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class of the predicational sentences includes the larger part of the copular uses of 
essere. The specificational class, viceversa, tends to identify a set of uses in which 
essere seems to have an identity value. However, such a correlation is not consistent. 
In certain contexts of use, the criteria that allow the distinction between the copular 
and the identity uses do not match with the partition between predicational and 
specificational sentences. 
Let’s take into account, for first, the specificational sentences, like the one in (8) 
 
(8)  La cosa che preferisco è rossa 
[the thing that I prefer is red] 
 
According to Higgins, this sentence would be considered as a specificational one, on 
the basis of the degree of referentiality of the subject (superscriptional). On the 
contrary, from the point of view of our taxonomy, such an utterance would be 
treated as a copular use of essere: it is a property attribution to a subject, 
independent of its individuation16. 
From the complementary point of view, a sentence like (9): 
  
(9)  Gianni è l’insegnante di mio figlio 
[Gianni is my son’s teacher] 
 
would be classified as predicational, because it contains a potentially predicative 
complement and a prototypically referential subject (a name). The sentence in (10) 
represents the correspondent specificational sentence, in which the constituent order 
is inverted: 
 
(10)  L’insegnante di mio figlio è Gianni 
[my son’s teacher is Gianni] 
 
Nonetheless, although the verb essere in the sentence (9) is preferentially read as a 
copula, it is possible to interpret it as an identity predicate. 
Let’s suppose that a man is talking with a friend about his son’s teacher, saying 
that he’s an eccentric person who likes parachuting and used to go to school on a big 
American motorbike. His friend knows a certain Gianni, that is a parachutist and 
owns a Harley Davidson; but he doesn’t know (and, for some reason, he excludes) 
that Gianni is a teacher. In this case, if the friend would say: “my friend Gianni is 
also a parachutist, and he owns a big motorcycle”, the other could conclude with the 
sentence in (9), which would have the value of an identity predication, as in the 
following paraphrases: 
 
(9’) “Gianni” e “l’insegnante di mio figlio” hanno in realtà lo stesso riferimento 
[“Gianni” and “my son’s teacher” have the same reference] 
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The ambiguity about the interpretation of these kinds of sentences has direct 
consequences on one of the main arguments that would support the hypothesis of the 
predicative function of the subject in specificational sentences. In Italian, it is 
possible to pronominalize the complement of a predicational sentence (as it is part 
of the VP), but this is not possible with the complement of a specificational one 
(Salvi 1991), as shown by the following examples: 
 
(9.b) Gianni è l’insegnante di mio figlio  Gianni lo è 
[Gianni is my son’s teacher   John is it] 
 
(9.b) L’insegnante di mio figlio è Gianni  *L’insegnante di mio figlio lo è  
[My son’s teacher is Gianni  *My son’s teacher it is] 
 
Nevertheless, the possibility foreseen in (9.b) is not verified in all cases. In 
particular, it is excluded by the identity predicate reading of the verb essere value. If 
we suppose to utter this sentence in the situation described above, which holds to the 
interpretation in (9’), the mentioned cliticization is no longer possible. 
Thus, the possibility of pronominalization depends on the semantic and 
referential reading of the complement, with respect to the ambiguity between a 
copular interpretation and an identity one, and it is not a discriminant argument for 
the distinction between predicational and specificational sentences. 
In general, the effort to make the generalization, starting from a pure syntactic 
point of view that ascribes all the occurrences of essere to a copular predicative 
structure leads to a lack in semantic adequacy of the taxonomy principles. 
The distinction between copular and identity uses depends on the different 
relation that is established between the nominal constituents of the structure 
governed by essere. As it has been pointed out, the identity relation can be viewed as 
a relation on the field of Sinn, that is, an intensional relation between two 
expressions that identify the same referent. Parallely, the copular relation is an 
extensional one, in which the predication is about the belonging of an object to a set 
defined by a certain property, or by a class definition.  
The distinction between predicational and specificational sentences does not 
adequately represent the primary semantic issue involved in the identity relations, 
which correspond, as we will see in the next paragraph, to a quantitatively relevant 
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3. Corpus Analysis 
3.1 Quantitative data from the corpus based classification 
Starting from the schema in Figure 1, it has been possible to classify the whole set of 
occurrences of the verb essere in the reference corpus, with a very reduces amount 
of underdeterminacy (less that 1%). If we do not conder the uncategorized cases, it 
is possible to obtain the main data regarding the distribution of the essere 
occurrences in the categories of auxiliary uses, esserci and verbal uses. 
The auxiliary uses, with a purely grammatical value, correspond to the 20% of 
the verb occurrences. Excluding these uses, it is interesting to notice that the ratio 
between the verbal uses of essere and the ones of esserci is 4:1. 62% of the total 
occurrences of essere correspond to proper verbal uses. The following figure shows 
the percentages of each subcategory within this sector of use: 
 
Figure 5: Distribution of the occurrences of essere within verbal uses  
 
From a quantitative point of view, data show that the copular use corresponds to 
nearly 2/3 of the total verbal occurrences of essere, and  turns out to be the more 
extensive sector of its variation. Nevertheless, also the identity use (23% of the 
occurrences) and the predicative-locative one (11%) have to be considered as highly 
frequent and productive fields. Beyond the percentage within the variation of essere, 
in fact, the absolute data of such uses (more than 1700 occurrences for the identity 
use, and more than 800 for the predicetive locative one) place them within the 
fundamental lexicon of spoken language (Panunzi 2007). 
Therefore, it seems that the distribution of occurrences clashes with 
Jackendoff’s hypothesis, for which the copular and identity values would derive 
from the locative semantic core. It seems indeed unlikely, also from a cognitive 
point of view, that so frequent semantic values would derive from an extension of 
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the relation defined on the locative basis, which represents a much less frequent type 
of use. In this sense, corpus data are coherent with the thoeretical description that 
has pointed out semantic differences among these three types: differences about the 
referential properties of the complement, differences about the assignment of 
thematic roles, lack of state representation in the identificative use. 
3.2 Lines of variation 
According to data, each primary use of essere among those identified by the 
proposed typology is well attested in the corpus. At this level, the most interesting 
result coming from the corpus-driven analysis is that the taxonomical types allow for 
the use of classes with a high semantic variation, that comprehends cases not 
included in descriptive grammars. Moreover, such a use variation can be explained, 
since it is theoretically predictable on the basis of the semantic definition of the 
types. 
The concept of copula, identified through the semantic nucleus of the attribution 
of a property, shows a coherent internal variation: what varies is, properly, the type 
of the property assigned by the predication (Panunzi 2008). The copular use then 
represents a “semantic type”, since it projects a regular variation of forms and 
structures, as shown in the following table: 
 
Table 4. Variation of the copular use 
Property type Example 
Quality 
'un è mica brutto //  
[he isn’t ugly at all] 
Class 
 [...] gl'era un falegname / gl'era un artigiano // 
[he was a joiner / he was a craftsman ] 
Quantity 
gli arcani minori e quelli maggiori / sono 52 / [...] // 
[the minor arcana and the major ones / are 52] 
Measure 
era 95 chili / quando ci si sposò / i mi marito // 
[he was 95 kilos / when we married / my husband] 
Comparison / evalutation
mio fratello è così // 
[my brother is this way] 
Judgment 
è giusto e corretto / che parli l’Istituto Superiore di Sanità / […] // 
[it is right and correct / that the ISS should speak …] 
 
The identity semantic nucleus shows indeed a line of variation related to the 
ontological class of the entities that constitute the predication arguments. The 
identity relation can then be established at different ontological orders, from the 
primary one of the objects, to the one, more complex, of the events. The following 
table shows the independence of the identity uses variation: 
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Table 5. Ontological variation in identity uses 
Type of entities Example  
Objects 
il mercato è questo // 
[the market is this //] 
Places 
e qui è San_Gottardo / eh // 
[and here is Saint Gottardo / eh //] 
Times  
perché qui è il ‘59 // 
[because it was 1959 //] 
Events 
che / era la volta che tu cantavi / … 
[that / it was the time that you were singing / …]  
 
Modern linguistics has given considerable attention to the pseudo-cleft phenomena 
in syntax (Higgins 1979; Moro 1997; den Dikken 2001), but it has not noticed that 
such uses properly belong to the identity uses type, and more precisely to the class 
of the identity of events (Panunzi 2009). The utterance in (11), which contains a 
pseudo-cleft: 
 
(11) quello che non accetti / è che ti giudichi un deficiente // 
[what you don’t accept / is that an idiot judges you] 
 
is, in fact, equivalent to the following periphrasis: 
 
(11’) l’evento (non identificato) che non è possibile accettare equivale a l’evento 
(identificato) di essere giudicato da un deficiente 
[the (unidentified) event that is not possible to accept is equal to the (identified) 
event that an idiot judges you] 
 
as foreseen by the identity interpretation of verb essere.  
For what regards the predicative-locative uses, caracterized by the assignment of 
a thematic role to the complement; the corpus-driven analysis confirms the cognitive 
tendency toards the extension of the thematic structures starting from the locative 
basis. The locative relation is extended to the whole variation of essere predicative 
uses, on the same cognitive spaces foreseen by the Gruber-Jackendoff’s hypothesis 
(spatial location, temporal location, possessive relation). The whole variation is 
shown in table 6. 
Also in this case, it has been possible to find in the corpus types of use that 
which was not foreseen through hypotheses. In fact, the “benefactive” and the 
“causative” relations fall within the predicative-locative variation of essere, since 
they represent the cases in which the theta roles assigned to the complement is, 
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Table 6. Variation within the predicative-locative uses 
Spatial location qui / siamo alla foce del fiume // 
[here / we are at the mouth of the river] 
 - metaphorical poi / le persone / che erano già in graduatoria permanente / 
hanno fatto anche la domanda / ai presidi / 
[and then /the people/ who already were in the permanent 
list / also addressed the application / to the head teachers] 
 - “co-localization” eravamo sempre con Adriana / e il suo bambino // 
[we always were with Adriana and her child] 
Temporal location sì / la [/] la fiera / l' è il secondo martedì di luglio // 
[yes / the fair is on the second Tuesday of July] 
Possessive relation questi / erano della mamma // 
[these ones / belonged to my mother] 
Benefactive relation è per la gente che si deve divertire // 
[it is for the people who want to have fun //] 
Causative relation non so se è per questione di soldi / di interessi / per 
questione di culture forse diverse // 
[I don’t know if it is because of money / of profit / because 
of different cultures //] 
 
The following table summarizes the verbal use typologies of essere found in the 
corpus, related to the different verb values and with the involved line of variation. 
The consistency of the lines of variation found within the copular, identity and 
predicative-locative uses constitutes a semantic argument that build up the 
independence of each sector of variation. 
 
Table 7. Internal lines of variation in essere types of use 
Type of use Semantic values Line of variation 
Copulative Property attribution  
(extensional relation) 
Type of the property 
Identity Identity relation between different 
referential expressions 
(intensional relation) 
Ontological class of the entity to 
which the expressions refer 
Predicative-
locative 
Locative relation  
(thematic relation) 
Cognitive domain within which 
the relation between the theme and 
the object of reference is set up 
 
Each concept is then applied in linguistic use with a regular, predictable and 
independent variation. The hypothesis of a polysemy in the meaning of the verb 
essere receives a confirmation by the finding of different types of variation with 








In this study it has been showed that is possible to identify in the corpus the main 
semantic interpretations of verb essere on the basis of positive linguistic evidences. 
The adopted taxonomical criteria, derived from an extensive survey on the logical 
and linguistic tradition, turned out well-grounded with respect to the data, and 
permitted an effective distinction of the corpus instances among copular, identity 
and predicative-locative uses, with a very low rate of underdeterminacy. 
In short, we can claim that the classes of the semantic variation correlate with 
the types of use of essere and determine their differential properties: 
 
- the type of essere that varies with respect to the “type of assigned property” 
represented by its complement correlates with the interpretation of an 
estensional relation (inclusion in a class) and with a lack of referentiality of 
the complement; 
- the type of essere that varies with respect to the “ontological type” of the 
complement correlates with the interpretation of an intensional identity 
relation, with the referentiality of the complement and its absence of 
thematic role, and with the lack of state representation; 
- the type of essere that varies with respect to the “cognitive domain” to 
which the complement refers correlates with the referentiality of the 
complement, associated to the assignment of a thematic role, and with a 
state representation. 
 
The assumption of a classification criterion that is only based on the complement 
properties assures us that the identification on corpus of the types is assumed on the 
theoretical level. The proposed taxonomy of such a basis is then objectified by the 
productivity of these classes, by the quantitative consistency of the classification and 
by the observation of the internal variation projected by each taxonomical type. 
In particular, this latter aspect constitutes an independent criterion for the 
validation of the taxonomy. The concept of variation, in fact, presupposes the 
existence of a super- ordinate level, characterized by general properties that are able 
to identify a constant (mostly at the semantic level) within which it is possible to 
observe the variation itself. In other words, whereas there is a variation, a higher 
level category comes to be objectified, and it constitutes the stable frame within 
which the variations take place. Such a category is the lines of variation, which on 
the one hand defines the variation domain, and on the other hand constitutes an a 
posteriori validation for the adopted taxonomical criteria. 
 
 





1 In confirmation of this, Aristotle claims that every assertoric proposition can be translated in 
a copular sentence (De Interpretatione 12.21b, 9; the example concerns the proposition a man 
walks, that should be equivalent to a man is walking). This should demonstrate that every 
rhema is analyzable into its basic components: the “tense”, expressible through the verb to be, 
and the “predicate”, expressible through a nominal element. 
2 A millenary tradition, in effect, if we consider that is the one still prevailing within the 
historical linguistics, at least till the middle of 20th century (see Meillet 1921; Benveniste 
1960). 
3 In his description of the linguistic meaning components, in fact, Frege (1892a) claimed that 
the concept corresponds to the reference (Bedeutung) of a predicate, whereas the object 
corresponds to the reference of an singular term. 
4 Den Dikken (2001) reports the following terms oppositions, all bound to the semantic 
distinctions of copular sentences: classifying/identifying (Kruisinga / Erades, 1953); 
intensive/extensive (Halliday 1967, Huddleston 1971); non-equational/equational (Bolinger 
1972); ascriptive/equative (Lyons 1977); attributive/identificational (Gundel 1977); 
predicational/specificational (Akmajan 1979, terms used also in Higgins 1979 and Declerk 
1988). All the same, it has to be underlined that it is not possible to trace back all these term 
pairs to the same type of duality. 
5 In this work, as well as in the greater part of the following studies, the predicational and 
specificational classes are in relation with the possible interpretations of pseudo-cleft 
sentences. 
6 See also den Hertog (1903). 
7 According to the authors, such an interpretation would be applicable also to the classical 
identity statement: the morning star is the evening star. Blom & Daalder claim that the 
constituent on the left side would be described in a narrower way that the other, and that, all 
in all, such a proposition would affirm that the property of “being the evening star” is 
assigned to the element “the morning star”, as in a standard predicational sentence. 
8 The notion of raising verb foresees the presence of two arguments: a clausal one (a 
subordinate clause, with predicative function) and a nominal one (as the subject). The 
peculiarity of these constructions is that the nominal argument in the position of subject of the 
raising verb is actually an argument of the verb of the subordinate clause. For example, in the 
sentence he seemed to do something, the constituent in the subject position of the verb to seem 
is rather the subject of the verb to do of the bound clause (explicitly, it seemed that he did 
something). 
9 A small clause (Chomsky 1981) is defined as a minimal predicative structure, that contains a 
predicate (mostly, a nominal one) and its arguments, with no further specification of [mode], 
[tense] and [aspect] features. The following examples contain, in square brackets, some cases 
of small clauses: (a) I consider [you intelligent]; (b) Mark painted the [bike red]; (c) She saw 
[Henry drink a glass of whiskey]. 
10 In the exemplification we will adopt the terminology proposed by Mikkelsen (2005). 
 




11 For other proposals, see Heggie (1988a, 1988b; predicate topicalization), Heycock and 
Kroch (1999; subject raising) and Rothstein (2001; transitive structure); see Mikkelsen 
(2005) for a detailed state of the art of various interpretation given for copular clauses in the 
generative grammar framework. 
12 Gruber refers to identificational pattern e positional pattern, and identifies, within each 
pattern, some parallelism between Motional and nonMotional verbs. His proposal defines two 
distinct primitives within which a variation of the “movement/changement” semantic feature 
operates. The verb to be is then present in both patterns, as a verb that carries the nonMotional 
feature. This way, the Gruber’s hypothesis differs from Jackendoff’s one since it proposes two 
distinct interpretations for the verb to be, and it refuses the possibility to retrace the 
categorization processes to the spatial semantic matrix. 
13 The extension of the verb variation turns out evident if we consider that the “complement” 
of the structure can be constituted by: (a) an adjective; (b) a noun phrase (both definite and 
indefinite); (c) a nominal form of a verb (participle in adjectival function, infinitive); (d) a 
pronoun (personal, indefinite, demonstrative); (e) a prepositional phrase; (f) an adverb; (g) a 
numeral. 
14 What role is then performed by the identity complement? Given the nature of the involved 
relation, it is possible to hypothesize that its role is restricted to provide, as referential term, 
the properties that constitute the sense that is put in intensional relation with the one expressed 
by the subject.   
15 This parallelism is included it the original Akmajan’s proposal, that, referring to the 
Fregean distinction, suggests to use the symbol [=] as the logical transcription of the 
specificational relation, and [is] for the predicational one. 
16 Such an utterance would be treated as the analogue one his brother’s car is red, in which 
the subject is constituted by an identified element. On the other hand, a constituent as [the 
thing that I prefer] can occur also in sentences with a completely different type of predicate, 
maintaining the same subject function: the thing that I prefer is falling on the floor; the thing 
that I prefer broke. The interpretation of the constituent in subject position as a predicative 
element has to give account of such a distribution: on the contrary, it would be no explanation 
for the fact that the same constituent in the same position should have the value of a predicate 
in (5) and of a normal subject in the just mentioned sentence. 
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CHIEDE 
A SPONTANEOUS CHILD LANGUAGE CORPUS OF SPANISH1 
Marta Garrote Salazar, Antonio Moreno Sandoval 
Autonomous University of Madrid 
1. CHIEDE 
The spontaneous child language corpus, CHIEDE, is made up of around 60.000 
words. About a third of the whole corpus is comprised of child language and the rest 
of adult speech. The main feature of CHIEDE is the spontaneity of interactions: 
texts are recordings of communicative situations in their natural context. The 
resource is presented in different formats: an orthographic transcription, an 
automatic phonological transcription, an XML tagged version and the text-sound 
alignment. We also provide results obtained through statistical methods, of data 
from the annotated texts.  
CHIEDE fulfills all the requirements of a modern spoken language corpus. It is 
in an electronic format, allowing the storage and manipulation of data and the 
interchange with other interested researchers. Its proportioned design and diversity  
- sex, age and communicative situation variables - guarantees that it is 
linguistically representative. Its presentation on a web site makes it freely available 
(http://www.lllf.uam.es/chiede). Finally, its classification structure allows it to be 
properly utilized.  
1.1 Corpus design 
To record the corpus CHIEDE, we entered into a collaboration with a Spanish public 
school, which allowed us to record children from Infant School groups (from 3 to 6 
years old). CHIEDE is a transversal corpus, made up of three groups of individuals, 
divided by ages (from 3 to 4 years old, from 4 to 5 and from 5 to 6). 
Our corpus represents two kinds of interactions: spontaneous collective 
conversations, recorded at a daily activity in classroom, and personal interviews in 
which an adult talks to a single child. 
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CHIEDE consists of 58.163 words, in 30 texts, with 7 hours and 53 minutes of 
recordings and 59 child participants. Each recording is aligned with its 
corresponding orthographic transcription, including a header with metadata or 
sociolinguistic and contextual information. Apart from the audio and the text files, 
two other kinds of files are included: those in which an automatic phonological 
transcription has been carried out and those where the text appears in XML format 
with the morphosyntactic annotation. The files are identified with a name where the 
age of the child participant is specified.  
 
Table 1. CHIEDE measurements 
CHIEDE 
MINUTES TURNS UTTERANCES WORDS 
473´11´´ 10.042 15.444 58.163 
 
A goal of the project was to obtain a balanced corpus between participants and 
communicative situations. For this purpose, the same number of children of each age 
group (three, four and five years old) were recorded and placed into three 
subcorpora; each subgroup contained the same number of boys and girls. The 
number of recording hours and words are similar for the collective interventions and 
the individual ones. The total number of participants in the interviews is 24, in three 
groups of 8 individuals having the same age, further divided by sex. For the 
collective conversations, the number of participants is not as balanced, as it 
depended on the number of pupils at classroom. Thus, the three-year-old group was 
made up of 21 pupils, and the four-year-old group, 21 as well, while the five-years-


















































We based our annotation criteria on the annotation system developed for the C-
ORAL-ROM project, which is based upon the CHAT format. We also made 
consistent use of its XML schema, thus guaranteeing textual standardization 
throughout the corpus. 
Each file contains metadata and a transcription. The metadata includes 
sociolinguistic information. The transcription is orthographic and includes tags that 
mark disfluencies, noises, overlaps and prosodic units; it is structured by turns 
introduced by a three-letter code which identifies the participant. Morphosyntactic 























Figure 2. CHIEDE fragment 
2. The computational tool 
The orthographic transcription is not sufficient in itself. At LLI-UAM, various 
computational tools have been developed to transform the plain format of a 
@Title: Jorge y Marta 
@File: JOR4 
@Participants: JOR, child, (man, 5:0, 1, Ciudad Real) 
TEA, adult, (woman, B, 3, Madrid) 
@Birth_Date: 20/02/2001 
@Date: 22/02/2006 
@Place: Ciudad Real 
@Situation: conversation in an empty classroom at school. 
@Topic: daily matters 
@Source: CHIEDE  





@Revisor: Ana and Marta 
@Comments: JOR (middle class; birth order: 1st)  
 
*JOR: aquí /// 
*TEA: a ver si puedes /// ¿ cuántos años tienes Jorge ?  
*JOR: &eh tengo -> / cuatro ///  
*TEA: cuatro /// que fue tu cumple el otro día /// ¿ a que sí ? 
*JOR: cinco sí /// 
*TEA: ¡ah! ¿ cinco ? ¿ o cuatro ? 
*JOR: bueno / hoy &cum [/] mañana cumplí cinco // pero ahora / tengo cuatro /// 
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transcription text into a proper tagged format to match the metadata with the lexical 
elements and calculate the corresponding statistics. In this section we will explain 
this process, and later we will see how the data extraction process has been carried 
out.  
2.1 Results of CHIEDE annotation 
Once sampling, transcription, and revision have been completed, the corpus is 
annotated, including phonological, morphological and part of speech tags. The 
following statistics are gathered: 
 
- Mean Length of Utterance (MLU): in syllables and phonemes 
- Frequency of use of lemmas and word forms 
- Type/token ratio: lexical diversity 
- Most frequent words 
- Most frequent categories 
 
All these data allow us to describe language use and establish linguistic behavior 
patterns.  
 
2.1.1 Data extracted from the morphosyntactic tagger 
The morphosyntactic tagger deals with three linguistic levels: the morphological, the 
syntactic and the lexical ones. We used the morphological information included in 
the lexicon entries to obtain the different lemmas that appear in the corpus, plus the 
part of speech information added to each word or multiword.  
Table 2 presents data related to the whole corpus, including adult language, 
sorted by age group: 
 
Table 2. Word forms and Lemmas by ages 
 Total words Different word forms Different lemmas Word form/lemma ratio 
Adults 36.905 2.910 1.804 1,61 
Group 3 5.713 985 718 1,37 
Group 4 6.374 1.155 839 1,38 
Group 5 8.993 1.450 1.056 1,37 
 
In this table, the first column includes the total number of words for each group, the 
second column, the number of different words that appear and, the third one, the 
number of different lemmas. The total number of words for the child subcorpus is 
21,080. The last column shows the lexical diversity, that is, the ratio of word forms 
for each lemma. This ratio scarcely changes for the three child groups, while it does 
change for the adult subcorpus, as word inflection increases in adult language. 
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Differences can be seen between the three child groups regarding the increase of 
word forms and lemmas. For the three-to-four period, there is an increase of 170 
word forms and 121 lemmas; for the four-to-five one, this number goes up to 295 
word forms and 217 lemmas. This shows that for the first of these periods - from 
three to four years old - learning is slower than for the second one.   
We also find that, although the number of recording hours is similar for the 
three groups, there is a difference of 3,219 words between the three-year-old group 
and the five-year-old one. Five-year-old children are already able to have a pseudo-
adult conversation. This can be more clearly appreciated by inspecting the MLU in 
syllables and phonemes. As discussed in the next section, the MLU in phonemes is 
10.29 for the three-years-old group, while for the five-years-old one it increases 3.82 
points.  
 
Table 3. Word frequency by age groups 
Word frequency (10 first words) 
Age group: 3 Age group: 4 Age group: 5 
Word Frequency Word Frequency Word Frequency 
y 322 y 341 y 502 
no 271 que 213 a 289 
sí 204 el 206 no 274 
el 162 sí 195 que 259 
yo 157 no 179 el 251 
un 148 a 165 sí 248 
la 141 la 153 la 217 
a 128 de 148 me 189 
me 119 en 136 de 172 
se 106 mi 131 se 171 
 
Regarding word frequency (Table 3), it is worth pointing out the abundant use of the 
copulative conjunction “y”. This is due to two facts: firstly, this is the first 
coordination strategy that children learn; secondly, “y” have a different use apart 
from being a copula, and it is usually used as a discourse marker, not only relational, 
but also a subjectivity one: it is used by the speaker as a turn-taking strategy. The 
following example clearly shows this last function of “y”:  
 
*DAI: y [/] y yo sé + 
*TEA: ¡ qué bonito ! y a ver María /// 
*DAI: y mi &pa + 
*TEA: espera / espera a María /// a ver María ///  
*MRI: mi papá no le regala / nada a mi mamá ///  
%alt: (6) na 
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*TEA: pero bueno + 
*MRI: ¬ y mi mamá sí ///  
 
Apart from that, it is also worth noting the high frequency of negative and 
affirmative adverbs (“sí” and “no”) and the use of pronouns and determiners. In 
short, in any spoken language corpus the most frequent elements are grammatical 
categories; the lexical ones appear after the first twenty positions in CHIEDE. 
Possibly most striking is the lack of discourse markers, as “bueno”, “¿sabes?” or 
“¿no?”, so frequent in adult spoken language.  
If we do not take into account the grammatical categories, the acquisition of 
lexical categories as verbs, nouns or adjectives is quicker from four to five years old 
than from three to four (Table 4). In the second period (four to five years old), the 
number of new lemmas more than doubles. Thus we see that there is a great increase 
in lexical category acquisition during the fourth and fifth-year period. 
 
Table 4. Lexical categories by age 
 Verbs Nouns Adjectives 
Age group: 3 
Word forms 906 836 157 
Lemmas 138 313 50 
Age group: 4 
Word forms 937 998 141 
Lemmas 143 357 57 
Age group: 5 
Word forms 1324 1340 161 
Lemmas 190 439 72 
 
The two following graphs illustrate the growth of word forms (Figure 3) and lemmas 
(Figure 4) for the three age groups. 
 
Figure 3. Word forms by age group 
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Figure 4. Lemmas by age group 
 
The last thing we are going to deal with in this section is the analogy errors typical 
of child language. This phenomenon takes place during the first years of acquisition, 
when the child has developed adequate skills in morphology and inflection. Once the 
general morphological rules are learnt, the child tends to apply them without 
discriminating, for instance, between regular and irregular forms. These analogy 
errors have been always one of the main arguments of those who reject behaviorist 
theories of learning. They argue that if the child simply reproduces what he listens, 
this kind of errors would not be possible; on the contrary, it is easier to find an 
explanation for the analogy errors if we consider that the child is able to learn the 
morphological rules of his/her language and apply them in a creative way, 
innovating and not imitating. In fact, it is interesting how, after the adult correction, 
the child generally does not rectify and goes on keeping his proposal.  
In CHIEDE, which totals 21.080 words, there are 31 analogy errors, that is, 
0.15% of the whole2. If we reduce the list of word forms to lemmas, we can see that 
there is a total of 17 specially problematic: “acordar”, “cerrar”, “conducir”, “decir”, 
“escribir”, “hacer”, “ir”, “leer”, “mentir”, “morder”, “poder”, “poner”, “querer”, 
“ser”, “soltar”, “tener”, “traer”. According to our data, this phenomenon is more 
frequent in four-year-old children, being reduced in five-year-old ones. So it seems 
to be that it is at the age of five when children start to understand the irregular 
inflection of Spanish verbs. In our corpus, the most persistent irregular verb form is 
“hació/hizo”. 
 
























Figure 5. Analogy errors evolution 
 
2.1.2 Data extracted from the phonological transcription 
Psycholinguistics, in the attempt to explain the acquisition process of a first 
language, usually resorts to different measurement patterns. Childhood development 
stages are calculated, measuring the number of words that comprise the lexicon of a 
particular age, the number of phonemes they handle, or the most frequent syllables.  
Most experts place the phonological system acquisition period from nine 
months to four years old. However, most research on child language does not 
consider individuals older than 36 months, and the child language description stops 
when the child reaches the age of three years old, though it is held that the 
acquisition process continues until the beginning of puberty. That is the reason why 
we consider our corpus of interest for the scientific community, as we provide data 
belonging to children from three to six years old. 
In Table 5, we present the phonological data of the three age groups of our 
corpus. The total number of phonemes is 75,535, and the MLU in phonemes is 12.72 
per turn. It is striking in Table 5 the fact that at the age of three, the child has already 
acquired the complete Spanish phonological system. 
The table we present does not show the phonemes’ order of appearance, since 
they have been already acquired by the children that participate in the corpus, but 
rather their frequency of use. It is known that children tend to use the phonemes they 
better know, while they avoid those which are harder. In the frequency table, we can 
see how the phonemes in the latest rows are the least frequent in Spanish, and 
therefore it is normal that their frequency of use is lower than that of the most usual 
phonemes.  
However, the numbers increase as children ages do. This argues that the 
linguistic acquisition process is still active from three to five years old, and that 
research on first language acquisition must not stop at the age of 36 months. 
Apart from the phonological data extracted from CHIEDE, we have also added a 
fourth column that includes the same information from C-ORAL-ROM (Moreno et 
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al. 2006). Although the data are similar for both child and adult language, we can 
see, especially in the first positions of the table, a higher similarity between the five-
year-old group and the adult one than between the last one and the three and four-
year-old group.  
To appreciate more clearly the child phonological system - at least the one 
presented by the individuals that participated in our corpus - we present five 
independent graphs. Table 5, reported in Appendix to this text, includes the vocals 
frequency and their evolution from one group to another.  
The following graphs show the consonants frequency according to their manner 
of articulation: plosive, nasal, liquids and fricatives (and the affricate tʃ).  
Figure 6. Vocals by age group 
 
Figure 7. Plosives by age group 
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Figure 8. Nasals by age group 
 
Figure 9. Liquids by age group 
Figure 10. Fricatives and the affricate tʃ by age group 
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Another possibility that offers the automatic phonological transcriber is the 
segmentation of words into syllables. In this way, we can quickly and reliably know 
the total number of syllables that comprise our corpus, which ones are those 
syllables and which is their frequency of use. The total number of syllables is 35,086 
and the MLU, 5.91. With these data, we can easily calculate the Mean Length of 
Utterance in phonemes and syllables for each age group. In the following table, we 
present the exact figures and the increase percentage from three to five years old. 
Figure 11 shows this MLU increase.  
 
Table 6. Mean Length of Utterance 
 
Mean Length of Utterance 
Phonemes Syllables 
Age group: 3 10.29 4.88 
Age group: 4 13.57 6.26 
Age group: 5 14.11 6.49 
 
Figure 11. MLU increase 
3. Using xml-tagged corpus for relating meta-data linguistic features 
The original annotation of CHIEDE has been designed to take into account a wide 
range of phenomena, including the acoustic ones (prosodic marks, noises, etc.) that 
can be used by the speech technology community.  
Our aim in this experiment was searching for relevant lexical units in two 
subcorpora: one of adult language and another of child language. The first step 
consists on the segmentation of each speech turn in utterances to prevent wrong-
formed word groups. This task is similar to tokenization in written language corpora. 
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The utterance segmentation is also necessary to delimit the context which the 
morphosyntactic tagger uses to disambiguate.  
A computational program generates a new tagged corpus with a single tag: 
UNIT (utterance), with attributes for speaker, startTime and endTime. In Figure 12, 
we can see the result of this process of XML conversion. The numbers stand for the 
sound alignment times, expressed in milliseconds. In this way, each utterance is 
limited, identifying its corresponding speaker.  
The next step is the morphosyntactic annotation from the XML file. The 
morphosyntactic tagger procedure is the following (Guirao et al. 2006): 
 
- Unknown word detection. 
- Lexical processing: the program splits the fused words (amalgams and 
verbs with clitics). 
- Multi-word recognition: through a lexicon.  
- Single word recognition. 
- Unknown word recognition. 
- Disambiguation phase 1: a feature-based Constraint Grammar resolves 
some of the ambiguities. 
- Disambiguation phase 2: a statistical tagger (TnT tagger, Brants 2000) 















Figure 12. XML Conversion 
 





<f h="JOR" st="0.0" et="4.482" id="1"> 
<UNIT speaker="JOR" startTime="0" endTime="4.482">aquí </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="4.482" endTime="7.655">a ver si puedes </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="7.655" endTime="9.246"> ¿ cuántos años tienes Jorge ? 
</UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="JOR" startTime="9.246" endTime="12.459">&eh tengo -> / cuatro </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="12.459" endTime="13.131">cuatro </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="13.131" endTime="14.267"> que fue tu cumple el otro día 
</UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="14.267" endTime="14.817"> ¿ a que sí ? </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="JOR" startTime="14.817" endTime="15.667">cinco sí </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="15.667" endTime="16.411">¡ah! </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="16.411" endTime="17.09"> ¿ cinco ? </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="TEA" startTime="17.09" endTime="17.755"> ¿ o cuatro ? </UNIT> 
<UNIT speaker="JOR" startTime="17.755" endTime="23.601">bueno / hoy &cum [/] mañana 
cumplí cinco // pero ahora / tengo cuatro </UNIT> 
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<sf t="enu" id="1-1"> 
<w cat="P" lem="aquí" id="1-1-1"> aquí </w> 
</p> 
<p> 
<f h="TEA" st="4.482" et="7.655" id="2"> 
<sf t="enu" id="2-1"> 
<w cat="MD" lem="a ver" id="2-1-1"> a ver </w> 
<w cat="C" lem="si" id="2-1-2"> si </w> 
<w cat="V" lem="poder" tie="pres_ind" num="sing" per="2" id="2-1-3"> puedes </w> 
</p> 
<p> 
<f h="TEA" st="7.655" et="9.246" id="3"> 
<sf t="int" id="3-1"> 
<w cat="PUNCT" lem="¿" id="3-1-1"> ¿ </w> 
<w cat="P" lem="cuántos" gen="masc" id="3-1-2"> cuántos </w> 
<w cat="N" lem="año" gen="masc" num="plu" id="3-1-3"> años </w> 
<w cat="V" lem="tener" tie="pres_ind" num="sing" per="2" id="3-1-4"> tienes </w> 
<w cat="NPR" lem="Jorge" id="3-1-5"> Jorge </w> 
<w cat="PUNCT" lem="?" id="3-1-6"> ? </w> 
 
Thus, each word in the corpus can be related to the speaker. The file keeps in the 
header all the socio-contextual information, being possible to create as many 
subcorpora as different features appear in the header – an adult language subcorpus, 
a child language subcorpus, etc. After the division into subcorpora, it is possible to 
calculate the occurrences (tokens) for each lexical unit (types). The procedure can be 
applied to any type of linguistic information that had been annotated in the corpus.  
3.1 Extracting word clusters 
If we calculate the statistics on each unit directly, the result would not be correct, as 
the pluri-verbal lexical elements (that is, idioms) would not be included in the count. 
Frequent discourse markers like “por ejemplo”, “o sea” or “es decir” would not 
appear if we work on lexical units made up of a single word. To solve this problem, 
it has been created an idioms list by categories, including nominal compounds (“fin 
de semana”). Each idiom is considered a lexical unit, equivalent to a single word. 
3.2 Applying the statistics of surprise 
To identify distinctive words, lemmas, or categories of a given subcorpus we have 
used the log-likelihood ratio test proposed by Dunning (1993). This method does not 
assume normal statistical distributions of units in a corpus. Instead, the log-
likelihood ratio λ assumes a binomial distribution more appropriate for rare but 
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distinctive words. In addition, this test does not need balanced subcorpora for 
comparison. 
This method has been successfully applied for finding collocations (Dunning 
1993) and terms (Daille 1994). In order to test the method to find distinctive units in 
specified domains, we can work on two hypotheses: 
Two registers (or subcorpora) show no difference in distinctive units (Null 
hypothesis). 
i. For a given subcorpus, we can find out distinctive units (Alternative 
hypothesis). 
ii. We applied the test to two well-defined subcorpora: adult and child 
language. Results are shown in Tables 7 and 8.  
 
Table 7. Distinctive word forms in adult language 
WORDS ADULTS (36.905) CHILDREN (21.080) DUNNING 
qué 1.123  108  510.29 
te 743  59  373.43 
a ver 371  23  207.58 
bien 304  14  189.00 
ah 270  18  146.32 
claro 231  15  126.53 
tú 264  27  113.88 
has 184  9  112.02 
tu 197  14  103.64 
cómo 249  27  103.26 
 
Table 8. Distinctive word forms in child language 
WORDS CHILDREN (21.080) ADULTS (36.905) DUNNING 
mi 334  24  524.66 
yo 417  166  300.54 
sí 647  428  255.77 
me 423  248  198.53 
tengo 130  28  141.16 
Candi 67  9  88.55 
porque 150  86  71.99 
un 431  424  71.25 
padre 60  13  64.86 
he 79  27  64.09 
 
Results confirm the alternative hypothesis and the suitability of the Dunning test for 
the task. Most of the top 10 lemmas in both domains have a low occurrence, but all 
are typical terms in their domain. 
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3.3 Preliminary results 
Our aim was to show a range of possibilities for applying this method to information 
extraction from a corpus. By the moment, we present incomplete data; currently, 
there exists a disproportion of social and register features regarding the linguistic 
ones. Our intention is to enlarge the corpus later. 
In this paper, the linguistic phenomena taken into account are words and idioms, 
phonemes and categories. 
Below, we present the Dunning test results for the two subcorpora: adult and 
child language. The first one is made up of 36,905 words and the second, 21,080. 
Tables 9 and 10 show the distinctive categories in each subcorpus. 
 
Table 9. Distinctive categories in adult language 
CATEGORIES ADULTS (36.905) CHILDREN (21.080) DUNNING 
MD 1.731  449  264.71 
P 6.564  2.739  234.8 
INTJ 524  81  162.52 
V 6.450  3.167  59.07 
AUX 1.278  522  44.88 
 
Table 10. Distinctive categories in child language 
CATEGORIES CHILDREN (21.080) ADULTS (36.905) DUNNING 
POSS 453  360  127.55 
N 3.174  4.419  110.27 
ADV 1.861  2.428  96.97 
Q 1.739  2.497  42.94 
NPR 910  1.242  33.33 
C 2.184  3.403  19.83 
PREP 1.773  2.786  13.63 
ART 1.338  2.068  13.29 
 
These results make us interpret the following: 
 
- In adult language, contrary to what happens in child language, elements 
like discourse markers (DM) or interjections (INTJ) are highly 
frequent. Both elements belong to the pragmatic level and require 
higher linguistic skills. 
- While in adult language verbs (V) are the element that guides the 
speech, children from three to six years old base their speech on nouns 
(N). 
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- Possessive pronouns (POSS) are the most distinctive element in child 
language. According to J. Piaget (1965), until seven years old, child 
language is characterized by being egocentric, that is, it is a simple 
accompaniment of the action and the child does not have any other 
perspective than his/hers. If we have a look back at Table 8, we can see 
that some of the most common words in child language are “mi”, “yo” 
or “me”. 
- In child language, categories like conjunction (C), preposition (P) and 
article (ART) are distinctive. In particular, the high occurrence of 
conjunctions in this subcorpus is caused by the frequent use by children 
of the copulative conjunction “y”, explained in section 2.1.1.  
- Finally, in Table 10 the category proper noun (NPR) appears as 
distinctive of child language. This is a consequence of the context of 
situation, that is, a school context where children constantly demand 
the teacher’s attention, calling his/her name.  
  
Apart from categories, the Dunning test has been also applied to the phonological 
level. The orthographic transliterations obtained from the audio recordings are 
automatically transcribed in IPA. In this way, the texts can undergo the same process 
explained in section 2.1 to extract the phonological information.   
 
Table 11. Distinctive phonemes in adult language 
PHONEMES ADULTS (136.721) CHILDREN (77.240) DUNNING 
t 6.408  2.949  90.86 
b 4.197  1.914  63.6 
e 19.938  10.342  58.27 
k 6.851  3.352  49.62 
s 11.382  5.924  28.72 
 
Table 12. Distinctive phonemes in child language 
PHONEMES CHILDREN (77.240) ADULTS (136.721) DUNNING 
ʎ 1.024  1.108  128.15 
i 6.277  9.635  82.59 
p 2.265  3.176  72.57 
m 2.928  4.348  55.2 
o 8.490  14.247  16.88 
u 2.872  4.667  13.39 
r 407  571  12.71 
g 957  1.461  12.66 
x 618  940  8.54 
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The most interesting thing about the results is the distinctive character of phonemes 
ʎ and r in child language. The first one (ʎ) can be the result of the high frequency of 
the personal pronoun “yo” in the egocentric language of children. Both phonemes 
are liquid, curiously the last phonemes that children acquire in the learning process 
—together with fricatives— due to the difficulty that involves their place of 
articulation (Anula 1998). 
4. Conclusions and future work 
In this paper we have presented a spontaneous child language corpus, CHIEDE, 
made up of 60,000 words, of which a third part correspond to child language. The 
main contribution of this work is the creation of a linguistic resource that is still in 
short supply. The research on language acquisition must be based upon the direct 
observation of reality. With CHIEDE, we provide a wide sample of child language 
in both, audio and text format. Moreover, texts are enriched by phonological and 
morphosyntactic annotation, from which information relating to these linguistic 
levels can be automatically extracted.  
Future work will address the following issues: 
 
- Increase in the size of the corpus, not only in number of words, but also 
in the number of participants and communicative situations.  
- Carrying out qualitative researches from the quantitative data. The 
different phonological and morphosyntactic phenomena can be an 
object of study for future researches. 
 
We have also proved the significance of the Dunning test as a method for the 
validation of psycholinguistic hypothesis in spoken language, as well as for 
determining a register typology. This test correlates linguistic to socio-contextual 
data applying the Statistics of Surprise. For this task, it is necessary to have an 
annotated corpus and the use of XML. The preliminary results are promising and 
had not been shown for Spanish before. However, it is rather premature to extract 
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FROM TEXT TO LEXICON 
THE ANNOTATION OF PRE-TARGET STRUCTURES IN AN  
ITALIAN LEARNER CORPUS 
Giuseppina Turco * Miriam Voghera ° 
* Max Planck Institute ° University of Salerno 
1. Introduction 
In the last two decades, studies on Italian as a second language (L2) have massively 
increased, partly due to the immigration phenomena, involving an ever-increasing  
number of people (Vedovelli 2002a, 2002b; Valentini 2005). Social and cultural 
needs, as well as scientific interests, have given rise to an extensive bibliography at a 
theoretical, descriptive and applied level (De Mauro et. al. 2003; Giacalone Ramat 
2003). 
Many projects have been devoted to the collection of learner corpora, which 
provide us with objectives and reliable material to study learners’ interlanguages 
(IL) (Pravec 2002; Granger 2002). The first Italian learner corpus was the Corpus 
Pavia, a 100-hour corpus of spoken Italian collected at the University of Pavia 
(Andorno and Bernini 2003). In recent years, other corpora have been collected: 
LIPS, a 70-hour corpus of L2 spoken Italian consisting in 530, 000 words, collected 
at the University of Siena Stranieri (Parlaritaliano site); Valico, a corpus of written 
text of 567,437 tokens, collected at the University of Turin (Barbera et al. 2007); a 
corpus of L2 spoken Italian comprising approximately 28,000 words, collected at the 
University of Perugia Stranieri; Cocerit (Corpus della Cetificazione dell’italiano), a 
corpus of approximately 11h of spoken interviews, collected at the University of 
Roma 3 (Ambroso and Bonvino 2008). 
Second Language Acquisition (SLA) scholars agree on a general design of 
‘mise en grammaire’ (Giacalone Ramat 2007) of L2 learners, although not all 
linguistic levels are equally investigated. Studies on morphology and grammatical 
categories, such as tense, aspect and gender, have traditionally occupied a prominent 
position, while a stronger interest in syntax and textuality have emerged more 
recently (Giacalone Ramat 2003, 2007). This also reflects on the annotation systems 
and tools associated to corpora, which mostly take into account the parts of speech 
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and the lexicon, and are not expressly syntax-oriented. In fact, the LIPS Corpus has 
generated a frequency lexicon, while Valico and the Corpus of L2 of the University 
of Perugia Stranieri can be searched by words and parts of speech (PoS)1.  
In this paper we show the first results of a project on the syntax development 
observed in learners of L2 Italian. Its main goal was to compare non-native and 
native structures. In order to produce quantitatively comparable data, we created a 
Treebank corpus of texts written by students of L2 Italian (Turco 2005), parallel to a 
Treebank corpus of spoken and written Italian collected at the University of Salerno 
(Voghera et. al. 2004, 2005). Within this context, we adapted the tagging system 
developed in the Treebank project, AN.ANA.S. (Voghera et al. 2004, 2005) and 
shaped AN.ANA.S. L2 (Turco 2005, cfr. §5). The use of an L2 annotation system 
that has the same basic structure of the system we use to annotate native language 
allowed a straightforward comparison between non-native and native production  
and the minimum use of ad hoc categories for the description of L2 texts.  
One of the most challenging tasks in learner corpora annotation is the treatment 
of structures that deviate from those of native speakers, which we call Pre-target 
Structures here (cfr. § 3). Usually the deviation from native structures is treated by 
error tagging systems, which are associated with learner corpora. Although they can 
vary widely as far as the delicacy of the analysis is concerned, they basically share a 
two-dimensional architecture: the deviation is assigned to different level of analysis 
(morphology, grammar, lexis, syntax) and to different categories or types (Grange 
2003; Dìaz-Negrillo and Fernandez-Dominguez 2006). These types of taggers are 
not easily compatible with a syntactic annotation, which segment the texts into 
different units (such as phrases, clausesm and sentences) since there is no 
association between the error tag and linguistic constituent, and therefore it is not 
immediately possible to go back to the unit to which the deviation applies. In other 
words, in a Treebank annotation system it would be desirable to track down not only 
which type of deviation is present in the text, but also to correlate such a deviation to 
the syntactic unit wherein it occurs. This would permit us retrieve the frequency of 
Pre-target Structures per linguistic unit and to ascertain in which type of constituents 
Pre-target Structures are more commonly clustered. To this end, we developed an 
annotation system, AN.ANA.S. L2, which integrates the tagging of deviation 
structures and the syntactic analysis, by obligatorily assigning the deviating structure 
to different levels of syntactic segmentation (cfr. §5). 
In the following pages, we present the first results of the application of  
AN.ANA.S. L2 and focus on two intertwined subjects: 1) the frequency and the type 
of Pre-target Structures (PtSs) across three L2 Italian proficiency levels (PL), in 
order to identify the developmental changes from the early stage of L2 proficiency 
to a more advanced stage; 2) the evaluation of AN.ANA.S. L2 annotation system for 
the analysis of L2 writing assessment, which we hope will provide fresh empirical 
evidence for the annotation of Pre-target Structures.  
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2. Within the perspective of Interlanguage (IL) 
The present research has been developed within the perspective of interlanguage (IL, 
Selinker 1972, 1992) which is a linguistic intermediate system second language 
learners construct when trying to come to terms with their target language (L2): It is 
“a separate linguistic system based on the observable output which results from a 
learner’s attempted production of a target language norm” (1972, 214)2. Since the 
definition was put forth, IL has generally been recognized as sequences of grammars 
learners develop at different stages in their L2 acquisition process. As a natural 
language, it constitutes an independent system of rules characterized by its own 
internal consistency, in continuous development toward the target language (TL). 
The starting point of such a continuum is represented not only by learner’s L1 but 
also by the whole of general knowledge that we, as speakers of an L1, already hold. 
Thus, the focus of investigation is not exclusively based on first language 
interference phenomena, but also on the learner’s acquisition strategies and his 
developing grammar as system (Richards J.C. 1971, 1975). In fact, since IL is to be 
rule-driven and characterised by internal consistency, it can be defined as 
systematic. Evidence of such a sistematicity might be represented by the regular 
occurrence of some structural patterns at a given stage of the IL. We can exemplify 
this in the following case (1) extracted from a descriptive text3: 
 
(1) Un soggiorno ammobiliato e comodo e non più grande.  
‘A living room furnished and comfortable and not more big.’ 
 
Una cucina pratica e l’appartamento è non più caro.  
‘A kitchen room functional and the flat is not more expensive.’ 
 
più grande   instead of (?) troppo grande 
[more big]    [too big] 
 
più caro    instead of (?) troppo caro 
[more expensive]   [too expensive] 
 
As seen above, the learner regularly extends the use of the adverb più to contexts 
where the adverb troppo would be appropriate in the TL.  
IL is systematic because it is built on regular patterns which can be defined as 
universal. This is probably because it reflects how cognitive mechanisms control 
acquisition, irrespective of the personal background of learners, their mother tongue, 
or the setting in which they learn.  
Nonetheless, systematicity should not necessarily imply the idea of a static nature. 
IL can take different forms and change over time (Braidi 1999), since the permeable 
and interchangeable nature of learner’s grammar seems to be constantly open to 
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different influences and types of processing (such as L1 transfer phenomenon). Also, 
IL grammars are often described as transitional because they shift from one stage to 
another. They are continuously involved in a process of reconstruction, and, as 
learners come in contact with new structures and usages, IL is reshaped and 
reorganized, taking forms different from previous stages4. All this gives ILs the 
quality of being discrete, in the sense that there are discernible differences which 
specifically characterize one interim stage of an IL from subsequent ones.  
The properties of IL suggest a natural order of acquisition in the developmental 
route of language learning (Bettoni 2001; Ellis 2003). It seems that the acquisition 
process takes place by developmental stages; that is, the passage from one stage to 
another is marked by the presence of a new rule5. Further, there is an implicit order 
among developmental stages, in that the acquisition of a given rule seem to entail the 
acquisition of an earlier rule at a previous stage but not to imply the acquisition of a 
later one at a later stage (Giacalone Ramat 1993). However, a given developmental 
stage can be fulfilled even when a learner has not yet totally learnt how to apply a 
rule which had been acquired earlier in all its possible contexts, or, when the learner 
does not master all the functions of a form or all the formal expressions of a 
function. Evidence of a natural order of acquisition derives from many corpus-based 
studies, which register that in contexts of spontaneous acquisition, the first linguistic 
structures to be acquired are isolated (chunks of) words or formulas (Ellis 2003). A 
system of rules building relations between constituents will be developed to some 
extent only afterwards. This trend seems to be shared by all learners, regardless of 
mother tongue. Within such a perspective, all utterances which seem to deviate from 
the target should not necessarily be thought of as determined solely by the process of 
L1 transfer but rather by the process of learning strategies. Some of these strategies 
may be common to all learners while giving the IL the property of being a creative 
system. 
This somehow suggests that IL is systematic within the variability. As said 
earlier, the acquisition proceeds gradually by hypothesis and trials, which can vary 
to a large extent from the standard. For these reasons, in such a continuum, we may 
find common patterns of production shareable by all learners, independent from the 
L1, in addition to a wide range of variability; we may notice a natural order of 
acquisition concerning some sequences as well as many factors of individual 
variability, unavoidably due to personal aspects, such as the pace each single 
learner’s development takes to make one step towards the next stage. 
To sum up, the production of learners is governed by a coherent linguistic 
system and submitted to a process of gradual restructuration, which partly 
progresses in common stages. Sistematicity can manifest at different levels: within 
the IL of one learner and within the ILs of a group of learners sharing a common 
feature (such as the proficiency level or the L1). In the present investigation, we are 
interested in the systematic linguistic features relative to learners of L2 Italian, 
which we shall define as Pre-target Structures (PtS).  
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3. From Errors to Pre-target Structures 
Following Selinker (1972), the notion of IL is at the base of a second language 
acquisition theory which looks at the learning process as a dynamic process. IL 
assumes a perspective "which should be held distinct from the ‘teaching 
perspective’” and where "claims about the internal structures and process of the 
learning organism" (...) "provide the raison d'être for viewing the second-language 
learning from the learning perspective" (1972, 209). This separation was necessary 
in light of a new theory, which called for a new type of ("psychologically-relevant") 
data.  
Nowadays, learning and teaching perspectives are not so far apart any more, 
since many teaching approaches initiate from learner production (such as the 
communicative approaches, Nunan 1991; Brown 1994). However, a common 
approach to the treatment of structures which diverge from the native ones does not 
exist. Acquisitional-oriented research6 considers deviating structures within the 
context of IL and consequently as part of a dynamic grammar system. Pedagogical-
oriented research (among the others Bitchener 2008; Lee 2008a, 2008b; Truscott and 
Hsu 2008) and computational automatic treatment of L2 texts primarily described 
and classified the deviating structures to create for instance, error taggers (Grange 
2003; Dìaz-Negrillo and Fernandez-Domínguez 2006). This two-fold way of 
looking at learner productions would come from two different interests: one focused 
on the learning process, the other on the learning product. 
Yet the analysis of the structures deviating from native structures affords an 
important source of knowledge of the IL development by learners in different stages. 
Therefore, the analysis of deviating structures must become part of the construction 
of IL grammars. In this perspective, deviating structures are possible linguistic 
structures, which reflect approaches to the target language. To this end, our 
annotation system, AN.ANA.S. L2, focuses on the linguistic structures to which 
errors apply rather than on the error itself. The premise on which AN.ANA.S. L2 
was built was to design the development of syntax proficiency as a progressive 
acquisition of different constructions or structures, which must map into linguistic 
units, such phrase, clause. etc. (Ellis 2003). Deviation from native language is thus 
considered a feature of a different syntactic unit. Units that lack all or some target 
features must be considered Pre-target structures; thus, we can have Pre-target 
phrase, clause, etc. Their frequency variation characterises different learning stages. 
In such a way, errors are seen in a dynamic perspective, focused on learners’ 
process and its valuation. This would go along the same direction of learner-oriented 
L2 teaching approaches, focused on social and individual aspects of the learning 
process, the reasons for its failures and success, and of corpus-based learning and 
teaching approaches, which have been developed exploiting computer error tagging 
systems (Kettemann and Marko 2002). 
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By PtS we mean structures perceived as agrammatical with respect to the target 
language. We see examples of what we would perceive as improbable structures 
with respect to the target language produced by beginners ((2)-(4)):  
 
(2) Ho nato 5 marzo  instead of  Sono nato il 5 marzo  
‘(I) have born 5th March’                ‘(I) was born in the 5th of March’ 
      [I was born in the 5th of March] 
 
(3) Mi ha piaciuto  instead of  Mi è piaciuto  
‘To me has liked’   ‘To me is liked’ 
      [I liked it] 
  
(4) Me va matto  instead of Vado matto 
‘Me goes mad’   ‘(I) go mad’ 
      [I go mad] 
 
Even expressions that match with the grammar of the target language but do not fit 
in well with the context and/or do not convey the intended meaning are considered 
PtS. We found such cases due to the inappropriate contextualization of linguistics 
features (communicative intentions, situation, etc.), like the examples below ((5)-
(6)) produced by beginners:  
 
(5) Sono molto buono  instead of (?) Sto molto bene 
‘(I) am very good’   ‘(I) am very well’ 
     [I am very well] 
 
(6) Vorrei alti gradi all’Università 
‘(I)’d like high degrees at the University’ 
 
alti gradi  instead of (?) voti alti 
[high degrees]    [high marks] 
 
As is well known, L2 learners also have to deal with the existence of many 
geographical and socio-cultural varieties. As far as Italian is concerned, we must 
take into account the deep diatopic differences that can interfere with the learning 
process (Dal Negro and Molinelli 2002; Lepschy 2005). In general, we do not 
believe that a sole grammar of the target language exists; it is unrealistic to believe 
in a unique use of the language. Therefore, when a learner uses a geographically 
marked structure or lexical item we do not tag it as PtS, since we prefer to keep 
away from a tempting prescriptive approach. What follows is an example of target 
language variation, produced by an advanced learner:  
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(7) Ci stavano delle differenze instead of       C’erano delle differenze 
'There stayed some differences'         ‘There were some differences’ 
 
The use of the verb form stare (to stay), stating the same existential function as the 
verb form essere (to be), is typically used within the Italian variety spoken in the 
South of Italy.  
Therefore, for a PtS identification it seems reasonable to adopt different criteria. 
It is important to obtain different perspectives beforehand. We have looked at 
clauses in context (not in isolation), assessed language features within a complete 
discourse, and accounted for their full significance. In doing so, it has been a 
straightforward process to move beyond a narrow focus on grammatical features and 
to integrate the evaluation of extra-clausal domains (that is, units like the sentence, 
the paragraph and the text).  
4. The Corpus and the Participants 
The texts of our corpus were collected at the Greenwich University of London and 
elicited by three groups of learners – beginner (BEG), intermediate (INT), advanced 
(ADV) – whose level respectively corresponds to the Basic User level (A2 profile), 
the Independent User (B2 profile) and the ADV to Proficient User (C1 profile) of 
the Common European Framework7. 
In the following table, we show the total number of words and texts produced by 
a total of 41 participants. 
 
Table 1. Number of texts and words of Italian L2 Corpus 
CORPUS BEG INT ADV Tot 
N_TXT 64 47 41 152
N_WRD 6014 6054 6055 18123
 
The subjects were undergraduate students who had different mother tongues and 
used English as a second language in their daily life. Their Italian course was an 
optional language learning course which was part of their combined honour degree. 
Therefore, the language course was timetabled for two hours per week and taught by 
a native-speaking Italian teacher. Other than those two hours, students were also 
expected to spend four hours a week working on their portfolio (see Common 
European Framework) and doing some extra independent learning activity in the 
language centre. Texts were administered at the beginning of the semester (which 
covers a time period of 4 months). Thus the time limit to complete the portfolio was 
extended along the duration of the course. The weighting of this form of assignment 
was 25% and incorporates two other forms of in-class assignments administered 
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during the course. As an incentive, students were told at the beginning of the course 
that their portfolio would be scored and credited 25% if completed to the best of 
their ability. They were also told that some of their writing samples would be chosen 
and employed as the object of investigation for a research project. Also, students' 
background information was collected during the course. 
The type of task prompt designed for the portfolios consisted of a bare prompt; 
namely, a simple explanation of how to perform the task-like activities to be 
submitted. As previewed by the European Framework, texts belong to the three 
macro-categories of text types: narrative, descriptive and argumentative. These are 
types of texts with well-defined and identifiable communicative functions. They 
may represent, then, a good way to examine learners’ proficiency development and 
to reconstruct their IL at a given stage of their acquisition.  
5. The annotation and the Tag-set  
AN.ANA.S. L2, developed within a Treebank project at the University of Salerno, is 
a syntax-oriented annotation system which allows the organization of linguistic units 
of a text within a hierarchical structure of syntactic levels: 1) text; 2) paragraph (or 
turn, if spoken dialogic texts); c) sentence; d) clause; e) noun phrase (NP), verb 
phrase (VP), prepositional phrase (PP); predicative noun phrase (PredP). 
The analysis of the texts in examination is based on a prior segmentation and 
creation of trees (Figure 1) in a linear sequence. Tree diagrams allow the 
identification of the type of relation between phrases and the levels of syntactic 
relations. Each entity (<text>, <paragraph>, <sentence> etc.) stands for the linguistic 
unit represented by a node of the tree. Each entity is defined by a set of attributes 
that assume a value selected within a pre-determined definite set. Tree diagrams are 
created through the annotation in XML format. While using XML, each entity is 
assigned a specific label (or tag). Figure 1 below illustrates two shallow tree 
diagrams (Cutugno and Voghera 2004). 
The given annotation procedure essentially entails endowing a text with ‘tags’ 
(descriptive labels) according to XML standards. A hierarchical role is assigned to 
each single part of the text in relation to all possible syntactic levels and, within each 
level, associating tags which are representative of each syntactic constituent. Each 
tag is defined by a certain number of attributes included in it which permits the 








Figure 1. AN.ANA.S. level of analysis representation 
 
PtSs are assigned to each above-mentioned level. This permits the retrieval of PtSs 
per level of textual encoding (<text> and <paragraph>) and per level of syntactic 
encoding (<sentence>, <clause>, <phrase>). Lexical deviations affecting head 
phrases are marked at phrase level. 
After a snap identification of PtS tagged with a more comprehensive label, the 
second step of our analysis entailed developing a more detailed ontology of pre-
target structures, thereby obtaining a more precise identification of them, thanks to 
the support of the annotation system, AN.ANA.S. L2 and the editor XGate 
(Parlaritaliano site). Such a typology represents a starting point for PtS coding, 
which could then evolve and improve in light of experience gained during a deeper 
inspection of the corpus. As said before, previous research lacked an existing 
ontology of such structures that could be easily translated into a Treebank annotation 
scheme: not many studies in L2 Italian writing assessment provide a detailed modus 
operandi on how to classify, evaluate and annotate what is being referred in the 
literature as errors or mistakes. Subsequently, we aimed to enrich the editor with 
specific tags for each level of analysis. Appendix 1 presents the list of deviations we 
marked and the tag set organized per syntactic hierarchical level. In fact, the 
annotation process goes top-down, that is, from the text up to the phrase. At each 
level, there are the more typical deviations clustered for that level. Some of them 
correspond to cases reported in prior literature on writing assessment in English as 
EFL (Kroll 1990).  
TURN/PARAGRAPH(1) 
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When analyzing PtS, confusion may arise between its description (what is it?) 
and the explanation for its cause (what is it caused by?). The two levels must be 
distinguished. From a preliminary superficial description, we have noticed that, by 
and large, PtS may result in9: a) omission of elements, that is, when learners’ 
production leave out a linguistic element in comparison with target production being 
compared as shown in the example (8), where we can see that the head of NP is 
missing (Ø); b) in extra elements, when learner’s production contains one more 
element with respect to the compared native production (for instance (9) wherein we 
see more verbal construction, either ho or vorrei); c) and in deviating use of 
structures, like the example (10), where learners’ production presents a linguistic 
element which is different from the one present in the comparable native production. 
These are characteristics applying to all linguistic levels discussed above. We may 
find omission of linking elements like subordinator in-between clauses, at a sentence 
level, as well as prepositions in-between phrases, at a clause level. The following 
examples demonstrate the cases discussed:  
 
(8) La Ø più importante è che… instead of La cosa più importante è che… 
‘The Ø most important is that…’                 ‘The thing most important is that...’ 
                                      [The most important thing is that...] 
 
(9) Ho vorrei una grande casa instead of  Vorrei una grande casa 
‘(I) have (I) would like a big house’ ‘(I) would like a big house’ 
       [I would like a big house] 
     
(10) Sono andato a Grecia instead of Sono andato in Grecia 
‘(I) have gone to Greece’  ‘(I) have gone in Greece’ 
     [I went to Greece] 
 
As is well known, tagging is not a straightforward process. A deviating structure or 
element can have different domains, i.e. it may involve different levels of 
codification. A deviation can produce PtS at a different level. In example (11) the 
head of the VP, presumably the verb essere (‘to be’), is missing and the modal 
dovere (‘must’) does not present the agreement with the subject giardino (‘garden’), 
but is used in the infinitive form. 
   
(11) Il giardino dovere Ø grande  
‘The garden must-INF be-Ø big’ 
 
instead of (?) 
 
Il giardino deve essere grande 
‘The garden must be big’ 
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Clearly, in this case, the deviation affects both the phrase level and the clause level, 
so we must recognize the presence of  a pre-target phrase and of a pre-target clause. 
After tagging the whole corpus, it is possible to extrapolate information about 
the syntactic constituents examined through the implementation of a semi-structured 
database10. Analytic results are extracted through queries of the database, supported 
by XPath queries languages (Bird and Liberman 2001, Scott and Bird 2002) which, 
after performing a query, run (top-down and bottom-up) all the way through the 
syntactic tree codified in XML, and then select and group the elements involved in 
the query. 
Then, as seen in Figure 1, the rating scale of PtSs regards different levels of 
analysis, which may subcategorised into two superordinate categories: the inter-
clausal subscale (sentence, paragraph, text) and the intra-clausal subscale (phrase, 
clause). At the textual level, we have considered pre-target structures which do not 
adhere to principles of cohesion and coherence. We have followed some basic 
criteria: the overall argument is well-conveyed; the description or narration of an 
event is clear since temporal and causal relationships are logically expressed; ideas 
are all relevant to the topic; the division of text into paragraphs is justifiable in terms 
of content relevance so that ideas are well-related to one another. Referencing and 
the use of linking words are appropriate so that the passage from one unit to another 
does not seem imperceptible. What follows is the opening paragraph of a letter (12), 
produced by beginners, where a PtS at a level of text is shown, since what should be 
at the end of a letter, turns out to be the incipit of the letter.  
 
(12) Tanti saluti da Pheonix. 
[Many regards from Phoenix.] 
 
Visitavamo Ø nostri amici per una settimana in albergo…  
‘(We) visited the-Ø our friends for a week in hotel…’ 
[We visited our friend for a week at the hotel…] 
 
At a paragraph level, we considered PtSs run-on sentences and cases of comma 
splices that do not occur where they should in order to operate a clear division of 
ideas, like shown in the example below (13): 
 
(13) In la casa le camere dovere Ø grande e splendidamente decorate con i bagni.  
‘In the house the rooms must BE-Ø big and splendidly decorated with the 
bathrooms’.  
 
Che chiamo un bellissimo e speciale casa abitare in. 
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instead of (?)   
 
 (…) Quello che io chiamo una casa bellissima e speciale in cui abitare.   
‘That which I call a house beautiful and special in which to live.’ 
[What I consider to be a beautiful and special house to live in.] 
 
At a sentence level PtSs present deviating syntactic constructions (mirroring L1 
transfer); deviating use of the consecutio temporum; omission, extra or deviating use 
of coordinating/subordinating conjunctions; omission or deviating use of 
referencing. The following example (14) by a BEG is a clear case of deviating usage 
of referencing, because we find the clitic feminine la instead of the masculine form 
lo to refer back to the action of swimming:  
 
(14) Non potrei nuotare e la mia mamma ha deserta insegnarla 
‘Not (I) could swim and the my mother has deserted-FEM teach-her-PRON-
COREF of to swim’ 
 
instead of  
 
(…) e la mia mamma ha deserta insegnarmelo11 
‘(…) and the my mother has deserted-FEM teach-to me-it-PRON-COREF of to 
swim’ 
 
PtSs at clause level present deviating relationships between phrases: improbable 
phrase order; the deviating use of arguments; their omission or extra presence; the 
deviating agreement between phrase constituents (like subject-verb); the deviating 
use of prepositions; their omission or extra presence. In the following example (15) 
both lack of agreement between subject and verb and a deviating phrase order 
produced by BEG occur.  
 
(15) il giorni più belle è mia sorella giornata del matrimonio 
‘the-MAS/SING most beautiful-FEM/PLUR day-MAS/PLUR is my sister day 
of the wedding’ 
 
instead of  
 
il giorno più bello è… 
‘the-MAS/SING most beautiful-MAS/SING day-MAS/SING… is…' 
the most beautiful day is…’ 
                   
PtSs at phrase level present deviating relations between the head of the phrase and 
other elements: deviating gender/number agreement, deviating in-phrase word order 
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(e.g. the modifier and its head), inappropriate class shift (e.g. a noun used as a verb), 
deviating use of modifier and determinant, their omission or extra presence.  
The examples show cases of deviating gender agreement (16) and word class 
shift (17):  
 
(16) la spiaggia più bello del mondo 




la spiaggia più bella del mondo 
‘the-FEM/SING most beautiful-FEM/SING beach-FEM/SING of the world’ 
[the most wonderful beach in the world]  
 
(17) Sono scrittura voi dall’Italia 
‘(I) am writing-NOUN you from the Italy’ 
 
instead of (?) 
 
Vi sto scrivendo dall’Italia  
‘To you (I) am writing-VERB from the Italy’ 
[I am writing to you from Italy] 
 
Finally, as far the lexicon level is concerned, we marked inappropriate lexical 
choices and deviations due to L1 transfer process. Examples (18) and (19) show 
clear cases of inappropriate lexical choices produced by beginners, while in (20) the 
learner use a L1 transfer lugare (‘place’) from Spanish lugar instead of the Italian 
luogo. 
  
(18) Il sole sta lucidando instead of (?) Il sole splende  
‘The sun is polishing’  ‘The sun shines’ 
 
(19) Ho picchiato una macchina parcheggiata 
‘(I) have beaten a parked car down’ 
 
instead of (?) 
 
Ho tamponato una macchina… 
‘I hit a car…’ 
 
(20) è in <lugare> caldo instead of  …è in luogo caldo 
‘…(it) is in a <lugare> warm’  ‘…(it) is in a place warm’ 
       [It is in a warm place]  
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6. Frequency and distribution of PtS 
In this section we present the first quantitative data of PtSs per linguistic level (LL) 
and proficiency level (PL). Even if we do not claim to give statistical significance to 
our results, we think that a quantitative evaluation of PtSs distribution can be a 
measure of the IL development and can reveal interesting trends in learning patterns. 
In fact, we think that quantitative analysis can shed light on many aspects of ILs 
(Granger 2003; Ellis 2003).  
The number of PtS found in the corpus (Table 2) shows that the writing learning 
process proceeds regularly from the lower to the upper levels, since PtSs percentage 
decreases by nearly 50% as long as it goes from the lower PL (BEG) to the upper PL 
(ADV).  
 
Table 2. PtS (absolute and relative) numbers per PL  
PL BEG INT ADV  TOT









Figure 2 shows the distribution of PtSs in relation to each LL. We can notice that 
learners seem to have better control at the highest levels of textual and syntactic 
planning, since these levels score the lowest number of PtSs. Instead, the most 
critical domain seems to be at the phrase level, wherein more than 40% out of all 
PtSs occur. 
 
TXT PAR SENT CLAUSE PHRASE
 
Figure 2. PtS Percentage per PL and LL calculated on the whole corpus 
 
We find that such a frequency pattern, affecting the highest levels of the writing 
processing, is common to all three PLs, although PtSs distribution diverges from one 
PL to the other, as shown in Figure 3.  
 










TXT PAR SENT CLAUSE PHRASE
BEG INT ADV 
  
Figure 3. Distribution of PtSs in relation to LLs for each PL 
 
The three PLs show a similar pattern of frequencies: most of the PtSs are distributed 
in the three syntactic levels (phrase, clause, sentence), while they decrease rapidly at 
a textual level (paragraph and text). Results coming from our data suggest that 
learners across the three PLs are more proficient when building up a textual frame 
and ensuring a basic coherence within the text, while they are less proficient in the 
shape of the single syntactic chunks. Considering the type of texts (narrative, 
descriptive, argumentative) and learners (undergraduate students), textual planning 
may represent the level learners can deal with better than the other levels. This may 
be due to a cultural-educational factor; in general, a good master of textual level 
patterns can be traced to due to learners’ education and schooling backgrounds12: 
“L2 writing relates closely to native-language literacy and particular instructional 
contexts” (Myles 2002, 8). Also, one more reason may be due to the fact that all 
learners share a common textual-literacy tradition, since most of them come from 
European countries and have been educated in very similar contexts. Finally, a 
factor which can contribute to good textual planning is the relatively short size of 
texts included in the corpus (Turco in preparation).  
The development of learner’s syntax seems to be more internally complex and 
not at all linear. In such a respect, two points have clearly emerged from our first 
findings: firstly, the frequency of PtSs show that the phrase level is a critical point 
across all the PLs; secondly, syntactic proficiency does not seem to start from the 
bottom levels (phrase) and go up to the higher levels (sentence level). Data clearly 
show that the master of clause internal rules does not necessarily imply the master 
phrase internal rule. In fact, the number of pre-target structures at different levels do 
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not vary proportionally: Pre-target structures are always more numerous at phrase 
level, regardless of the PL. 
The highest number of Pre-target phrases derives from the fact that the phrase is the 
syntactic domain of many grammatical choices about categories values in Italian. In 
NP learners must express the gender, number and definiteness of the head noun, 
eventually controlling the agreement of determinants and adjectives (Chini 2003). It 
is worthwhile to recall that Italian flexional morphology is highly redundant and that 
both determinants and adjectives have different endings according to the gender and 
the number of the head nouns. The complexity of multiple agreements in Italian 
unavoidably leads to the production of a higher number of deviations: in fact, most 
of the Pre-target NPs present lack of agreement, as shown in the example (21), 
where the learner miss the agreement between the head noun spiaggia (FEM) and 
the target of agreement, the adjective bello (MAS):  
 
(21) la spiaggia più bello del mondo 




la spiaggia più bella del mondo 
‘the-FEM/SING most beautiful-FEM/SING beach-FEM/SING of the world’ 
[the most wonderful beach in the world] 
  
If we compare the syntactic roles within the Pre-target NP, we notice that Pre-target 
NP are more frequent as object-role than as subject-role or as circumstantial: half of 
the Pre-target NPs are indeed in the syntactic role of object. This probably depends 
on the assumption that subject position is generally more preserved in ILs because of 
its salience for the learners: syntactically speaking, the subject represents the 
element which pilots the agreement inside the clause; semantically, subjects 
represent the actant which has a major control on the action; finally, pragmatically, 
subjects express the topic of the sentence and/or of discourse (Keenan 1976; 
Giacalone Ramat 2003). 
 




Figure 4. PtS NPs syntactic roles 
 
Pre-target VPs mainly show two features: lack of number agreement between the 
auxiliary and the past participle in the compound tenses and deviating mood choice. 
The lack of number on past participles is probably due to different causes. Firstly, 
the agreement between the subject and the past participle can vary in Italian 
depending on different factors: argumental structure of verb, auxiliaries and essere 
(‘to be’) or avere (‘to have’) (Salvi 1991). The following examples show very well 
that learners do not master the rule of participle agreement, according to which the 
past participle must agree with the subject when the verb is intransitive and has the 
auxiliary essere like in (22), while the subject and the past participle must not agree 
with transitive and intransitive (unergative) verbs with the auxiliary avere, like in 
(23): 
 
(22) …ci siamo svegliato molto presto 
‘…(we) have-PLUR woken-SING up very early’ 
 
instead of  
 
…ci siamo svegliati 
‘…we have-PLUR woken-PLUR up’ 
[…we have woken up] 
 
(23) Abbiamo parlati tutto il giorno e la note 




Abbiamo parlato  
‘(We) have-PLUR spoken-SING’ 
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Moreover, when the past participle occurs as part of a compound form, in Italian the 
controller of number agreement (the subject) can be either absent, because of its pro-
drop property (see (22) and (23)) or relatively distant. In this latter case, distance 
seems to play an important role in number value assignment, since it has been noted 
that the more the distance from the controller, the harder the task for learners 
(Giacalone Ramat 2003). 
Secondly, past participle occurs frequently in native language as an invariable 
form to express perfective actions, such as in finito (‘finished’, ‘gone’), capito 
(‘understood’). These uses probably determine the uses by L2 learners of invariable 
past participle as an expression of perfect in basic IL (Banfi and Bernini 2003). The 
difficulty of marking gender and number on past participles manifests also within 
the NPs where the past participle has the function of noun modifier (Chini 2003). In 
the acquisitional sequence of gender and number assignment within the NPs, the 
past participle comes last after pronouns, articles and adjectives.  
The deviating mood choice within tha VPs confirms acquisitional sequences 
presented in other studies (Banfi and Bernini 2003). It is well known that mood is 
the last notional category, after aspect and tense, manifested by the verb in Italian 
ILs. This explains why in our data inappropriateness in mood choice persists even at 
the advanced PL. 
 
(24) Che peccato tu non potrebbe venire! 




…tu non possa venire 
‘…you not come-SUBJUNCTIVE’ 
[… you could not come] 
 
(25) Vorrei uno studio in modo da potrei studiare 




… in modo da poter studiare  
‘…so to-PREP to study-INF’ 
[… so to be able to study] 
 
As far as verb endings are concerned, relatively few Pre-target VPs present 
deviations: the Pre-target VP which present deviating verb endings are 23% of the 
PtSs in the beginner PL and 15% of the PtSs in the advanced PL. According to 
Giacalone Ramat (2000; 2003) this is due the high degree of diagrammatic 
transparency in many Italian regular verb forms which can be easily segmented and 
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processed by learners. Such a property somehow eases the meaning-to-form 
matching, which is essential for the acquisition of the morphological markers. 
While Pre-target phrases decrease regularly, passing from the beginners to the 
advanced, Pre-target clauses remain constant across the three levels and Pre-target 
sentences increase (Table 3).  
 






BEG 12,83% 24,01% 
INT 18,60% 22,26% 
ADV 24,46% 23,02% 
 
The most frequent deviation at clause level is the deviating subject-verb agreement. 
This feature is significantly present not only at the initial acquisitional stages, but 
also at the advanced level, although it may differ from one stage to another. In 
example (26), there is agreement deviation at the NP level, because of the lack of 
agreement between the masculine controller noun (giorni) and the adjective target 
which is feminine (belle), and at clause level, because the verb is singular rather than 
plural. These cases are typical of the beginner stages in which the learners 
apparently do not master agreement rules at any syntactic level. 
 
(26) il giorni più belle …  
‘the-MAS/SING day-MAS/PLUR most beautiful-FEM/PLUR …’ 
(BEG) 
 
instead of  
 
il giorno più bello… 
‘the-MAS/SING day-MAS/SING most beautiful-MAS/SING …’ 
[the most beautiful day…] 
 
Examples (27) and (28) show two different cases. In (27) the learner perfectly 
masters the agreement within the NP, but does not master the difference between the 
NP and the VP; in (28) the opposite happens. 
 
(27) …ci sarebbero un bagno romano … 




instead of   




…ci sarebbe un bagno romano … 
‘…there would be-SING a-SING/MAS bathroom-SING/MAS roman-
SING/MAS’ 
[…there would be a Roman style bathroom] 
 
(28) Le cose che mi fanno piangere sono specialmente le cose triste 
‘The things which to me make cry are especially the-PLUR things-PLUR sad-
SING’ 
 
instead of    
 
 …le cose tristi 
‘the-PLUR things-PLUR sad-PLUR’ 
[…sad things] 
 
Finally, we can have cases of deviating subject-verb agreement, such as in example 
(29) produced by an intermediate learner, showing only the agreement within the NP 
[tutta la classe] but not between the NP (singular) and the verb (plural), probably 
because the collective noun classe is not randomly interpreted as plural at a semantic 
level. In this case, the agreement rule is semantically driven. 
 
(29) Tutta la classe hanno mostrato i loro piatti 





Tutta la classe ha mostrato 
‘Whole the class-SING has shown the their dishes’ 
[The whole class has shown their dishes] 
 
From these examples, we can suppose that subject-verb agreement and agreement 
among the constituents of the NP can be independently mastered. Our data bring 
evidence to the major relevance of subject-verb agreement for the learners, since 
they seem to use it before and better than the agreement between the elements inside 
the phrase. This depends on the fact that subject-verb agreement is necessary to 
guarantee cohesion and coherence to the discourse, while the disagreement among 
the elements of the phrase normally does not have consequences as far as the 
transmission of meaning is concerned. 
The last syntactic constituent we have considered is the sentence. As we have 
seen in Table 3, at the advanced level Pre-target sentences occur twice as much at 
the beginner level. This is because the degree of syntactic complexity may differ to a 
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large extent according to the PLs. At the beginner level, sentences with two or more 
clauses are nearly 50% of the total, the pluriclausal sentences become 70% at the 
intemediate level and 75% at the advanced level (Turco in preparation). The most 
common deviation is lack of conjunction or other linking elements, such as relative 
pronouns and prepostions. The examples (30)-(32)  
 
(30) Il giorno più belle della mia vita è il giorno Ø ho incontrato il mio ragazzo 
‘The most day-MAS/SING beautiful-FEM/PLUR of the my life is the day Ø (I) 




Il giorno più bello della mia vita è il giorno in cui ho incontrato il mio ragazzo  
‘The most day-MAS/SING beautiful-MAS/SING of the my life is the day in 
which (I) have met the my boyfriend’ 
[The most wonderful day in my life is when I met my boyfriend] 
 
(31) …anzi, le strade erano così cattivo Ø è scoppiato un pneumatico. 





…anzi, le strade erano così cattive che è scoppiato un pneumatico. 
‘…rather, the streets-FEM/PLUR were so bad-FEM/PLUR that Ø has blown 
out a pneumatic’ 
[…rather streets were so bad that a pneumatic has blown out] 
 
(32) anche dare alla gioventù la opportunità Ø imparare un mestiere 
‘…also to give to the youthness the chance Ø learn-INF a job’ 
 
instead of  
 
…la opportunità di imparare un mestiere 
‘…the chance of-SUB PREP to learn a job’ 
[…the chance to learn a job] 
 
It is interesting to note that as the degree of sentence complexity grows deeper, as at 
the upper levels of proficiency, the presence of co-reference deviations increases, 
while they are basically absent at the beginning level within the sentence. 
Finally, as far as the lexicon is concerned, we have taken into account deviating 
lexical choices which are shown not to be pragmatically appropriate to the 
communicative situation. The Table 4 shows that the INT level scores the highest 
frequency of deviating lexical choice.  
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Table 4. Frequency of Lexical Deviation per Proficiency Level 
 





It appears that there is no immediate correlation between lexical proficiency and 
PLs. Further investigations on the frequency of lexical types and tokens would be 
useful, so as to gain deeper insight into the highest number of lexical deviation in the 
INT level with respect to the BEG level. However, we think that this is in partly due 
to the type of tasks: written communicative situations are more guided in the case of 
BEG, whereas they are freer in the case of the INT level. From a first qualitative 
analysis, we can say that INT learners' lexicon seems to be richer than BEG. 
Somehow, they are more creative in the use of their lexical repertoire (partly 
required by freer task prompts). This may lead to a higher probability of 
inappropriateness in their productions (ex. (33)-(34)). Conversely, in the case of 
BEG, specific writing contexts and guided task prompts represent a constraint to 
creativity and lead learners to adhere more to the usage of formulas or more 
common words in their productions. 
 
(33) Ho picchiato una macchina parcheggiata... 
‘(I) have beaten a parked car down’ 
 
instead of  (?) 
 
Ho tamponato una macchina 
‘(I)  hit a car…’ 
[I hit a car] 
   
(34) ritirano che la pena di morte è una condanna appropriata 
‘(they) withdraw that the penalty of dealth is a sentence appropriate’ 
 
instead of (?)     
 
ritengono che la pena di morte è una condanna appropriata 
‘(they) believe that the penalty of dealth is a sentence appropriate’ 
[They believe that the penalty of dealth is an appropriate sentence] 
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7. Final remarks 
We would like to conclude with some considerations about the efficiency of the 
annotation system discussed here and the syntactic development our data show 
across the three PLs. 
Our annotation system, AN.ANA.S. L2, tries to reconcile the syntactic analysis 
of learner productions with a systematic tagging of deviating structures. The choice 
was to map deviating structures onto textual and syntactic units, to retrieve not only 
the single deviation, but, in a manner of speaking, the domain of the deviation. It is 
clear that a deviating structure can affect constituents of different size and level, 
giving rise to different PtS. 
Since our focus was on PtS more than on deviating aspects, AN.ANA.S. L2 uses 
a relatively light tag set, if compared with established error tagging systems 
(Granger 2002, 2003, Dìaz-Negrillo and Fernandez-Dominguez 2006). However, the 
annotation was sufficient, in our opinion, to enlighten the critical syntactic points in 
the learning process, and in turn to obtain the valuable property of manageability. 
The description of the syntax of IL by the frequency of different PtS across the 
three PLs reveals how learners build their syntactic proficiency through the 
construction of different syntactic chunks. Additionally, looking at the internal 
constituency of syntactic units permits us to see how the same linguistic aspect can 
be differently mastered at different levels. For instance, our data seem to show that 
subject-verb agreement is used before the agreement among phrase elements is used. 
Quantitative results suggest learners use a type of writing proficiency which 
goes from the highest to the lowest levels of syntactic planning: in our corpus most 
of the PtSs occur at the phrase level, while pre-target clauses and sentences are half 
as numerous. Moreover, pre-target phrases remain numerous in all three PLs: at the 
advanced level 36% of PtSs are phrases. This implies that learners can produce well-
formed sentences, whose phrases lack many native features. 
This seems to indicate that there is not a unique direction of syntactic development 
(Pienemann 1986, 1998); i.e., learners do not proceed from micro-units to macro-
units or vice versa, but they go back and forward continuously. The development of 
syntax does not consist of an additive process that merely goes from simple to 
complex units, but of a constant process of redefinition of the relationship between 
forms and functions. This means that syntactic development may not always be so 
linear and implicational (lexical entries > lexical categories > phrasal > inter-phrasal 
level, etc.), but learners work simultaneously at different levels. Learners seem to 
start building up chunks, no matter how accurately, and then to come back to the 
internal features of the chunks. Syntax develops through an inter-relational process; 
that is, it does not start from building relations 'within' one single level but 'between' 
different syntactic levels. In this way learners progressively acquire the capacity to 
use the same linguistic resource (for instance agreement) at different levels. 
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The learning process does not have a unique direction of development and does 
not merely consist of increasing the number of structures. ILs corresponding to 
different stages of learning are not characterized only by the presence of new 
structures, but also by the capacity of using old structures in new contexts. ILs are 
open and transitional systems, which necessarily change as long as the learners act 
linguistically in increasingly complex situations. This can imply the acquisition of 
new structures and the mapping of new forms with known functions and known 
functions with new forms (Tomlin 1990; Cristofaro and Ramat 1999; Braidi 1999; 
Bettoni 2001; Ellis 2003).  
Finally, we have considered if and to what extent our results depend on the 
specificity of writing. There is no doubt that students’ responses are conditioned by 
cultural-educational reasons, since their writing proficiency and their text 
construction process is determined by past writing experience-writing knowledge 
and practice that students receive through instruction, as found for other languages 
in many studies (Berman 1994; Carson 1992; Cumming 1989; Silva 2005). This 
skill can come from both general L1 literacy training provided in school (which in 
our case is a common literacy because learners all come from mature literate 
contexts) and from L2 writing educational instructions. This can explain why we 
found very few PtSs at textual level: it is presumable that university students can 
cope with short descriptive and narrative texts. Also, we should take into account the 
idea that planning at a textual level calls for abilities which are partially different 
from micro-level forms of syntactic planning: textual processing lies very much on 
the building of semantic relations, such as the coherence or the overall organization 
of the text (i.e. introduction, body and conclusion), while syntactic organization 
implies the ability of building relationships of structural nature.  
However, we think that the great difference in the proficiency of text 
mechanisms and lower syntactic ability may lead to the hypothesis that while 
writing, learners build up the textual frame in order to offset the deficits that 
eventually affect the lowest levels. In that sense, an ill-structured phrase can receive 
significance from a well-formed textual structure, as the example (35) shows: 
 
(35) Abbiamo parlati tutto il giorno e la notte, e da allora, noi amore l’altro e ci 
sposiamo. 
‘(We) have spoken-PLUR all the day and the night, and since then, we love-
NOUN the other and each other (we) marry’ 
 
instead of  
 
Abbiamo parlato tutto il giorno e tutta la notte e da allora ci amiamo e ci siamo 
sposati 
‘(We) have spoken-PLUR all the day and all the night, and since then, (we) 
each other and we get married’ 
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[We have spoken all the day and night long, and since then we love and we get 
married.] 
 
On the contrary, a well-formed phrase misses significance if placed in an ill-formed 
textual structure (36).  
 
Incipit of a letter 
(36) Tanti saluti da Pheonix. 
[Many regards from Phoenix.] 
 
Visitavamo Ø nostri amici per una settimana in albergo…  
‘(We) visited the-Ø our friends for a week in hotel…’ 
[We visited our friend for a week at the hotel…] 
 
In a written text where no disruptive intervention by other speakers can occur, like in 
spoken dialogues, building up a coherent net on the textual level signifies setting the 
first stone of successful communication.  
 
Notes 
1 It is well known that the PoS tag-sets can vary greatly depending on the different theoretical 
and descriptive choices made by researchers. In any case, an intrinsic feature of any PoS 
tagging is the word-by-word annotation. 
2 The definition of IL has changed over time, since preliminary research on it have appeared. 
Several attributes have been used: referred as ‘approximative systems’ in Nemser 1971; 
‘idiosyncratic dialect’ in Corder 1971, Selinker 1972; Richards 1972, Schumann 1974; 
Selinker 1994. 
3 We usually compare the pre-target structures with the native structures; sometimes the 
corresponding native structure is just an hypothesis. In these cases, we use a question mark to 
precede the reconstruction.  
4 Naturally, learners can even remain at an initial state of proficiency; i.e., IL can fossilize at a 
determinate stage (Selinker 1972). 
5 For further details on L2 Italian see Giacalone Ramat (1993, 2003). 
6 Mainly developed for the analysis of spontaneous language acquisition by immigrants. 
7 A2: Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most 
immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local 
geography, employment). Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple 
and direct exchange of information on familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple 
terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and matters in areas of 
immediate need.”; B2: “…Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete 
and abstract topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation. Can 
 




interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native 
speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Can produce clear, detailed text on a 
wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and 
disadvantages of various options.”; C1: “…Can understand a wide range of demanding, 
longer texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and 
spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly 
and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, well 
structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of organisational 
patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.” (see Common European Framework).  
8 Since the beginning of our project we developed different versions of AN.ANA.S. In 
Appendix 2 we describe the basic attributes for each level; the complete version is described 
in Voghera et al 2004, 2005; Voghera and Turco 2006).  
9 This matches error description due to phenomena like omission, overgeneralization, 
substitution, etc., we find in the literature (Corder 1972, Richards, Ellis 1997). However, our 
classification is not based on the source of the deviations, since we do not take into account 
the L1 as a variable nor its possible influences on learners’ L2 productions.  
10 For illustration of the database scheme derived from the annotation process, Cutugno and 
D’Anna in press. 
11 We do not give a translation for this example, since we are not sure about the intended 
meaning for ‘ha deserta’: ha desiderato? (‘has wished’) ha mancato? (‘has missed’). 
12 This concerns the rhetorical patterns we have investigated, like the overall organization of 
ideas and the use of connectives. It should be said that many studies on Contrastive Rhetoric 
(Kaplan 1966) in L2 writing show that students at this level may transfer macro-level rhetoric 
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Appendix 1: Tag-set for PtSs annotation 
LEVELS ENTITY  TAG-SET TAG DESCRIPTION 
LVL0 
TEXT : in-between 
paragraphs DPC Deviating coherence 
  DPF Deviating linking device 
  MLD Missing Linking device 
  DTT Deviating text type 
  DREF Deviating reference 
  MREF Missing reference 
LVL1 
PARAGRAPH : in-
between sentences DSC 1 
Deviating syntactic 
constructions 
  DPNCT Deviating punctuation 
LVL2 
SENTENCE : in-between 
clauses DSC 2 
Deviating syntactic 
constructions 
  DCT 
Deviating consecution 
temporum 
  DX2 Deviating conjunction  
  MX2 Missing conjunction  
  EX2 Extra conjunction  
  DCOREF Deviating coreference 
  MCOREF Missing coreference 
  ECOREF Extra coreference 
LVL3 
CLAUSE: in-between 
phrases MPH Missing head element 
  EPH Extra head element 
  DO3 Deviating phrase order 
  DA3 Deviating phrase agreement 
  MX3 Deviating preposition  
  DX3 Missing preposition  
  EX3 Extra preposition 
 




LEVELS ENTITY  TAG-SET TAG DESCRIPTION 
LVL4 
PHRASE : in-between 
words  WCS Word class shift 
  DO4 Deviating word order 
  DA4 Deviating in-phrase agreement  
  EXE4 
Extra element in-between 
phrase 
  Dmd Deviating modifier  
  Mmd Missing Modifier 
  Emd Extra Modifier 
  Ddt Deviating determinant 
  Mdt Missing determinant 
  Edt Extra determinant 
 VERB DOMAIN DVv Deviating Verb voice 
  DVp Deviating Verb particle 
  MVp Missing Verb particle 
  EVp Extra Verb particle 
  DVa Deviating Verb auxiliary 
  MVa Missing Verb auxiliary 
  EVa Extra Verb auxiliary 
  DVe Deviating Verb ending 
  MVe Missing Verb ending 
  EVe Extra Verb ending 
  DVt Deviating Verb tense 
  DVm Deviating Verb mood 
LVL5 LEXICON DLC Deviating Lexical Choice 
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Appendix 2  
We show here a reduced version of the DTD (Determined Text Definition) of 
AN.ANA.S. L2. We report here only the main attributes for each element and, in 
brackets, their possible value. The more updated complete version is illustrated in 
Voghera and Turco 2006. 
 
 
<!ELEMENT ANANAS_SCRITTO_L2 (text)+> 
<!ELEMENT text (paragraph+ )> 
<!ATTLIST text 
 text_identification 
 type of text (narrative, descriptive, explicative, argumentative, other)  
 production (monologue or dialogue) 
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 
<!ELEMENT paragraph (sentence+)> 
<!ATTLIST paragraph 
 paragraph_identification 
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 
<!ELEMENT turn (sentence+)> 
<!ATTLIST turn 
 turn_identification 
 turn completion (true/false)  
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 
<!ELEMENT sentence  
<!ATTLIST sentence 
 splitted sentence (start or middle or end of the sentence)  
 uniclausal (true/false) 
 number of clauses (true/false) 
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 
<!ELEMENT clause  
<!ATTLIST clause 
 type (main or dependent or nominal) 
 number of phrases  
 link (subordinate conjunction or subordinate preposition or null or relative) 
 argumentative (true/false) 
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<!ELEMENT NP  
<!ATTLIST NP 
 lexeme   
 subject (true/false) 
 object (true/false) 
 presence of determinant (true/false)  
 presence of modifier (true/false) 
 position (pre-VP or post-VP or circumstantial)  
 … 
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 
<!ELEMENT VP  
<!ATTLIST VP 
 lexeme 
 copula verb (true/false) 
 number of arguments (0 | 1 | 2 | 3) 
 saturation (true/false) 
 person (0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6)   
 position (pre-subj or post-subj …) 
 … 
 well-formed  (true/false) 
> 




  position (pre-modifier or post-modifier or circumstantial or isolated PP) 
 modified phrase (NP or VP or PP or PredP) 
 … 






 part of speech (noun, adjective or pronoun or other)  
position (pre-copula verb or post-copula verb … ) 
 …………… 
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PRE-PROCESSING NORMALIZATION PROCEDURES FOR 
NEWSGROUP CORPORA 
Manuel Barbera, Simona Colombo 
Università di Torino 
1. Introduction 
When dealing with corpora collection and computational analysis it becomes 
necessary to speak about “well formed” texts, i.e. ready to be analysed and 
processed by an automatic computer procedure.  
Collecting written texts such as articles, books, poetry, newspapers, 
advertisements gives the chance to get, almost without particular operation, “a 
collection of written or spoken material in machine-readable form, assembled for the 
purpose of studying linguistic structures, frequencies, etc.” 
 
C’è sempre stata una linguistica basata sullo spoglio di materiali linguistici, anche 
molto copiosi, ma con linguistica dei corpora, traduzione dell’inglese corpus 
linguistics, si intende oggi quella branca della linguistica che si occupa di elaborare i 
dati provenienti da larghi insiemi di testi immagazzinati su supporti leggibili dal 
computer. È dunque una linguistica dei corpora elettronici [...]  (Marello 1996, 167) 
 
The original texts are not always written in a form that is clear and suitable to be 
analysed by a computer, but this is really a matter that becomes extremely relevant 
with the increase of the corpus’ size. 
The first step for a computational approach to corpora is to know the variety of 
text and “non text” recorded in the collection.  
It is a matter of fact that if you collect a large amount of texts that need to be 
verified and checked, you cannot worry about every single text, instead you just 
have to take care of the kind of study you have to carry out and define the best 
algorithm and script to make a corpus out of these texts. 
If your aim is to put together a big quantity of text, it becomes actually difficult 
to understand if there is coherence in these texts and if this material is correct and 
well done. The availability of such a large number of “uncommon” texts made it 
possible to build a corpus that has twofold characteristics: on the one hand this kind 
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of registry gives us the possibility to have a rich quantity of authentic text, but on the 
other hand it contains a set of texts that we can define “non standard”.  
To obtain a corpus you have to use a set of operations with algorithms that have 
to be revised though, if applied on a kind of material that generates a set problems. 
We are going to describe the set of operations to be done on a text to translate it in a 
corpus, than we will explain the troubles and the workaround used to obtain a large 
corpus of “non standard” texts. 
2. Pre processing Standard Operation 
To define a text as a corpus, also in machine-readable form, it is mandatory to apply 
on it the tokenization and elementary markupping. 
The tagging operation otherwise is not necessary, as we can see in the case raw 
corpora «in corpus-driven linguistics you do not use pre-tagged text, but you process 
the raw text directly and then the patterns of this uncontaminated text are able to be 
observed» (Sinclair 2000, 36).  
2.1 Markup specification 
The markupping is the upper level of information makes it possible to underline a 
set of text attributes. We can define different levels of corpus annotation. 
For example we can highlight emphasis forms, usually marked with typographic 
devices such as bold or underlined, or editing properties, such as page number, 
paragraph notation (in the meanwhile the punctuation is isolated at the tokenization 
level and not in the not in the markupping). 
 
Table 1. Markup example of Corpus Taurinense  
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Table 2. Weakly and strongly markup of Newsgroup Corpus (NUNC) 
<HEAD> 
   <doc-id> 
       <id#>XXXXnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn</id#>       
       <mess-ID>____</mess-ID>                
       <mess-ref>____</mess-ref>              
       <charset>ansi;unicode</charset> 
       <lingua>____</lingua> 
       <aut_NA>nick,adress[nnnnn@__]</aut_NA>  
       <fornitore>bmanuel.org</fornitore> 
       <titolo>subject</titolo>                 
       <data>(aaaa,mm;0;?,gg;0;?),0;?</data>    
       <ora>hh:mm:ss</ora>                                          
       <luogo>?</luogo>                    
   </doc-id> 
   <set-id> 
       <corpus>____</corpus> 
       <fonte>NG</fonte> 
       <f_nome>nomeNewsgroup</f_nome> 
       <f_ed>usenet</ed> 
       <gruppo_num>1;2;…,nMess×Thread</gruppo_num> 
       <gruppo_nome>nomeThread</gruppo_nome> 
   </set-id> 
   <autore>...</autore> 
   <testo> 
       <tipo_forma>c-lib_var;c-lib_descr;c-lib_narr;c-lib_reg;c-lib_arg;c-art; 
                   tes;dial;ques;es-trad;dett;rias;post;email;lett; 
                   mgraf;art;rec;rom;nov;poem</tipo_forma> 
       <tipo_stile>saggL;saggS;giorn;man;amm;legisl;acc;?</tipo_stile> 
       <tipo_fine>divulg;spec;artist;intratt;inform;regol;celeb;?</tipo_fine> 
       <topics>...</topics> 
       <keyw>(____,____,____,____,____);?</keyw> 
       <qualita>origCE</qualita> 
       <pat>----</pat> 
   </testo> 
   <testo-incl_1>ripeti_testo_o_canc</testo-incl_1> 
   <testo-incl_N>ripeti_testo_o_canc</testo-incl_N> 
   <ref> 
       <links>http_,…</links> 
   </ref> 
</HEAD> 
 
The markup is a piece of information that is typical of the analysed text but not 
inserted in it. Considering the digital form of a text, we have to define the markup 
level of it to store the text. 
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To isolate the markup level usually a set of  “graphical” forms are used, the 
most common are the HTML (Hyper Text Mark-Up Language) classes to identify 
additional information on the text. 
The next level of annotation that gives more information about a text is the 
weakly embedded markup (Buzzetti 2002). It is then possible to mark  assets of 
information that we can define “meta” information because they are not strictly 
connected to the text form but to the author , title, chapters, paragraphs , pages, lines. 
This meta level of annotation is filled also with a number of strongly embedded 
markupped attributes setting another basket of information such as embedding of a 
text, text genre, poetry etc. 
3. Tokenization 
The process of breaking a text up into its constituent tokens is known as 
tokenization. Usually we use tokenization to discover on the left and on the right of 
a token the blank characters, isolating the atomic units useful for the automatic 
processing.  
These tokens often do not match with the typographic word so it is evident the 
difference between token and word. 
 
Table 3. Tokenization example 1 from NUNC 
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Tokenization is a set of tools used to isolate each token as a significant part of the 
text: 
 
The isolation of word-like units from a text is called tokenization. (Grefenstette - 
Tapanainen 1994, 79) 
 
token means the individual appearance of a word in a certain position in a text. For 
example, one can consider the wordform dogs as an instance of the word dog. And 
the wordform dogs that appears in, say, line 13 of page 143 as a specific token. 
(Grefenstette 1999, 117; cfr. anche Mikheev 2003) 
 
Table 4. Tokenization example 2 from NUNC 
4. Newsgroup non standard features 
The linguistics resources available on the net are marked with some specific troubles 
linked to the informal style of the text and the arbitrary use of the linguistic rules. 
The NUNC (Newsgroup UseNet Corpora), corpora are a set of corpora based on 
newsgroup texts. This kind of example is really good to explain the peculiarity of 
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problems and characteristics typical of “non standard” text. 
The linguistics approach of the Newsgroups highlights some relevant “noise” 
that has to be considered and managed to build a corpus with these kind of texts. 
We can shortly list the most relevant ones: 
 
- Acronyms and abbreviations 
- Several kind of spelling 
- Spamming 
- Repeated text 
- Out of topics 
- Quoting 
- Non standard encoding 
- Formatting mistakes 
- Non textual attachments 
- Html including 
- Emoticons 
- Web art 
 
We are working on corpora build in Italian, Spanish, English, French and German of 
million of words, so it is necessary for us to implement a set of automatic tools to 
process the text, as the large amount of material makes it impossible to do it 
manually. 
We can see the newsgroups registry as a non standard text. In the corpora pre 
processing there are a lot of studies and procedures to approach this kind of text, 
with the intent to mark the non standard part of the text to avoid the crash of the 
automatic procedure. The tools used to implement the NUNC - the IMS (Institut für 
Maschinelle Sprachverarbeitung of Stuttgart) tools for corpus building and query - 
present some features to give the possibility to isolate some part of the text that will 
be ignored by the CQP encoding, avoiding therefore problems and crashing. 
Some important research, such as CleanEval, shared task and competitive 
evaluation on the topic of cleaning arbitrary web pages, to use web data as a corpus, 
for linguistic and language technology research and development. This project wants 
to detect in a web page (considering the web as a corpus resources) the “dirty” and 
non textual part, such as boilerplater, structural annotation, code, to isolate the “text” 
using only it to build the corpus. 
On the contrary in the NUNC it is fundamental to detect and mark a lot of “non 
standard” parts or sequences in order to work and manage the corpus itself. 
The foundamental steps for a text is the line numbering, then the markupping 
both editing specification and meta information and the tokenization. 
The line number script for this kind of text has to consider the peculiarity of the 
text, in which there are the quoting line (the line of the mail to which the writes is 
answering), the text line and the empty line. 
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To preserve the information associated with the writer’s choice to use an empty 
line or to write between quoting lines we have adopted a script that mark all these 
different kinds of line and trace this solutions. Starting from a text such as the table 5 
shows, it is possible to obtain the Table 6 markup text. 
 
Table 5. Plain NUNC text from es.ciencia.enologia 
 
Table 6. markup NUNC text of table 5 example 
 




The collected text are recorder using some particular softwares that match together 
all the messages of a thread and download all the structured text in a text format. 
Making this operation it is possible that the original format of the text gets lost, 
so at the beginning of the encoding work of a corpus we try to rebuild the original 
form of a message, if is possible to infer it from the structure. 
So we have developed a set of scripts to mark a single massage recording is 
hieratical information regarding the other messages. We have adopted the <set-id> 
tag to mark the information about the group name and the number of the message 
inside the whole thread 
 
Table 7. Formatting markup from NUNC 
 
In the meantime we have tried to rebuild the original formatting of the text repairing 
the break lines due to editor translation. 
6. Filtering 
6.1 Spamming Problem 
The term ‘spam’ as it is used to denote mass unsolicited mailings or  netnews 
postings is derived from a Monty Python sketch set in a movie/tv studio cafeteria.  
During that sketch, the word ‘spam’ takes over each item offered on the menu until 
the entire dialogue consists of nothing but ‘spam spam spam spam spam spam and 
spam.’  This so closely resembles what happens when mass unsolicited mail and 
posts take over mailing lists and netnews groups that the term has been pushed into 
common usage in the Internet community. 
When unsolicited mail is sent to a mailing list and/or news group it frequently 
generates more hate mail to the list or group or apparent sender by people who do 
not realize the true source of the message. (Hambridge and Lunde 1999). 
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With spam we indicate the same message sent many times in different groups, out of 
topics within the newsgroup subject, usually advertisement or sellers. 
Even if the mail server has an anti-spam algorithm, it is really difficult and 
expensive the filtering of this kind of messages. 
In the corpus building it is relevant to isolate and mark this kind of messages mainly 
for these reasons: 
 
- The text spam is “dirty” in the context of the thread, so in the corpus 
linguistic approach it is important to filter this “false” textual information 
- The spam messages are usually full of attachment in form of images, html, 
executable programs, they are messages with particular kind of text that 
create big troubles to the encoding software. 
 
We have performed a set of script that put in acts a set of strategy that linked 
together lead to clear the corpus from a big quantity of spam. 
 
Subject Filtering: spamming messages present the same subject across the different 
newsgroups, so we check the subject of all the messages and store them in a 
database of subjects, then we count each subject and cut all the messages that have a 
subject that occur more than the frequency. This value is parametric and is 
influenced by the corpus typology and dimension. 
 
Table 8. Subject Filtering example from NUNC 
 
Post length: the spam message with announcements or advertisement are usually 
quite shorts, so we have filtered the messages  that appear to be shorter than a fixed 
number of lines. With this kind of solution we lose a set of messages that are short 
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but not spam, we have considered that the textual information brought by a short 
message is less relevant that the problems brought about by a spam text. 
 
Table 9. Message length filtering example from NUNC 
 
Message ID Filtering: spamming messages if sent all together from an automatic 
sender have the same message id across the newsgroup. Sometimes the spamming 
algorithm is so sophisticated that the subject is changed but not the identification 
number of the message. So we use a script based on the same logical structure of the 
subject filtering. 
Cross posting: if in the destination groups of a message there are too many 
newsgroups (we have adopt a configurable over limit of 15) the massage could be a 
cross posting spam message, i.e. a message sent together to many different 
newsgroup. 
 
Table 10. Cross Posting 
 
6.2 “Dirty” characters 
In the messages there could be a lot of reasons that introduce “dirty” characters. It is 
important to find them and mark them as “extra testo” to avoid the crashing of the 
encoding program. This characters have been detected following different 
approaches. 
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First of all the different kinds of editor give the possibility to save the texts in 
format different from the ASCII standard. So the re-encoding of the different ASCII 
format, considering unicode different translation clear the text and let the possibility 
to recognize different type of characters. 
 
Table 11. Unicode translation error 
 
The newsgroup posts often have some non-textual attachments, such as  images, 
html, executable programs, and we have designed perl script to isolate and mark 
these pieces of post. 
We have adopted the criteria of marking this “dirty” text and not to delete it 
because we wish to preserve the original form of the text, marking the parts that 
could create trouble to the encoding algorithm but leaving then inside the text in 
their original form and position. 
 
Table 12. Non textual attachment 
 
6.3 Repeated text 
The newsgroup text format itself is based on the quoting phenomenon that creates 
the repetition of the text. If all the repeated text is used in the quoted part of a 
message it will be simple to isolate this text and not to consider it in the frequency 
count. 
But the variety of writers and approaches to this kind of communication gives 
the possibility to refer part of messages yet written without using the quoting 
strategy. So it becomes really relevant to mark the repeated text in order to avoid 
“false” counting information. 
The detection of this text via usual script algorithm based on regular expression 
has two main problems, the first one is the slowness of the procedure, the second 
one is the “theoretical definition” of the length of the text that is marked as repeated. 
On this definition is based the regular expression criteria for the algorithm. It is 
really different to find a sequence on n-word, a sequence of lines, and a sequence of 
paragraph.  
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Therefore we have started adopting a workaround to be sure that this 
phenomenon is under control even if we have “lost” some part of “good” text. 
All the messages are recorded in order implement a script that looks into a 
thread for the longest message, using only one message for thread, including the 
quoting part. 
In this way we try to preserve the most quantity of text, preserving also the textual 
information given from question and answer mechanism. 
Implementing the algorithm some particular attention has been used to filter the 
thread that are recorded on the newsgroup server starting from the answer instead of 
from the first post. 
A parallel approach to this kind of problems is to look for the repeated text not 
using pattern recognition, but using a statistical approach to the whole text based on 
the cluster analysis or on the numerical translation of the messages. 
We are working on this kind of solution, our workaround in the meanwhile 
gives us the possibility to have linguistic query and information not counterfeited 
from a wrong frequency results. 
6.4 Emoticon 
An emoticon is a symbol or combination of symbols used to convey emotional 
content in written or message form. The word is a portmanteau of the English words 
emotion (or emote) and icon. In web forums, instant messengers and online games, 
text emoticons are often automatically replaced with small corresponding images, 
which came to be called emoticons as well. An example of a well known emoticon 
is a smiley face :-) (Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emoticon).  
 
In the newsgroup text there is a large use of “emoticons” used inside the message or 
at the end as signature. 
It is really important to recognize this set of characters and mark them in the 
right way and not as a sequence of punctuation.  
Is necessary to implement an algorithm that mark the difference between a 
simple “…” at the end of a text from .   
The original intent of the parser was to build an emoticon library that grows 
with the growth of the corpus in which we store all the emoticons of the texts. 
Implementing this solutions we realized that it is really difficult to isolate a set of 
emoticons because there are a lot of graphical symbols and a lot of variations on the 
same. 
For example  the simplest one written as : - ) can be also : - )) or : - ))) and so 
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Table 13. Pattern sequence for emoticon recognition 
 
7. Newsgroup tokenizer 
We have now discussed about the relevance of tokenization in a corpus encoding 
process. We wish to underline some peculiar features of tokenization in this 
particular form of the text. It is important to notice that even the standard pattern 
marked in a tokenization script a are not that simple in a context in which all the text 
shows some “strange” behaviour that raises some more difficulties. 
For example the recognition of numeric expression and the tokenization of them 
in respect of the number that they rapresent, that is a work typical of each tokenizer, 
becomes a little bit difficult if in the plain text there are tokens or parts of tokens 
made of a sequence of numbers as a part of some other segment, such as a URL 
address. 
So our tokenizer, which is developed with a common part and a segment 
language dependent, marks and consequently tokenizes some usual patterns such as 
calendar date, phone numbers, abbreviations, numerical expressions, and some non 
standard pattern s, which are typical of these kind of texts - such as genitive and 
auxiliary, e-mail address, URL and news addresses, emoticons... 
We have mentioned the genitive and auxiliary because even in non English 
corpora we often find a large set of English expression, so we have decide to 
tokenize them in the right way with respect of the grammatical English rules. 
We have developed a script that works in an interactive way, marking and 
isolating, step by step the different level of words or of segment of words, leaving 
the ambiguous set of words to be tokenize until the next step of the script in which 
the global tokenization structure could have disambiguated the segment. 
The input is a line to parse, step by step, the line is split isolating the different 
rules of tokenization, starting with the one on which is easy to define how separate 
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Table 14. R1 R2 R3 Lines to tokenize 
 
Table 15a. R1 line Tokenization 
 
Table 15b. R2 R3 lines tokenization 
 
Each language has its peculiarities and tokenization difficulties. We have 
implemented a specific module for Italian, Spanish and English. 
The Italian tokenization has for example the peculiarity of the apostrophe that 
requires a specific pattern. As a matter of fact it is not so easy to distinguish from 
accent, quote, English interference, considering also a lot of variant in the writing 
form, for example I’m or I’ m or I ‘m. So, with an interactive script we first tokenize 
the accent word written with the apostrophe mark for editing problems, then we look 
for the most frequent English form, we look for an apostrophe mark in front of a 
word in the context of the token to discover a quotation mark, and eventually we 
consider it as apostrophe. 
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Table 16. Italian tokenization pattern from it.cultura.linguistica 
 
For Spanish corpora the difference from Italian ones is the different use of 
punctuation, also at the start of a text, the use of ¡¿ , the different list of abbreviation 
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Table 17. Spanish tokenization pattern from es.charla.gastronomia 
 
As we have been trying to show the use of non standard text gives the possibility to 
test these suites of tools to verify their validity and attendance by a computational 
linguistic approach. 
Planning the corpus we knew that the manipulation of these kinds of text would 
be hard and dangerous but scaling the problem step by step we have isolated the 
warning area of the pre processing process. 
Then we have implemented some tools to solve, at least in part, some problems, 
as we have done for example for the spamming problem, or to isolate and control 
some phenomena, even if at the moment we are implementing a solution, such as for 
the repeated text. 
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THE C-ORAL-BRASIL CORPUS 
Tommaso Raso, Heliana Mello 
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (Brazil) 
1. The project 
In this paper we present the C-ORAL-BRASIL corpus for the first time1. This is a 
spontaneous speech Brazilian Portuguese (BP) corpus, which is being compiled 
within a research project coordinated by Tommaso Raso, with the collaboration of 
Heliana Mello, at the Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil. Along this paper it 
will become clear that not all the project phases have the same degree of definition, 
but all are clearly drafted. The project is financed by the Research Support 
Foundation of the State of Minas Gerais (FAPEMIG), the National Council for 
Technological and Scientific Development - Brazil (CNPq), the Federal University 
of Minas Gerais (UFMG) and the Santander Bank2. The corpus was designed from 
its inception to study the informational structure of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and its 
illocutions based on the Informational Patterning Theory (Cresti 2000)3. It comprises 
the fifth branch of the C-ORAL-ROM (Cresti and Moneglia 2005), the reference 
corpora of the four major Romance languages of Europe4. 
The Project was officially launched in January 2007, but even before that, 
through the development of two master theses as a pilot project5, two texts – one 
informal-dialogic and the other tending to be formal-monologic – comprising 5,395 
words, were submitted to all the methodological steps foreseen in the project. That 
is, recording, transcription, segmentation and informational tagging. Besides that, in 
the two texts, the major speech measurements and the informational units of Topic 
and Appendix were studied6. Along the following two years (2007-2008) other 
objectives were added to the project, notably, the study of modality in BP, within the 
LABLITA group paradigm7, and the comparison between BP and European 
Portuguese, with a view to identifying BP features that might enlighten language 
contact studies.  
Today the project has a staff made up of three doctoral students, two master’s 
degree students, four undergraduate research assistants (three have been awarded 
scholarships) and a statistician, besides its coordinator and a senior researcher. 
Several papers have been already published by the group8 and the corpus 
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compilation is at an advanced stage. The expectation is that up until the end of 2009 
the informal part of the corpus will have been completed – this being the most 
relevant half for spontaneous speech studies to be carried out. The other half, made 
up of formal speech, will start immediately after the accomplishment of the first 
half. 
2. The corpus: general features 
The corpus should be comprised of at least 30 hours of recordings, those being 
divided into 15 hours of informal speech and 15 hours of formal speech. The formal 
part of the corpus has not been entirely defined yet.  In principle, the same 
architecture adopted by the C-ORAL-ROM9 will be followed, but it is likely that 
some adaptations to the Brazilian sociolinguistic context will be needed. The 
defining characteristics of the informal half of the corpus, which have been entirely 
decided upon and are in an advanced developmental stage, will be the focus of this 
paper. 
The architecture of the informal part of the corpus dictates a minimum of 15 
hours of recorded speech, distributed in a minimum of 100 texts made up of an 
average of 1,500 words each. A small percentage of texts (not more than 25) can be 
made up of either longer texts (average of 4,500 words), or shorter ones, as long as 
they present a consistent textual autonomy. From the total number of texts, 20% will 
represent public contexts and 80% family/private ones. In each category, i.e. public 
and family/private, a third of the texts will be monologic and two thirds dialogic 
texts or conversations (i.e., dialogs carried by more than two participants). In 
principle, the two latter categories will have a balanced proportion. 
As it was the case in the C-ORAL-ROM, a single diatopy is represented. In our 
case, the diatopy of the State of Minas Gerais, particularly the urban area of its 
capital city (Belo Horizonte), is represented. Therefore, at least 50% of the speakers 
in the corpus are Mineiros, but it is likely that an even higher percentage will ensue 
in the end. Traditionally the Mineiro speech has been divided in three major diatopic 
varieties10. All of them will be represented in the corpus, but the balance of this 
representation is not one of the project goals; thus the metropolitan area of Belo 
Horizonte should have a greater share of the data compiled. 
The corpus attempts to represent the diastratic variation to a certain extent, 
which in the Brazilian context is especially important due to the social-history of 
BP. However, no statistical balance will be sought in this regard. Furthermore, in all 
the different constituent parts of the corpus, interactions among speakers from 
several socio-cultural strata will be included, both upon interacting with speakers 
from the same stratum they belong to and with speakers from different strata. As for 
the level of schooling classification followed by the C-ORAL-ROM, some 
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adaptations needed to be done so that they would better represent the Brazilian 
society. It is needless to mention that there are very meaningful differences between 
the Brazilian and the European societies. The following chart illustrates the different 
criteria followed by the C-ORAL ROM and the C-ORAL-BRASIL: 
 
C-ORAL-ROM C-ORAL-BRASIL 
1 (no schooling or primary schooling) 1 (no schooling degree: up to incomplete 
primary schooling) 
2 (middle school) 2 (up to college degree, as long as this 
degree is not needed for current 
professional activity)  
3 (college student or college degree) 3 (current professional activity requires 
college degree or higher degree)  
X (unknown) X (unknown) 
 
The differences in criteria specified above reflect the differences between the 
European and Brazilian contexts as far as the relationship between schooling and 
linguistic patterns are concerned. Evidently, no schematic classification can be 
entirely satisfactory, but we believe our choices properly represent the need to 
amplify the range of the intermediary stratum in BP vis-à-vis its corresponding one 
in the European project.  In fact, the in the C-ORAL-BRASIL the extension of the 
intermediary stratum (2) is achieved by including a share of what is inserted within 
strata 1 and 3 in the C-ORAL-ROM. This choice attempts to reflect greater profile 
variability within Brazilian educational institutions when compared to European 
ones. 
The level of variation which is focused upon in the corpus and which is 
statistically significant pertains to the diaphasic level, since this really has an impact 
on speech structural variation. The diaphasic variation is represented in the corpus 
according to the following distribution: formal versus informal speech; within 
informal speech, public versus family/private contexts; within each context, three 
interactional typologies, i.e. monologue, dialogue and conversation (more than two 
participants); within each interactional typology, maximal variation of 
communicative situations.  
Recordings are transcribed according to the CHILDES-CLAN system 
(MacWhinney 2000), implemented through the prosodic annotation criteria created 
by Moneglia and Cresti (1997). 
3. The diaphasic variation 
Each one of the interactional types profits from the maximal situational variation 
achieved through our recordings. The monologic type encompasses topic variation 
(life narratives, interviews, work monologues, jokes, assorted narratives, etc.), 
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variation as far as the recorded individual’s profile is concerned (family members, 
friends, clients, workmates, children, etc.), as well as variation in places where the 
recordings were carried (workplace, friends’ and families’ homes, restaurants, etc.). 
On the other hand, dialogues and conversations besides having the same above 
mentioned variations for individuals recorded and places where recordings were 
carried out, also  present a broad variation as far as the activity being executed 
during the interactions is concerned, e.g., two or more people cooking together, two 
or more people working together at a computer, an individual explaining to others 
how a technological instrument or a computer program work, client(s) interacting 
with attendant in a store, a mason and an engineer checking a construction work, 
two people grocery shopping, two waiters waiting at a party, two or more teachers 
talking about work, two or more people talking in a car, two or more people 
chitchatting at home, two or more people eating out at a restaurant, two or more 
people doing a budget balance together, two or more people studying together for an 
exam, a private lesson, two or more people visiting an apartment to be rented, etc. 
Therefore, the situational variation, within each recording type, is given by the 
combination of the following variables, in a scale of relevance: 
 
- Type of activity accomplished during the interaction. As the activity 
changes, so does the communicational situation; 
- Number and individual typology of activity participants. As the number 
and/or the participant typology change, so does the situation; 
- Place of interaction. As the place of interaction changes, so does the 
type of situation;  
- Topic of interaction. The change of topic contributes to the change in 
the situation, even though, by itself, it is not sufficient to differentiate 
situations. 
 
An issue that presented unforeseen complexity was how to characterize and 
differentiate public versus family/private contexts. The decisions taken as far as this 
differentiation is concerned in the C-ORAL-ROM seemed to vary among the groups 
who contributed to the project. Naturally more than one view could be adopted 
there. But for our project it is very relevant to have our criteria clearly established. 
The characterization of public contexts versus private contexts should be understood 
based on the role played by the speaker at the time of the interaction. A given 
speaker might interact acting upon her/his role as an individual, as usually happens 
in interactions among friends or family members, or she/he might act taking into 
account a given social role, be it due to work or power/social relationships in a given 
situation. That is to say, what really conditions the classification of the situation is 
not its actual occurrence in a public place, but the role that the interactants choose to 
have at that given situation: if the role chosen is that of a sister/brother, friend, or 
individual, the relationship is private; on the other hand, if the role is that of a 
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professional, a citizen, a representative of a given social-institutional entity, then the 
relationship is public. 
Therefore, it is not the presence or absence of strangers in a given interactional 
context being recorded that necessarily determines our choice for the public or 
private characterization of an interaction. Thus, a conversation between two close 
friends at a restaurant crowded with people cannot be automatically labeled as 
public, as much as a professional interaction between an advisor and an advisee in a 
closed door office cannot be considered private, even though the two are all alone in 
the office.  It should be clear that some factors may favor the public or private 
characterization of a situation, but no individual factor on its own can account for 
such characterization.  What is defining for this characterization is the speaker’s 
behavior – if she/he behaves based on her/his social role (client, professional, 
employee, citizen, etc.) then the interaction tends to be public, on the other hand, if 
her/his behavior is based on the individual’s own identity, the interaction tends to be 
private. A couple of examples should foster a better understanding of the decision 
taking criteria just mentioned: in one occasion we recorded an interview with a 
restaurant owner carried by her sister. The interview was recorded at the restaurant 
and the questions dealt with aspects related to the business of running a restaurant. 
Our initial expectation was that this would be a family/private interaction, given the 
close relationship between the two interactants. However, upon listening to the 
recording, we realized that the person interviewed had kept a behavior absolutely 
distinct from her usual one with her sister along the whole interview. She behaved as 
a professional - in this case, a restaurant owner who illustrates, albeit informally, the 
characteristics of her business. In this example, the place and topic of the recording 
were more relevant than the personal relationship between the interactants to the 
shaping of the speaker’s behavior. The same kind of phenomenon occurred when a 
sales representative was interviewed by his daughter, at home, about his profession. 
In this case, the topic of the interview alone was enough to determine that the 
speaker’s behavior was not familiar/private. On the other hand, we have a recording 
in which a group of college students talk beside an elevator at the university, in 
which place there was ample traffic of students, professors, staff, and strangers at 
large. Nevertheless, the content and tone of the conversation were clearly private.  
4. The header 
The metadata in the headers follow the same criteria as those adopted by the C-
ORAL-ROM, with the only exception of the schooling strata classification, already 
mentioned in this paper, and the acoustic quality, as explained in the next section. 
Therefore an example of a typical header in the corpus would be like the following: 
 





@Participants: CAR, Carmosina (woman, C, 1, house-keeper, narrator, Alpercata (MG)) 
      MAR, Maryualê (woman, B, 3, professor, intervenient, Florianópolis)  
@Date: 12/04/2008 
@Place: Belo Horizonte 
@Situation: narration about how CAR adopted her youngest daughter, CAR's kitchen, 
CAR makes lunch, not hidden, researcher participant (CAR works as housekeeper at the 
researcher's house)  
@Topic: daughter's adoption  
@Source: C-ORAL-BRASIL 
@Class: informal, familiar/ private, monologue 
@Length: 9’51” 
@Words:  1508 
@Acoustic_quality: AB  
@Transcriber: Maryualê M. Mittmann  
@Revisor: Heloisa P. Vale 
@Comments: text collected and recorded by Maryualê M. Mittmann. CAR pronounces 
"dócia" and "vivendos" when it should be "dócil" and "vivendo". Sometimes CAR calls 
the researcher Mara and not Mary.  
  
Through the examination of the metadata in the headers it will be possible to provide 
statistical scores pertaining to gender, age, schooling, occupation and 
communicative role played by the speaker, as well as provide information about the 
activities carried on along the recording, as well as place and topic of the recording. 
5. The recording equipment and the acoustic quality 
With a very few exceptions, the recordings were done in .wav format with the 
following equipment: 
 
- PDD60 Marantz digital recorders, with 2 gigabytes Compact Flash 
memory card; 
- Sennheiser Evolution EW100 G2 wireless kits (receiver, transmitter, 
clip microphone), with 2 battery/recharger kits adapted for the receiver, 
or with its own battery;  
- omnidirectional Sennheiser MD 421 microphones, with Hunter PMP 
103 support, RCL303569 6 meters cables or a wireless system. 
 
The clip microphones are used in monologic and dialogic situations and the 
omnidirectional microphone in conversational situations. However, we have 
obtained some good recordings done with two clip microphones in which three or 
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four people interacted in a spatial configuration which facilitated the accuracy of the 
recording. In order to minimize the risk of having low quality conversation 
recordings, we intend to start employing a mixer with up to six clip microphones, 
which will guarantee that each one of the participants in a conversation have their 
own monodirectional microphone.  
This equipment supports recordings done in natural environments with a sound 
quality that allows at least the identification of the F0 curve which is crucial for the 
intonation analyses carried by the WinPitch software; however, in most cases, the 
quality is so good that it is also appropriate for segmental analyses to be done.   
In most cases when the recordings are executed with clip microphones they are 
kept in stereo mode. This allows for the use of more resources in speech analysis; 
for example, it will make it possible to better identify individual speakers in a 
recording in which there is speech overlap. Overall it also guaranties a much better 
sound quality. 
The few cases in which this equipment was not used are those undertaken in 
acoustic cabins or in .mp3 format. 
The recordings are only done with informants that willingly sign the permission 
from authorized by the Ethics Committee at UFMG11. 
The acoustic quality is indicated in the header of each transcription. The criteria 
followed to indicate acoustic quality differ from those found in the C-ORAL-ROM 
due to the technological changes that have occurred since the recordings for that 
corpus were undertaken (some of the recordings date back to the 1980’s) and the 
inception of recordings for the C-ORAL-BRASIL in 2007. The C-ORAL-ROM 
employed the letters A, B  and C to indicate, respectively, excellent, good and 
acceptable acoustic quality. In the collection of data the letter D would indicate that 
the sound quality of a given file was so poor as not to be appropriate for inclusion in 
the corpus. In the C-ORAL-BRASIL  the letter classification has been maintained; 
however, two differences must be mentioned: 
 
1. in principle, the same letter will indicate a better quality file in the C-
ORAL-BRASIL than in the C-ORAL-ROM due to the technological 
advances already mentioned; 
2. within the C-ORAL-BRASIL we have adopted a more complex quality 
code in which besides the single letters (A,B,C), double letters are used 
to indicate intermediary quality (AB, BC, CD). 
 
The indication of acoustic quality criteria surmise the observation of the following 
parameters: the possibility of hearing turns, spectrum clarity, presence or lack of 
noise, reverberation, gain, overlappings, and recording environment. An A is 
assigned to recordings that will allow, in principle, many kinds of phonetic study; on 
the other hand, an assigned D recording will only be usable for morpho-syntactic 
and lexical studies due to the fact that in the majority of cases the F0 is either 
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unreadable or unreliable. For the intermediary scorings the F0 curve is good for at 
least 60% of the sound files, the other 40% present difficulties in a variable number 
of ways. The CD score indicates that in principle the recording could be included in 
the corpus, but it might as well not be used for a host of reasons. Naturally, the 
acoustic quality indication bears upon a variable degree of rigidity dependent on the 
interaction type and the actual interactional situation. The criteria are stricter in what 
regards monologic interactions, less rigid for dialogic interactions, and even less 
rigid for conversational interactions. It should be clear that the sheer fact that 
conversations imply a larger number of interacts prevents the achievement of 
optimal quality. Analogously, it cannot be expected that a dialogue between two 
people recorded in a supermarket will have the same acoustic quality of a recording 
taken at a silent place. Therefore, the conclusion is that the score letter indicates the 
acoustic quality in itself, but it is possible, for example, that a conversation scoring 
A, if evaluated in sole regard to its acoustic quality, might correspond to a 
monologue scoring AB. 
6. The transcriptions 
The transcriptions are done in accordance with the CHILDES-CLAN system 
(MacWhinney, 2000) implemented for prosodic tagging as developed by Moneglia 
and Cresti (1997). 
The transcriptions are done on an orthographic basis; however several 
adaptations are being introduced to render better some speech phenomena found in 
BP which we consider especially important to be noticed. The transcription criteria 
will not be entirely discussed below; however some relevant examples will be 
provided. The transcriptions attempt to capture phenomena that might reflect 
lexicalizations and grammaticalizations in progress. At the same time, the 
transcribed text cannot withhold such difficulties as to generate comprehension 
problems for the reader and excessive difficulties for the transcribers, especially in 
those cases in which the perceptibility of the phenomenon to be transcribed is such 
as to render improbable a high level of agreement among transcribers. This creates 
the necessity for our balancing the rendering of linguistic phenomena and the 
readability of the text or the feasibility of the transcription. Some of the phenomena 
that the transcriptions attempt to capture are the following: 
 
- lack of copular verb ser in focus structures when the verb is not 
actually uttered: Maria que faz VS. Maria é que faz; que que cê acha 
disso VS. que é que cê acha disso; quando que ele vem VS. quando é 
que ele vem; etc; 
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- lack of plural marking in nouns and adjectives. All item plural marking 
in NPs in BP is frequently omitted when it is already signaled in the 
determiner (or leftward most element) of an NP: os meninos bonitos > 
os menino bonito; 
- lack of person marking in several verb forms (nós diz; es faz; etc.); 
- subject pronoun cliticization in second and third person forms: você(s) 
> cê(s); ele > e’; ela > ea; eles > es; elas > eas; 
- preverbal negation potencial cliticization: não > nũ; 
- articulated preposition contraction: para + def. art. > pro, pra, pros, 
pras, prum; de + indef. art.: dum, duns; com + def. art.: co, ca, cos, cas; 
etc.; 
- apheresis: in verbs, such as estar (tô, ta, tando, tar, etc.) and others 
(agüentar > güentar; espera > pera; etc.) or in some other parts of 
speech, such as obrigado > brigado; 
- apocope in masculine diminutive forms: sozinho > sozim; 
- some formulaic expressions: Nossa, No’; Vixe’ (Virgem Maria); etc.; 
- and others... 
7. The segmentation 
The transcriptions are segmented into utterances and tonal units, according to the 
same criteria followed by the C-ORAL-ROM, with a very few and slight changes. 
The symbols adopted are discussed below: 
 
- the double bar (//) indicates intonation break with terminal value, that 
is, the end of an utterance. An utterance is defined in the Informational 
Patterning Theory as the smallest pragmatically autonomous unit, 
holding an intonation profile perceived as terminal (t’Hart, Cohen and 
Collier 1990); 
- the single bar (/) indicates an intonation break perceived as non-
terminal, therefore indicating the border of a tone unit (with an 
informational value, in principle) within an utterance; 
- the sign (+) indicates an interrupted utterance. It has a terminal value 
but indicates that the utterance was not completed for whatever 
reason; 
- the sign ([/n]) indicates retracting. The n at the side of the bar 
indicates the number of words involved in the retracting. 
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Some examples of how breaks are assigned in speech fragments from our corpus are 




These are some cases in which a sequence of simple utterances appears in the same turn 
– each utterance carries a terminal break only. 
 
1A 
*PAU: bom // Rogério // 
[*PAU: well // Roger //] 
 
1B 
*FLA: é // me falaram // que ele é muito <bom> // 
[*FLA: yes // I’ve been told // that it is very <good> //] 
 
1C 
*FLA: hhh o nosso tá longe // tá em outra cidade // 
[*FLA: hhh our is far away // it’s in another town //] 
 
1D 
*REN: ham ham // <é> // tá // tá certo // obrigada // 




This is a complex utterance, with non-terminal breaks within it. In the example, the 
comment unit, that is, the only unit which carries pragmatic autonomy, is identified. 
 
*FBA: Tudo que é de bom / pra gente / que a gente tá se sentindo que realmente tá 
fazendo / né / e [/] e que tá dando retorno / a gente continua //=COM= 
[*FBA: Everything which is good / for us / that we are feeling that we are really 




This is an example of an interrupted utterance, followed by the interruption uttered by the 
other speaker in the interaction recorded. 
 
*PAU: aí / por exemplo +  
[*PAU: then / for example +] 
*ROG: aqui já tá dando [/4] aqui já tá dando a altura // 
[*ROG: here it’s  already reaching [/4] here it’s  already reaching the height //] 
 
 




An example of retracting (cf. e.g. 3) 
 
*ROG: aqui já tá dando [/4] aqui já tá dando a altura // 




A transcribed and segmented speech excerpt.  
 
*PAU: bom // Rogério // 
[*PAU: well // Roger //] 
*ROG: hum // 
[*ROG: yes //] 
 
*PAU: cê sabe aqui como é que [/3] como é que tem que fazer esse muro aqui / né // 
por que que cê não tá trabalhando com linha aqui / o’ // 
[*PAU: you know here how it should be [/3] how this wall should be built / right // 
why aren’t you working with the line here / look //] 
 
*ROG: ah / então eu vou [/2] eu vou &f + 
[*ROG: ah / then I will [/2] I will &d +] 
 
*PAU: hein // 
[*PAU: what //] 
 
*ROG: eu vou &coloc [/3] eu vou suspende’ mais um pouquinho aqui / e vou pegar 
a linha e colocar por cima // 
[*ROG: I’m going to &plac [/3] I’m going to raise a little  more here / and I’m going 
to get the line and place it on top //] 
 
*PAU: ah / porque se não + aqui / o’ // aí / por exemplo + 
[*PAU: ah / otherwise + here / look // there / for example +] 
 
*ROG: aqui já tá dando [/4] aqui já tá dando a altura // 
[*ROG: here it’s  already reaching [/4] here it’s  already reaching the height //] 
 
*PAU: o’ / aqui + não // tá dando a altura daquele que a Isa / 
[*PAU: look / here + not // it is reaching the height of that one that Isa /] 
 
*ROG: é // 
[*ROG: yeah //] 
*PAU: / marcou lá / <né> // 
[*PAU: / marked there / <right> //] 
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*ROG: <que a dona> Isa marcou ali // que a dona <Isa marcou> // 
[*ROG: <that Mrs.> Isa marked there // that Mrs. <Isa marked> //] 
 
There is a spectrographic representation (using the WinPitch software by Philippe 
Martin)12 of a piece of the recording transcribed above, exemplified below. It is a 
recording carried in an open space, and it features a mason and an engineer talking 
during the building of a wall. This recording reached an acoustic quality AB. 
 
 
8. The transcription and segmentation processes: validation 
The transcription and segmentation processes are utterly complex13. A long training 
period was undertaken in several stages that include three workshops and a graduate 
level course. All the members of the project staff extensively practiced segmenting 
and transcribing texts. It is relevant to mention that the segmentation process is done 
together with the transcription process, as both are based on acoustic perception. 
After the training period, a group of ten transcribers was selected to undergo some 
tests. The detailed results of the tests along with a full description of the training 
process will be reported elsewhere. In this paper we will only refer to the major 
aspects of those processes. 
After the training period the ten potential transcribers were sorted in three 
groups, two of which had three members and one had four members. The sorting in 
groups was done according to the following criteria: Group #1 was established with 
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three students who had manifested outstanding aptitude in segmenting during the 
training period and at the same time demonstrated full engagement in the project. 
Those students had the following profile at the time: one was a doctoral student, the 
other a masters’ student and the last a senior undergraduate research assistant who 
was about to enter the masters’ program. Group #2 was established with three 
students who ranked second in the same aspects mentioned above for Group #1. The 
students’ profile at the time was: a doctoral student, a candidate to the doctoral 
program, and an undergraduate research assistant. Group #3 was made up of 
students who were rookies in the project or had demonstrated less availability to 
undertake chores in the project. Their profile was: three undergraduate research 
students (two of which held scholarships) and a masters’ degree student. The latter 
was not officially a member of the project staff, but had undergone the training 
process and had shown a high degree of enthusiasm to be integrated in our work. 
The three undergraduate students had less time experience in segmenting and 
therefore also had better chances of improving their skills with the experience to be 
acquired. 
Each group underwent a series of tests after which, in collective meetings, the 
inconsistencies in break markings in the transcriptions were discussed. Groups #2 
and #3 were reorganized after the initial tests, the reason being the following: we did 
not need three transcriber groups but only two. It was fully predictable that Group #1 
would confirm its high degree of reliability, and Groups #2 and #3 could in principle 
show different results from those obtained at our first trials. These tendencies were 
confirmed and Group #1 was maintained as it had previously been and Groups #2 
and #3 were merged. In this merger, only one member of Group #2 was kept and 
three members of Group #3 were upgraded. In the end, we had two groups: Group 
#1 as already described and Group #2 with four members. Group #3 was eliminated.  
Presently Group #2 has reached a Kappa test at four result of 0.82 (0,85 if we 
consider only the best three members), but they needed almost two months more 
than group #1 to achieve this result. Below a summarized description of the path 
followed by Group #1 will be reported. A relevant piece of information referring to 
the transcriptions used in the tests is that they were only provisory and did not have 
all the features that our project requires. Mostly there were transcription errors, some 
of which induced different solutions on the part of the segmenters. The consequence 
was that the disagreements artificially diminished the statistic agreement rate. The 
results for the tests undertaken by Group #1 are provided below: 
 
1. Segmentation of a dialogic text comprised of around 800 words and a 
monologic text comprised of 800 words. Kappa test results: 0.820 for 
the dialogic text and 0.750 for the monologic test. 
2. Segmentation of a dialogic text comprised of 1,500 words. Kappa test 
result: 0.839. 
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3. Segmentation of a monologic text comprised of around 1,500 words. 
Kappa test result: 0.839. 
 
These results require a qualitative discussion in order to be better understood.  
Firstly, it was our objective not to have any disagreements as far as terminal breaks 
are concerned. In all the tests a few disagreements occurred (seven in the worst 
attempt and two in the best one). We checked all the disagreement cases and it 
became immediately clear that a few of them were simply due to a lack of attention 
in the process of segmentation, openly recognized by the people who had done them 
upon being questioned about their decisions. The other disagreements occurred due 
to issues yet not resolved involving the transcriptions. A typical example of the latter 
comprises turns in which there are only laughs and no words uttered. In some cases 
the person segmenting the texts decided that a laugh turn should not be segmented; 
in another, however, the decision was that there was a terminal break at the end of 
the laugh turn. The described problem generated the better part of extreme 
disagreements between the insertion of a terminal break and a lack of break 
insertion. Excluding the clear cases of distraction and ambiguous laugh turns, there 
was no disagreement in the segmentation of terminal breaks and lack of break 
insertions. 
Secondly, the checking up of all the tests generated an immediate reduction in 
disagreements in the discussion phase. In most cases, whoever represented the 
disagreement from the majority’s decision (without being aware that hers/his was 
the disagreeing decision), either did not acknowledge that she/he had made that 
choice or changed hers/his decision immediately. These two factors generated an 
improvement in the test results, which had already been originally excellent from a 
statistical point of view, as the Kappa score shows. 
After the phase reported above we assumed that the results already guaranteed a 
satisfactory basis for our work, but in order to achieve results that demonstrated 
excellence we decided to pursue more tests which differentiated terminal breaks 
from non-terminal breaks. We proposed a first test that focused on terminal breaks. 
The result was 0.901, and it would have been even higher if we had ignored the few 
disagreements accounted for by expected ambiguities due to the poor quality of the 
transcription. The second test dealt with non-terminal breaks. The result was 0.660. 
The average for this result and the one for the terminal breaks would be superior to 
0.800, already to be considered excellent, but we wanted to further investigate the 
reasons for the disagreements in decision making. We got the distraction effect, 
which was promptly corrected at the checking sessions, and it also became clear that 
one of the people segmenting had a tendency not to perceive weak breaks. This 
factor has little effect on the perception of terminal breaks, however it does clearly 
impact non-terminal breaks. At this point we decided that the best way to proceed to 
the beginning of the transcription work was to leave the revisions to the two 
transcribers who exhibited a higher degree of agreement in their decisions. In spite 
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of the continuation of the discussion and test processes, we decided to initiate the 
transcriptions. All the transcriptions to be done during the period in which 
discussions and tests will be still taking place shall undergo a further revision after 
the conclusion of the tests.  
In sum, even working with approximate transcriptions that have not been 
revised and which therefore generate ambiguity, we can count with a Kappa 
agreement clearly superior to 0.800; that is, a result considered statistically 
excellent. This Kappa result will automatically be improved with definite 
transcriptions and revisions. After the revision process is concluded, new tests shall 
confirm a higher agreement score.  
The first tests applied to Group #2 in its different compositions averaged 
between 0.790 and 0.750 for dialogic texts and between 0.770 and 0.680 for 
monologic texts, and, after two more months of training, we obtained, as we have 
already mentioned, 0,82 (0,85 considering only the three best trained individuals).  
9. The setting up of a mini-corpus for study 
In order to guarantee the availability of material so that informational studies can be 
started, it was decided that our work was to be carried in two distinct fronts. On the 
one hand, a balanced mini-corpus, made up of 20 texts, 3,000 utterances and 30,000 
words, was to be developed. This mini-corpus would be fully transcribed, 
segmented, aligned and informationally tagged. On the other hand, the transcription, 
segmentation and alignment of the other texts would proceed.  
The setting up of the mini-corpus has in view the pursuit of maximum quality 
criteria. The mini-corpus, in its various branching, only encompasses texts that show 
the best possible combination of the following parameters: 
 
- branching representativity. The text should be a good prototype for the 
kind of variation it illustrates (public versus family/private; monologic 
versus dialogic versus conversational); 
- greatest possible variation in activities undertaken. Two texts should 
never represent the same communicative situation; 
- high acoustic quality. This is given by the following factors: 
spectrographic quality; little or no background noise; little or no signal 
reverberation; voice clarity; gain; reliable F0 calculation; low 
overlapping percentage; 
- speaker diversity. The same speaker cannot be in more than one 
recording file, except in the case she/he is the protagonist of a 
monologue or a dialogue and also takes part in a conversation. 
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Approximate parity in representing male and female voices, as well as 
age groups; 
- diastratic neutralization. Texts representative of a middle ground as far 
as diastratic variation is concerned are sought. Avoidance of extreme 
high or low diastratic examplars; 
- attractiveness of content. This is important for two reasons: first a 
highly interesting text captures the transcriber’s attention, therefore 
guaranteeing better transcription and segmentation results; secondly it 
adds up to the degree of informational content because it guarantees a 
more spontaneous speech. 
In order to guarantee the maximum quality level for the mini-corpus, the chosen 
texts are being transcribed exclusively by Group #1 members, and are being revised 
by its two members with the higher agreement scores. Before setting up a group of 
taggers, it will be necessary to verify the reliability and the degree of agreement 
reached in the tagging process in the same way it was carried for the segmentation 
process.  
10. Present stage of the work and next steps to be taken 
At the present stage we have gathered 180 recordings which cover the whole 
spectrum of the informal part of the corpus. Because several recordings are actually 
too long, in some cases over several hours, it is likely that several texts can be 
extracted from some of these long recordings. The number of texts already available 
is no doubt sufficient for the goal of the corpus. Nevertheless, the recording process 
will never be considered as concluded at this point, as it is always desirable that 
more texts are available, so that choices can be made in order to better improve the 
corpus up to the moment it is considered as finished. Besides, even after the 
publication of the corpus within the parameters proposed in its projection, its 
enlargement will always be desirable because this guarantees the possibility for 
several other studies to be done (similarly to what has been done to the Italian 
LABLITA corpus, which is much larger than that published in the C-ORAL-
ROM)14. 
As far as transcriptions are concerned, the three expert transcribers (Group #1) 
who reached an adequate statistical agreement score are about to finish the 
transcription as well as the revision of the twenty texts selected to integrate the mini-
corpus discussed in session 9 above. Group #2 will transcribe and segment the 
remaining texts that will make up the corpus. 
As soon as the mini-corpus texts are entirely transcribed and revised, the three 
expert transcribers will start the alignment process to then immediately pursue 
informational tagging. The alignment stage is also the last time in which the revision 
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of segmentation, with special attention to terminal breaks, is done. After that point, 
the mini-corpus will be ready for various studies based on it to be carried by the C-
ORAL-BRASIL members. 
Meanwhile, Group #2 will be working on the transcription, segmentation and 
alignment of the other texts that will integrate the corpus. These, however, will not 
be informationally tagged. The whole corpus will be lexico-morpho-syntactically 
tagged through appropriate software, trained and rule-based taking into account the 
transcription choices and segmentation criteria decided upon for the C-ORAL-
BRASIL. The same macro and Excel sheet used for the C-ORAL-ROM will provide 
the major speech measures together with the POS-tagging software, that is, for each 
interactional type (monologue, dialogue and conversation) there will be a calculation 
of turn, utterance and tonal unit numbers in relation to time and word number; the 
number of interrupted utterances and retracting phenomena; number of utterances 
carrying verbs and of those which are verbless. These data will be correlated with 
the characterization of utterances as simple or complex; frequency of occurrence of 
negation and conjunctions E, MAS, PORQUE and QUE, and their placement 
(beginning of turn, beginning of utterance, beginning of tonal unit, within a tonal 
unit and characterization as a dedicated unit – that is, whenever the unit is made up 
solely by the item under investigation)15. 
These same measures are already being investigated under a qualitative 
perspective for a group of nine texts (three dialogues, three monologues and three 
conversations) that will integrate the mini-corpus. A qualitative study allows for the 
possibility of researching phenomena that cannot be captured by a quantitative 
inquiry carried by computational resources. For instance, an automatic tagger can 
tell us whether a given utterance holds a verb or not, but cannot inform us whether a 
given form is classified as a verb solely under morphological criteria but does not 
hold this classification functionally. For example, items such as tá or sei are tagged 
the same way when they show up in utterances in which they have a verbal value as 
in o meu amigo tá bem “my friend is ok” and eu sei o que estou dizendo “I know 
what I am saying”, and in utterances in which they function as a signal for 
agreement, meaning sim (yes) or ok. Analogously a tagger does not capture the 
functional value of a reply to a question which bears an echo verb used either to 
affirm or agree, as it is frequently the case in BP16. Furthermore, a qualitative 
analysis will make it clear whether a verbal element fills or not a nuclear slot in a 
given utterance. Yet another example of the relevance of qualitative analyses 
pertains to the frequency of occurrence of non-verbal utterances, characterized by 
the sole presence of elements such as hum hum or ahn ahn , which are linguistically 
empty even tough are conventionalized as affirmations and negations.  
We conclude this paper by introducing one of the prospective studies the corpus 
will allow us to develop, and which we find most interesting for its large descriptive 
potential as much as for the possibility of approaching a basic question posed by the 
C-ORAL-ROM project: whatever belongs to the characterization of speech and that 
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which is specific of a given language/culture. We are referring to the possibility 
afforded by the C-ORAL-BRASIL for us to compare BP spontaneous speech to 
European Portuguese (EP) spontaneous speech, based not solely on segmental, 
morphosyntactic and lexical parameters but also on those which pertain to the 
prosodic, informational and illocutionary domains. This comparison will allow us to 
develop studies in an attempt to answer the following two important questions: 
 
1. To which extent BP and EP, two variants of the same language, are 
structured the same way or differently, and in the latter case scenario to 
which extent the difference in structuring is connected to different 
cultural matrixes? The studies undertaken by the LABLITA group 
about Italian will be an automatic meter of comparison. The very first 
studies already developed taking as their bases the BP pilot project 
indicate significant differences in the informational structure of Italian 
and BP. To know whether EP is closest structurally to a distinct 
language which shares a similar culture (Italian), or to a variant of the 
same language which is culturally distinct (BP) can help us 
significantly understand the structure of speech. Therefore, one of the 
next steps we will take in the project will be the tagging of a mini-
corpus of EP extracted from the C-ORAL-ROM so that we can start to 
develop comparative studies taking into account three languages: 
Italian, EP and BP. 
2. The comparison of the three languages (Italian, EP and BP), taking into 
account the fact that EP shares cultural identity with Italian and the 
code matrix with BP, would allow us to isolate BP features that could 
be natural candidates for a language contact investigation. If in some 
speech aspects, mainly intonation and informational aspects, EP shows 
a closer resemblance to Italian than to BP, then we would have good 
grounds to study the same phenomena in BP searching for historical 
explanations which could bear on the contact of BP with languages 
from very distinct backgrounds.  
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